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Australia 40c
New Zealand 45c
South Africa 40c
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NEW EDU -KIT MAJOR

NEW
ROAMER
NINE

COMPLETELY SOLDERLESS ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KIT.

BUILD THESE PROJECTS WITHOUT
SOLDERING IRON OR SOLDER.

WITH
V.H.F.
INCLUD-

* 4Tracer
Transistor Earpiece Radio *
* Signal Injector * Transistor

rani

Tester NPN-PNP * 4 Transistor Push
II Amplifier * 5 Translator Push Pull Anna nor * 7 Transistor Loudspeaker Radio MW/LW

ING

AIRCRAFT

* 5 Transistor Short Wave Radio * Electronic

Metronome * Electronic

Noise

Generator

Nine Transistors,
9 Tunable wavebands as Roamer
Ten, built in

* Batteryless Crystal Radio * One Transistor
Radio * 2 Transistor Regenerative Radio
* 3 Transistor Regenerative Radio * Audible
Continuity Tester * Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.
P P & Ins. 44P.

27.23

(Overseas
£1.85p.)

rar

yard of sleeving, etc. *Parts price list and plans 50p (FREE with parts).

with

VHF including aircraft.10 Transistors.

(Overseas P & P i1e951))

Ins' 44p.

(+ 10% VAT finp)

Build this

Latest 4" 2 watt Fer-

exciting New
series of designs

rite Magnet Loud-

speakers, 9 Tunable

E.V. 5 5 Transistors and 2 diodes. WM/LW.
Powered by 41 volt Battery. Ferrite rod aerial, tuning
condenser, volume control, and loudspeaker. Attractive

Wavebands, MWI,
EWE LW. 8WI. SWE. SW8, Trawler Band, VHF
and Local Stations also Aircraft Band, Suitt In
Ferrite Rod Aerial for 31W/LW. Retractable, chrome
Plated 7 section Telescopic Aerial. can be angled and
rotated for peak short wave and VHF listening. Push
Pull ontput using 600 mw Transistors- Car Aerial and
Tape Recording Sockets. 10 Transistors plus 3 Diodes.

aPProx.

Parts price list and Plans 1.5p. Free with parts.

Total Building Costs 41.95
(Overseas P

Condenser with VHF section.
Separate coil for
Aircraft
Band. Volume
on/off, Wave Change and tone Control. Attractive Case in black with silver blocking. Size

P £1@5p)

Ins.rP A309

(+ 10% VAT 29p)
Case and looks as above. 8 Transistors and
S diodes. Powered by 9 volt battery.Ferrite rod aerial, 3"
loudspeaker, etc., 31W/LW coverage. Push Pull output.
Parts price list and Plans 150. Free with parte.

E.V. 6

V x 7" x 4". Easy to follow instructions and diagrams.

Parts price list and plans 80p (FREE with parts).
Total building costs
(Overseas F. & P. £1.80)

Build Radios.
Amplifiers, etc.
from easy stage
diagrams. Five

case with red speaker grille. Size 9" x 61" x 21"

Tuning

£8.50F. ins.
P. 52p
A

Total Building Costs L360Ins." 30p
(Overseas F & F 61.250)

(÷ 10% VAT Stip)

units includin g

(+ 10% VAT 38p)

master nal t
to construe t

E.V. 7 Case and looks as above. 7 Transistors and
3 diodes. Sir 'wavebands. 31W/LW. Trawler Band,
SW1, SW2. 8W3. powered by 9 volt battery. Push

POCKET
FIVE
Tunable

Total Building Costs £6.95

NEW
EVERYDAY
SERIES

ROAMER
TEN

3

diodes, tuning condenser with V.R.F. section,
separate roil for aircraft, moving coil loudspeaker.
volume ON/OFF and wavechange control. Attractive
all white case with red grille and carrying strap.
Size 95" x 7" x 2/" approx. Parts Price list and
Plans 30p (FREE with parte)
3

* 1 Tuning Condenser * 3 Knobs * Ready Wound
yards of wire * 1

MW/T.W/SW Coils * Ferrite Rod *

1+ 10% VAT 72p)

Ganged

ferrite rod aerial for MW/LW. Retractable chrome
plated telescopic aerial for VHF and SW. Push Pull
output suing 600 now transistors. 9 Transistors and

* 24 Resisters * 21 Capacitors * 10 Transistor'
*11 loudspeaker * Earpiece * Mica Baseboard * 3 12'
way connectors * 2 Volume controls * 2 Slider Switches

Total Building Costs

Components include:

Tuning Condenser: 2 Volume Controls: 2 Slider
Switches: Fine 3" Tone Moving Coil Speaker: Terminal
Strip: Ferrite Rod Aerial: Battery Clips: 4 Tag Boards:
10 Transistors: 4 Diodes: Resistors: Capacitors:
Three 5" Knobs. Units once constructed are detachable

Pull output. Telescopic aerial fur short waves. 3^ loud-

speaker. Parts price list and easy build plans 20p.
Free with parts.

waveband,

Total Building Costs £4.08 FP&
Ina. alp

M.W./L.W. and Trawler
Band. 7 stages, 5 tram

(Overseas P A P £1.85)

sistors and .2 diode,.
supersensitive ferrite reel

from Master Knit, enabling them to be stored for

10% VAT 401))

ROAMER

future use. Ideal for Schools, Educational Authorities
and all those interested in radio construction.
Parts price list and plans 24 (FREE with parts).

60" x lt" x 34" approx.

EIGHT Mk 1

15p. (Free with parts).

NOW WITH
VARIABLE
TONE CONTROL

Total Building Costs re.
Lj

aerial, moving coil loudspeaker. attractive Black
and

Gold

Slur

Case-

Plans and parts price list

i250

Total Building Costs
( Overseas P &P 1 -251)

P
Ins. 28p

1 -se 10% VAT 2*P)

SW3 and Trawler Band. Built in Ferrite Rod Aerial
for MW and LW. Retractable chrome plated Telescopic aerial fur Short. Warta. Push pull output using
Selectivity switch. 8 transistors plus 3 diodes. Latest
4" 2 watt Ferrite Magnet Loudspeakers. Air spaced
gauged tuning condenser. Volume/on/al, tuning, wave

Wavebands, transistors

Five. Larger Case with
Its( Speaker Grille and

Plans and parts price
P 1.25P)

Speaker. 8 stages -8 transistors and '2 diodes. Attrac
Live black case with red grille, dial and black knobs

with polished metal inserts. Size 9 x 61 x 2fin.
approx. Plans and parte price list 2.59 (FREE with
parts).

Parts price list and plans 2.5D (IRRE with Parts).

list 159 (Free with parts).

Total Building Costs /2.75 rz. :

Total Building Costs f698
(Overseas P. & P. £1.85)

(= 10% VAT 27p)

Case and looks
as Trans -Eight

aerial and telescopic aerial for Short Waves. Sin.

change and tone control.. Attractive case in rich
chestnut. shade with gold blocking. Size 9 x 7 x 4111.
approx. Easy to follow instructions and diagrams.

Tuning Dial.

PP
V In e. 331)
(÷ 10% VAT 550

6 Tunable Wavebands: MW, LW. SW1, SW2, SW3.
Trawler band plus an Extra Medium waveband for
easier tuning of Luxembourg etc. Sensitive ferrite rod

1100mW transistors. Car aerial and Tape record sockets.

and speaker as Pocket

(Overseas P

ROAMER SIX

Tunable Wavebands: MW1, 3fP72, LW, 8W1, 8W2,

TRANSONA
FIVE
s

(Overseas P & P £185)

Total Building Costs £3.98

Ins. 47p

(Overseas P. A P. £1-85)

( + 10% VAT 69P)

P 31p
Ins.
+ 10% VAT 39p)

RADIO EXCHANGE CO

TRANS EIGHT
8 TRANSISTORS and 8 DIODES

6 Tunable Wavebands; MW. LW.

61a HIGH STREET, BEDFORD, MK40 ISA

SW1., SW2, SW3 and Trawler
Band. Sensitive ferrite rod aerial
for M.W. and L.W. Telescopic
aerial for Short Waves. Sin.
Speaker. 8 improved type trans-

I enclose £

istors plus 3 diodes. Attractive case In black with red grille. dial and black
knobs with polished metal inserts. Sire 9 x 51 x 21 in. approx. Push pull
output. Battery economiser switch for extended battery Ille. Ample power to
drive a larger speaker. Parts price list and plans 25p (FREE with parts).

Total Building Costs
(Overseas P

P 11.25)

Tel. 0234 52367

Reg. no. 788372

4. 48

LP. :3,

for

Name

Address

10% v.A.T. 44TO

o Callers side entrance "Levens" Shop
* Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30 Mon. -Fri. -9-12 Sat.

L

(Dept. E.E.7.)

ti

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham,CR4 3HD. Phone 01-648 8422

The Catalogue you MUST have!
HOME RADIO

COMPONENTS

6 785 electronic
components clear"'
listed and indexed

Details of our popular
Credit Account Service
and our Easy Ordering
System are included_
in the catalogue.

Only 55p. plus 22p

irk

POST AND
PACKING
Name

POST THIS COUPON

Address

1

with cheque or P.O.for 77p.
7hepri6x.
,,
the andeof77

applies oVresetsocsustornees

HOME RADIO (Components)LTD. (Regn. No. London 912966)

I

Dept. EE, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham CR4 3HD

===
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LOOK

Beginner's Guide

NEW

To Electronics

BOOK

3rd Edition
T.L. Squires and C -M. Deason
This book describes as simply as possible
the basic concepts in electronic engineering and the various components used in

electronic equipment so that the reader
gains an understanding of the terms used

and the practical side of the subject
Prominence throughout has been given
to the transistor and the integrated

become

circuit

a RADIO -AMATEUR I

Provides a 'short cut' for those wishing

to obtain a quick acquaintance with

learn how to become a radio -amateur
in contact with the whole world. We give

modern electronics
brought
and
revised
Completely
up-to-date
section is dealt with non Each
explanatory
and
mathematically
diagrams are used throughout
240 pages 191 x 128mm. ISBN 0 408 00126 7
Cased £1.90

skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence

free I

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO &
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL P.O. Box 156, JERSEY
NAME
ADDRESS

BUY NOW 44

EEB 7.4

Newnes-Butterworths

BLOCK CAPS please

LAU Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent

YATES ELECTRONICS

C.W.O.

POST AND PACKING

PLEASE.

PLEASE ADD 10p TO ORDERS UNDER £2.

(FLITWICK) LTD

Catalogue which contains data sheets for most of the

components listed will be sent free on request.
10p stamp aopreciated.

DEPT. E.E., ELSTOW STORAGE DEPT.
KEMPSTON HARDWICK,

Callers Welcome Mon. to

9 a.m.-5 P.T.

Sat.

PLEASE ADD 10% VAT

BEDFORD.

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES

RESISTORS
SW Iskra high stability carbon film-very low noise-capless construction.
SW Mallard CR25 carbon film-very small body size 7.5 x 2.5 mm.

160V: 001µF, 0.015AF, 0.022AF, 0033µF, 0-047AF. 0066µF, 3p. 0 1AF, 35p. 0.15AF, 45p
0.22AF, Op. 0334.:F. 6p. 047AF, 75p. 0.685F, 119.1 -05F, 13p.

4-W 2% ELECTROSIL TRS.
Power
Tolerance
watts

250V P.C. mounting: 001µF, 0-015AF, 0.0244F, 3p. 0.03344F, 0.047AF, 0.068µF, lip. 01µF4p.

4-

6

5%
10%
2%
10%
5%

Range

Values
available

3.3M0 -10M0
100-1M0

E24
E12
E24

470-2.2m0
10-3-90

470-1M0

012
E12
E12

1.3p
1-3p
3.5p
1.3p

13p

10-100
8p
Quantity price applies for any selection. Ignore fractions on total order.
4

10%

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C230 SERIES

Price
1-99

100+

11p
1-19

3p
1-1p

lip
7p

0-155F, 0.22AF, Op. 0-335F, 65p. 0470F , 35p. 0.68AF, 11p. 1.05F 13p. 1.555, 20p.

2-244F, 24p.

MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS 100V: 0.0010F,
0-0025F, 0005µF, 0.01AF, 002µF, 3p. 0.045F,

(5Fv) 1 -63.1 -5)63, 2-2/63, 3-3/63, 4.7/63, 6-3/40, 68/63.10,125. 10/63, 15/16,15/40, 15/63, 22110,
22/25. 22/63, 33.6-3, 33/16, 33,'40.4714, 47/10, 47)25, 47/40, 68/63, 68(16. 100/4,100/10. 100125.
150163, 150/16, 220/4, 220;6-3, 220/16. 330;4, 6p. 47%63, 100/40, 150/25, 220/25,330/10. 470/63
7p. 68;63 150)40, 220/40. 330/16. 1000;4, 10p. 470/10, 680/6.3, 11p. 100/63. 150163. 220/63,
1000110. 12p. 470/25, 680/16, 150016-3, 13p. 470/40, 680;25, 1000116, 1500/10, 2200/6.3, 139.
330163, 680/40, 1000/25,1500/16, 2200/10, 3300/63, 4700,44, 21P.

0.5 -watt 5% iskra resistors 5 off each value 4.70 to 1M0.

012 pock 325 resistors £2.40. E24 pack 650 resistors £4-70.

POTENTIOMETERS

1in /W).
Carbon track 5k0 to 2M0, log or linear (log
Single, 14p. Dual gang (stereo), 49p. Single D.P. switch 23p.
SKELETON PRESET POTENTIOMETERS

Linear: 100, 250, 5030 and decades to 5M0. Horizontal or vertical P.C. mounting
(0-1 matrix).
Sub -miniature 0-1W, Sp each, Miniature 0-25W, 7p each.

when it absorbs deoxidizing or combustible gases such as hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, methane, propane, alcohol, North Sea gas, as well as carbon -dust
containing air or smoke. This decrease Is usually large enough to be utilized
without amplification. Full details and circuits are supplied with each detector.
Detector GD1 £2. Kit of parts for mains operated detector, including 001 but
excluding case £560. Suitable case £1-50. Kit of parts for 12 or 24V battery
operation, including GD1 and PC Board £7-70. As above for PPG battery £6-90.
Note: the battery operated hits incorporate our patented circuit to minimise
battery drain-typically 90mA for 24V.

VEROBOARD

2; x

x5
x

17 x 31

17 x 35 (plain)
17 x 2; (Plain)

2/ x 5 (plain)
97p

Draw the planned circuit onto a copper laminate board with the P.C. Pen allow to

dry, and immerse the board In the etchant On removal the circuit remains in
high relief.

2',

x 35 (plain)

Pin insertion tool
Spot face cutter
Pkt. 50 pins

22AF 16V

2.2F 35AV
4-7F 35AV
6.8F 25AV
10F 25µV

0.15F 35V
0-225F 35V
047AF 35V
1 -OAF 35V

The GDI is the world's first semiconductor that can converts concentration of gas
or smoke Into an electrical signal. The sensor decreases its electrical resistance

129

SOLID TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS

SMOKE AND COMBUSTIBLE GAS DETECTOR-GDI

354

100µF to 10,000µF, 2p each.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

DEVELOPMENT PACK

PRINTED BOARD MARKER

CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS

0 065F, 0 -0235F. 0 -15F. 4p.

3344F

10V

47AF 6-3V
1001.4F

3V

JACK PLUGS AND SOCKETS
0-1
24p
289
28p
32p
85p
120p

--

76p

620
52p

20p

0.15
200
28p
289
32p
67p
108p
52p
410
12p
11p
620
52p
20p

Standard screened
Standard insulated
Stereo screened
Standard socket
Stereo socket

28p
18p
40p
20p
309

129
12p
18p

2-5mm insulated
3.5mm insulated
3-5mm screened
2.5mm socket
3.5mm socket

tip
11p

D.1.N. PLUGS AND SOCKETS

2 oin, 3 pin, 5 pin 1800, 5 pin 2400, 6 pin, 7 pin

Plug 12p. Socket 8p.
4 way screened cable, 25p/metre.
6 way screened cable, 30o/metre.

BATTERY ELIMINATOR

£1-70

9V mains power supply. Same size as PP9 battery.
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CITO IN

THE HAND
IS

WORTH
INC. V.A.T.

THE TRULY POCKET
MULTIMETER FROM
CHINAGLIA OF ITALY
10knJV d.c. sensitivity with

0.1V to 1kV f.s.d. d.c.; 5V to 1.5kV

2.5%

accuracy.
Resistance 0-10kf1 and 0-11v1S1

f.s.d. a.c.
100µA to 1A f.s.d. d.c.; 5mA to 0.5A f.s.d.

Power -10 to +65dB in 6 ranges.

a.c.
For further information on the ''CITO" or other instruments from the exciting Chinaglia range write or telephone:

CHINAGLIA (U.K.) LTD.

19 Mulberry Walk, London S.W.3 .Tel. 01-352 1897
Trade enquiries welcomed

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD TRANSFER SYSTEMS

vvyv miummum
WM

ea 60

088888
011001100011010011000001100000

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 00011111000000000002000110011
0e*
r0000000000000
410111

T

r

r

0
0
0
0
00000000000

Acid resistant transfers for direct application to P.C. Board. This is a
new approach to printed circuit board manufacture, giving a professional

finish with al! details that an electronics engineer would require,

including all drilling positions automatically marked.
Ideal for single unit boards or small quantities. All at a very low costfor example an average 6" x 4" layout would cost less than 30p, and
the time taken under one hour, including etching to complete.
The system is simple, briefly it consists of 10 sheets of self adhesive
acid resistant transfers made in required shapes-i.e. edge connectors.
lines, pads, dual in line I.C.'s, 8-10-12. T.0.5 Cans. 3.4 lead transistors.
etc.. etc., which only require pressing into the required positions on
the printed circuit board before etching.

eo
op. 000e
0

440

The printed circuit transfer system is a genuine offer to the public
and industry. A full money back guarantee is sent with each order,
trade prices on application.

List of Prices
Complete system including post and VAT
Individual sheets

C2 00

Sample sheet

Copper laminate (boards) size 6" x 4i," 6 sheets
(.with six months guarantee)

22p
22p
50p

Printed circuit board PCB, transfer systems patent applied for.

E. R. NICHOLLS, 46 LOWFIELD ROAD, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE NUMBER : 061-480-2179
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THIS MONTH'S SELECTION OF
PtOeMit
GUARANTEED -TO -SPECIFICATION COMPONENTS

Everything Brand New * Attractive Discounts * Free Postage (U.K.)

Build that EE Design. with EV components
ELECTROLYTICS

TRANSISTORS

and semi -conductors of many types from simple
diodes to ICS photo -sensitive devices, threshold
switches. etc. etc.

MINITRON DIGITAL INDICATORS

3015F Seven segment filament, compatible with
standard logic modules. 0-9 and decimal point:
9mm characters in 16 lead DIL (some alphabetical
symbols available)
Suitable BCD decoder driver 7447
30150 showing
or - & 1 & dec. pt.

£1.20

voucher for 25p for spending when ordering
goods list value £5 or more.

1000,5041p
2000/50 57p

Working voltage

250V d.c.

0.01, 0-015, 0022, 0-033, 0-047
0-068, 0-1, 0-15

ea. 3p
ea. 4p

0'22, SP: 0.33 7P: 0-47 BP: 0.68 11p; 1.0 14p;
1.5 21p; 2-2 24p

SILVERED MICA

Working voltage 500V d.c.
Values In pFs-2 -2 to 820 in 32 stages
ea. 69
1000, 1500 7p; 1800 8p: 2200 10p; 2700, 3600 12p;
4700, 5000 15p; 6800 20p: 8200, 10,000 259

TANTALUM BEAD

0-1, 0-22, 0-47. 1-0 mF/ 35V.

2-2116V. 2-2135V, 4-7116V, 10i6 -3V
3V
4-7/35V, 10,-16V, 22/6-3V

10/25V, 22,16V, 47/6-3V 100i3V

ea. 14p
ea. 14p
ea. 18p
ea. 20p

POLYCARBONATE

Type B42540 Working Voltage -250V
Values in rnF:
0-0047; -0-0068; 0-0082; 0'01; 0-012; 0-015
ea. 3p
0-018; 0-022; 0-027; 0-033; 0-039; 0-047; 0-055
ea. 4p
0-068:0-002:0-I

CERAMIC PLATE

Working voltage 50V. d.c.
In 26 values from 2201 10 68000F, each, 2p

ROTARY. CARBON TRACK. Double

Full range 624 values: 400mW: 2-7V to 33V,14p each;

RESISTORS
1/3

4 - 7-470K

C
C

112

C

1

4-7-10M
4.7-10M
4-7-10M

3/4

MO

1/2

WW 1
WW 3
WW 7

10-1M

I to 9

10 to 99

100 up

(see note below)
1.3
1.1
0-9 nett
-3

1.1

1-5

1-2
2-5
3-3

1

3.2
4

0.22-3-9
1-10K
1-15K

7
9

7
9

0.9 nett
0-97 nett
1-92 nett
2-3 nett
1
6

MO - metal oxide, Electrosil TR5, ultra low noise.
wipers

JP.20 DUAL GANG lin. 4-7Kohins to 2-2megohms,

ea. 48p

WW = wire wound, Plessey.

Values: All E12 except C 3W, C --ZW. and MO -I-W.
E12: 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33. 39, 47, 56, 68. 82
and their decades.
E24: as 612 plus 11, 13, 16, 20, 24, 30, 36 43, 51,
62, 75, 91 and their decades.

JP.20 DUAL GANG log. 4-7Kohms to 2-2megohms.

Tolerances:
5% except WW 10% -3=o-05n under 1012 and

JP.20 DUAL GANG Logjantilog 10K. 22K, 47K,

MO -kW 2%.

ea. 48p

I menohm only

ea. 4813

48p
JP.20 DUAL GANG antilog 10K only
2A OP mains switch for any of above 14p extra.
Decades 01 10, 22 and 47 only available In ranges

above.

Skeleton Carbon Presets Type PR, horizontal or
vertical 6it each.
SLIDER
Linear or log. 4-7K to 1 meg. In all popular values

ea. 30p

Escutcheon plates, black, white or light grey, ea. 10p

Control knobs, blk/wht/redlyeligrnjblueldk. grey/It.
grey

ea. 7p

JACKS AND PLUGS
Sockets

12p
2 -circuit unswitched S1/SS
15p
2 -circuit j2 break contacts S1/BB
17p
3 -circuit unswitched (Not GPO) S3SSS
20p
3 -circuit with 3 break contacts S3/BBB 20
2 Circuit with chrome nut and black/vvhite/redigreen
16p
or grey unswitched 5515S
20p
with 2 break contacts S5/BB
Miniature 3.5mm 2 -circuit. (black) 2 br. cont S6,,BB

Plugs
2 circuit screened top entry P1
side entry SEPt
Line socket mono 231
Line socket stereo 244
3 circuit unscreened, bl/grey/wh. P4
2 circuit, unscreened, bl/whi/recifial/gM/gry P2
3 circuit screen top entry P3
side entry SEP3
Miniature 3:5mrn 2 -circuit screened P5
Min. 3 -5rnm 2-circ. unscrnd. various colours P6

9p

24p
36p
40p
45p

46p
18p
530
55p
13p
10p

10.000

I OV

16V

25V 40V

63V

IOOV

lip
-- -- - - - - -- - - -lip
- -- -Ip

I

I

I

8p
9p
8p
9p

Ip
15p
I

26p
429

Ip

Elp

1p

8p
8p

Sp

9p

TOp

10p
139

13p

10p
13p

17p

39p

26p
44p

i0p

I8p 23p

30p
46p

8p

9p
8p

8p
9p

89
9p
8p
9p

8p

13p

20p
37p
58p

10p
Ip
17p
I

25p

4lp

8p
9p

Elp

8p

10p
12p

8p
8p
9p

89
89

10p
139
19p

I7p 28p

24p
41p

45p

KNOBS
Ina great variety of modern types,,for shaft, from
plastic to solid aluminium as well as pointer and
CONNECTORS

ZENER DIODES

C

1,000

6-3V

DIN from two way to 7 way plugs and sockets. phone
types mains connections, etc. etc. Page 88 in Cata-

1W: 6-8V to 82V, 21p each; 1-5W: 4-7V to 75V.
48p each. 20W: 7-5V to 75V, 59p each. Clip to increase 1-5W rating to 3 watts (type 266F), 5p.

Ohms

100

220
470

3V

numbered types.

C - carbon film, high stability, low noise.

P.20 SINGLE linear 100ohms to 4 -7megohms. ea. 94p
P.20 SINGLE log. 4-7Kohins to 2-2megohms,
ea. 14p

356

Suitable plugs Type TP4, 4mm each 7p
Type TP2, 2mm each 4p

Codes:

POTENTIOMETERS

for good contact and long working life

15A/250V in blk/brwrifrediyel1grnibl/gry/wh.
Type TP.1, ea. 149

Code Watts

10

22
47

2,200
4.700

INSULATED SCREW TERMINALS
In moulded polypropylene, with nickel plate on
brass. With insulating set, washers, tag & nuts.

5000150 £1.18

0

2.2
4.7

Costs only 25p post free and Includes a refund

in cans, plastic sleeved

Radial leads for P.C.B. mounting

1

(Green and buff corer)

DALY ELECTROLYTIC

POLYESTER TYPE C.280

OF

0.47

112 pages, thousands of items; illustrations;
diagrams; much uselul technical information.
The 2nd printing of this catalogue has been
updated as much as possible on prices. It

£1-20
£1-15

CAPACITORS
1000mF/25V 28p
5000/100 £2.91
5000/25V 62p
22001100 £1.56

Axial Lead

EV CATALOGUE
2nd printing

logue 7

BAXANDALL SPEAKER KIT
As designed by P. J. Baxandall and described
originally in "Wireless World." Simple to
assemble, fantastically good results and a greater
money saver. Carries 10 watts RMS. 15 ohms
impedance. Size 18in x 12in x 10in. Complete kit,
including pack -flat cabinet, £14.90.
The size and weight of this product obliges U3 to
charge 70p part cost of carr. in U.K.
Equaliser Assembly, £2-30.
Loudspeaker Unit 59RM109, 52-45.

Cabinet Kit (to Baxandall design), 510-45.
Cross -over choke for additional woofer to above

£1 30

This is EP Service
DISCOUNTS

Available on all items except those shown with
NETT PRICES. 10% on orders from £5 to £14-99.
15% on orders £15 and over.

PACKING AND POSTAGE FREE
in U.K. for pre -paid mail orders, except Baxandall.

For order list value £2 and under there Is an
additional handling charge of 10p.

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY

Prices are in pence each for quantities of the
same ohmic value and power rating. NOT
mixed values. (Ignore fractions of one penny
on total value of resistor order.) Prices for 100
up in units of 100 only.

All goods are sold on the understanding that they
conform to manufacturers' specifications and
satisfaction is guaranteed as such -no rejects,
'seconds' or sub -standard merchandise Is offered
for sale.

VEROBOARD
Copper clad 0.1 matrix -2-5 x 3-75 ins. 30p: 3.75 x

GIRO ACCOUNT -No. 38/671[4002
Prices quoted do not include V.A.T., for

3-75 ins. -30p: 2-5 x 5 ins. -30p: 3-75 x 5 ins. ---33p.

Copper clad 0.15 In. matrix 2.5 x 3-75 ins. -20p:
3-75 x 3-75 ins. -30p: 2.5 x 5 ins. -30p: 3-75 x
5 ins. -36p.
Vero spot face cutter (any matrix) 48p.
0-040 pins (for 0-1 matrix) per 100-36p.
0-052 pins (for 0.15 matrix) per 100-38p.

which 10% must be added to total nett
value of order. Every effort is made to
ensure correctness of information and
prices at time of going to press. Prices
subject to alteration without notice.

APPOINTED STOCKISTS FOR SIEMENS QUALITY PRODUCTS

All postal communications, mail orders
etc. to Head Office at Egham address,
Dept. EE7. S.A.E. with enquiries requiring answers.
28, ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OHB

ELECTRO ALOE LTD

Telephone Eghanl 3603 Telex 264475 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

NORTHERN BRANCH: 680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
Telephone (061) 432 4945 Shop hours 9-1 p,m. 2-5.30 daily: Sat 9-1 p.m.

U.S.A. CUSTOMERS are invited to contact ELECTROVALUE AMERICA, P.O.
Box 27, Swarthmore PA 19081.
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MODEL AS.1000 VOM

LB3 TRANSISTOR TESTER

100.000 opts

Tests ICO and B.
PNP/NPN. Operates

Built-in meter

from 9V battery.

protection.0/3/

Instructions supplied

12;601120200/
600/1200V DC.
0/6/301120/300/
600V AC. 0/10pA/
6/60/300mA/
12 Amp.012K/
2006/2M/200 Meg

OUR PRICE
£3.95
P&P 20p

LB4 TRANSISTOR
TESTER

Ohm. - 20 to -17d8
OUR PRICE £17.50

P&P 201,

TMK IODK LAB TESTER
100,000opy. 614"
scale. Buzzer

with instrstetions etc.

OUR PRICE
P&P 20p
£4.50

DC Vole: 0.5/2.5/
10/50/250/1000V
AC. 3/10/50/250/

U4341 Multimeter &
Transistor Tester

current 10/1000A/10/
10/100/500mA/25/10A. Resistance:
1k/10k/100k/10 Me0/100 Meg ohms.
Decibels: -10 to +49d8. Plastic ease
with carrying handle. Size: 190 x 172
x 99mm.

27 ranges.16,700op.
Overload protected.
Ranges: 0.3/1.5/6/
30/60/150/300/900V
DC. 15/7.5/30/150/
300/750V AC.
Current: 0.06/0.6/

50011000V DC.

and make no mistake

People ask Laskys because of their staggering range of choice.

People ask Laskys because every item they sell is fully guaranteed
for a year with no sneaked in charges for labour or parts.
People ask Laskys because they give advice that can be trusted.
AUDIOTRONIC Model ATM1

MODEL HIOKI 730X

U4312 MULTIMETER

env pocket multi.

30,000 coy. Over-

extremely sturdy
instrument for

g'/e1T5II) 11a2r11 :000

6/30160/300/600/
1200V DC.12/60/
120/600/1200V AC.
60/pA/
30mA/300mA.
2K/200Kr
2 Meg Ohm.

Top value 1,000

load protection.

colt AC and DC.
DC current 0-1mA/

100mA. Resistance:

0/150k ohms.

Decibel. -10 to

+22d8. Sim 90 x
60 x 28mm.
Complete with
test leads.

60/150/300/600/
900V AC. 150/300u0/60/A/

1.5/65/
/1

600mA/1/1.5/6A
DC. 00.5/6/15/
60/150/600mA/
1.5/6A AC. 0/200/3k/30k ohms. DC
accuracy 1%. AC 1.5%. Knife edge
pointer, mirror scale. Complete with

OUR PRICE £3.25

P&P 15p

AUDIOTRONIC Model ATMS
Jewel movement,

P&P 15p.

MODEL TE300
30,000... Mirror

sturdy metal carrying case, leads and
instructions.

Stale. Overload

protection. 0/0.613/15/
60/300/1200V OC.
0/6/30/120/600/
1200V AC. 0/30uA/
6rnA/60roA/300mA/
600mA. 0/8k/80k/

atumtively moulded

ca. with edge.°

ohms adjustment.

Ranges: 03/15/150/
300/1200V AC,
12500 opr). 0.6/30/
300/600V DC.

OUR PRICE £9.75

80011/8 Meg ohms.

-20 to +63dB.
OUR PRICE £7.50

(5000 eeppvv1. 0300

tsA/0-300rnA DC.
Resistance: x 10 &

P&P 15p

s100. -10tor16dB.

U4324 MULTIMETER

test leads and data

High sensitivity, overload protected.
20,000opy. Ranges:

Supplied with battery

booklet Size: 121 x 73 x
P&P 159

OUR PRICE £3.50

MODEL TH12
20,000 opv. Overload
protection. Slide switch
selector. 0/0.25/2-5/10/

50/150/1000V DC. 0/10/
50/25011000V AC. 0/
50UA/25/260mA DC.
0/3k
+50dB,

/300k/3 Megohms. -20 to

OUR PRICE £5.95

P&P 15p

HIOKI Model 720X VOM
A versatile,
accurate meas.2ng
instrument
0,000
opv. 0!

0.6/1.1/3/12/30/
60/120/600/1200V
DC. 3/6/15/60/150/
300/600/900V AC.
Current: 0.06/0.6/
6/60/600mA/3A DC.
0-3/3/30/300mA/

OUR PRICE
£5.97
P&P 20p

MODEL PL436
20.000 opv DC.
8000 opv AC.

IMEmis

Mirrorecale

'6/3/12/30/120/
600V DC.3/30/

1101143-...

120/600V DC.
50/600pAi60/
600mA.
10/100K/1 Meg/10 Meg Ohm.

-2000 46d8.

OUR PRICE £6.97

POP 150.

U4323 MULTIMETER
20,000opy. Simple unit with audio 1F
oscillator. Suitable
for general receiver
tuning. Ranges:

0.52.5/10/50/250/

500/1000V DC.
2.5/10/1S/250/500/1000V AC. 0.05/

0.6/5/50,600mA DC. Resistance:
x10, x 100. x 1,000, x 10.000 (5005.
50002, 5kS2. 50kncentre scale)
Battery operated. Size:. 160 x 97
40mm. Supplied in carrying case complete with test leads.
P&P 209
OUR PRICE £7.00

43 rangosll 0-0.3/0.6/
1.5132/12/30/60/150/
300/600/1,200V DC.

Current: 0-30/60uAl
mA/6/12A. R.istonce:
0-3/300k/3/30Mohms.

Decibel. -10 to +17dB. Output: -

0 -3/6/15/30/60/120/300V. Accuracy 3 3% DC. ± 4% AC. Sensitivity:

P&P 20p

50,000 opv DC, 5.000 opv AC.4 inch
meter. Built in protection. Size: 57 x
102 x 153mm.

OUR PRICE £11.95

OUR PRICE £22.50 P&P 30p

KAMODEN HMG500
insulation resistance tester

U4317 MULTIMETER

Range 0-1,000
Megohms, 500V.
Battery operated.
Wide range clear

0.5/2.5/10/25/50/100/250/500/1000
P&P 30p
V DC.
0.5/2.5/1025/50/100/250/ OUR PRICE £19.95
500/1000V AC. Current: 50uA/0 5/
1/5/10/50/25OrnAMSA DC. 0.25/
0.5/1/5/10/50/250mA/1/5A AC. Res- CI5 PULSE OSCILLOSCOPE
istance:
0.5/10/100/200 ohms/1/3/ For display of Pulsed r
30/300k ohms. Decibels: -5 to +10dB and periodic wareBattery operated. Size: 210 x 115 x fon,: in electronic
90mm. Supplied in carrying case cons. circuits. VERT. AMP.
piste with leads.
Bandwidth: 10N1/..
OUR PRICE £15.00
P&P 20p Sensitivity at 100kHz
VRMS/mm: 0.1-25:
HOR. AMP. BandMODEL U4311 Sub -standard
width: SOOkelz.
Multi -range Volt -Ammeter
Sensitivity ay 100kHz
Sensitivity 330
VRMS/mm: 0.3-25
Ohms/Volt AC
Preset triggered sweep

1-3000usec. Frey running 20-200
kHz in nine ranges. Calibrator pips.
220 x 360 x 430mm. 115-230V AC.

OUR PRICE £39.00

0/300/750uA/
1.5/3/7.5/15/
30/75/150/300/
750mA/1.5/3/
7.5A DC. 0/3/
7.5/15/30/75/
150/300/750mA/
1.5/3/7.5A AC.
0 25/150/300/750mV/1.5/32.5/15/
30/75/150/300/750V DC. 0/750mV/

and fuses.

P&P 50p

28 ranges. DC vats
Resistance up to
1000 Mecohrns,
P&P2Op

OUR PRICE £17.50

Model HT100B4 MULTIMETER

R F E2.12, HV £2.50

Overload protected.
Shock proof circuits.
9.5s1A Meter with
mirror scale. Sensitivity
100kV. Polarity change
switch. Ranges: 0.5/2.5/-

MODEL AF.105 VOM

A._
!

1-/50/250/500/1,000
Volts DC. 2.5/10/50/
250/1,000 Volts AC.
DC moistens,' 0-20/
200k/2/20 Meg. ohms.

1000. DC current

__

10A. Resistance:

batteries. Size: 180 x 734 x

OUR PRICE £12.50

OUR PRICE £17.50

P&P 170

50.000 oar. Mirror
scale. Meter
protection.
0/-313/12/60/120/
300/600/1200V DC.

P&P 40p

0,30pA/6/
60/300 mil/
12 Amp.0/10K,
1 m/10m/100

Supplied complete with all accessories
and instruction manual.

Cm, paid

ates . Grid Dip,
P&P 30p

300/600/1200V DC.

mA/10A. AC currem:-0-10A. -20
to +62d8. Operates from 2 x '.5V

10k/100k/1 Meg/
10 Meg ohms. -20 to +81.5413.

Base. 50Hz-1MH,
Built-in time
Calibrator and amplitude Calibrator.

Transistorised_ Oper-

0,6/30/120/

DC current:- 10/250uA/2.5/25/250

to 100 milli-sec/cm.

MODEL TE15
GRID DIP METER

200/240V AC
operation. Complete with Probe
and instructions.
Additional probes available:

25/60JA/2.5/5/251
50/250/500mA/5/

Calibrated triggered

OUR PRICE £87.00

1.5-1500V. AC
volts 1.5--1500VIEr

P&P 20p

1.5/3/5/10/25/50/
125/250/500/

olar 5" x 4- CRT.

TE65 VALVE VOLTMETER

-20 to +63d8.
OUR PRICE £14.95

DC Volts: 0.125/
0.25/1.25/2.5/5/10/
25/50/125/250/
500/1000. AC Volts

5 MHz pa= band.
Separate Y1 and Y2
amplifiers. Ftectang-

0.3/06/1.2/1.5/3/6/
12/30/60/120/300/

OUR PRICE £49.00

Carr. paid

RUSSIAN CI16 Double Beam
OSCILLOSCOPE

Free- running time

2k/20011/216/20MOhms.

(-

deluxe carrying
ca., batteries and instructions.

100.000opv. Overload

10//100/250/500A.

TMK MODEL TW5OK

Comp.. with

sweep_ from 0.2usec.

Accuracy 4%.Size 283 x
94 x 36mrn. Complete
with carrying case, leads

_

meter 4"x 4%".
-

lied complete wrth rest leads, manual
and test certificates.

HIOKI MODEL 700X

15/30u4/3/6/30/60/
150/500mA/6/12A DC.
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Transistor tester measures Alpha, Beta
and 1C-13. Complete with irenructiond,
batteries and leads.
P&P 25p
OUR PRICE £19.95

Automatt out direine. Sups,

600/1200V DC.
1.5/3/6/12/30/60/150/
300/600/1200V AC.

OUR PRICE £10.50

0.01-02MFD

1.5/3 /7.5/15*76//7.5/15/30/75/150/300/750VAC.

For measuring AC voltage and currant without
breaking circuit Ranges:
300/600V AC. Currant:

stir
&Oa'
501iN AC.

P&P 40p

prot.tion. Mirror scale.

U91 Clamp VOLT
AMMETER

-20 to +50dB.

and DC.
A...many 0.5%
DC. 1% AC.
Scale length:
165mm.

300/600/1,200V AC.
1.513/15/30/150/300

OUR PRICE £8.75

100 Meg.

Ranges: 100mV/

0-32/16130/60/120/

DC. 5/25/10OrnA/
0.5/2.5A AC. Resistance: 0.3/3/30/300k
ohms. Size: 205 x 110 x 84mm. Supplied complete with leads, crocodile
clips and steel carrying case.

2 Megohms.

0/0.5/2.5/10/25/

protection. 0/0.12/
0 6/3/12/30/120/
600V DC. 0/6/30/
120/600V AC.
0/12/600uA/12/
300mA/6/12A DC
0110k/1 Meg/

86mm. mirror male. _3 = star

OUR PRICE £8.00

protected. Rang.:
75mV/2.5/10/26/
100250/500/1000V
DC. 2.5/1025/100/
250/500/1000V AC.
Current: 50uA/1/5/
25/100mA/0S/2_5A

male. Overload

+63413. 0/2k/200k/
2 Meg/200 Megohms

and laboratory work_
Knife edge ponder,

overload proton.
tion. Mirror scale.

HIOKI 750X VOLT-OHMMILLIAMETER

U435 MULTIMETER

1000000pr. Mirror
P&P 25p

V AC. 0/6uA/
1.2mA/120mA/
600mA/12A DC
0/12A AC. -20 to

30,1300 opv with

167 x 98 x 63mm. Supplied compP&P 20p

S100TR MULTIMETER
TRANSISTOR TESTER

instrument for field

Carr. paid
Leather case for above £1.75

lete with test leads, spare diode and
instructions.

case. Sine: 115 x 215 x 90mm.
OUR PRICE £10.50
P&P 20p

High sensitivity
tester. 200.000 oar
Overload protected
Mirror scale.
Ranges: -0/.06/.3
3./30/120/600/
1200V DC. 0/3
12/60/300/11200

High sensitivity

OUR PRICE £13.95

3A AC. Retioteme:
25/500 ohms/0.5/5/50/500k ohms/5
Mohms. Decibels: -10 to *12dB. Size

0/0.5/2.5/10/50/
250/500/1000V DC.
0/2.5/10/50/250/
500/1000V AC.
0/S0*A/1/10/100
mA/1/10A DC.
0/100mA/1/10A
AC. 0/5k/50k/500k/

MODEL 500

100/250/500/
1000V DC.
0/2.5/10/251100/
250/500/1000V
AC. 0/50uA/5/50/
500mA. 12A DC.
0/60k/6 me9/60 megohms.

20,000opy. Overload

5/25/100/500/
1000V DC.0/10
50/250/1000V
AC. 0-50uA/
250mA. 0-20k/

P&P 25P

0.3/3/30/300mA AC.

Battery operated. &Imbed complete
with probes, leads end steel carrying

ranges. 20,000opie.

KAMODEN 72.200 Mu ltitester

0/0.3/15/7.5/30/

6/60/60N0inA DC.

Resistance: 0.06/
0.6/2/6/20/60/20011 ohms/2 Mohms.

Features AC current

OUR PRICE £19.95

6011501300/600/
900V DC & 75mV.

OUR PRICE £7.50

P&P 25p

370WTR MULTIMETER

Decibels: -20 to +62d13.

0/0.3/1.52.5/30/

10to 63d8.

OUR PRICE £19.95

5 Meg/SO Meg.

general electrical
use. 667opv.

"net eation Opent
on two 1.5V

batteries_ Complete

short circus check.
Sensitivity 100.000
opv DC. 51EN AC

People ask Laskys because of their keenly competitive pricing policy.

Tests PNP or NPN
transistors. Audio

Meg Ohms.- 20. 17dB.
OUR PRICE £12.50 P&P 20p.

Os.11ator, Absorbtion Wave Meter and
Oscillating Detector.
Frequency range

440kHz-2MAHz

in six cods. 500u4
meter. 9V battery

op.ation. Size:

160 x 80 x 4Ornro.

OUR PRICE £19.95

P&P 20p

Also see following pages

ALL PRICES

EXCLUDE VAT
357.

SWR METER Model SWR3

MODEL MG100 SINE SQUARE
WAVE AUDIO

Handy SWR meter for
tranonther antenna align-

ment with built-in field

GENERATOR
Range 19-

strength meter. Accuracy
5%, Impedance 52' Indicator 100uA DC. Full
wale 6 section collapsible
antenna. Size 145 x 50 x
60nun.

220,0005t Sine
Weve19-100.000 Hz Square wave.
Output Sine or Square wave tOv. P to P

OUR PRICE £425

P&P 25p

Size 160 'x 90 x gomm.OPeratrse
220/240v. A.G.
OUR PRICE .£19.95

P&P 37p.

AT201 Decade

PS200 Regulated POWER

ATTENUATOR

SUPPLY UNIT

0-111d13. 0.1dB

steps. Impedance 600 ohms. Input
power aximum 30d8m. Sim: 180 x
90 x 66mmm.

OUR PRICE £12.50

P&P 37p

up to 2 Amp. Independent meters to
monitor voltage and
cement. Output
220/240V AC.
Site; 190 x 136 x
98mm.

A new portable
bridge Offering

excellent range a.

Km.ty at low

coat. Resistance

6 rang.:

0.1

ohm -11.1 megohrn k 1% Induct

rice/ 6 rang.: 1 microhenry-111
entree e 2% Capacity: 6 ranges:

001-1110 mid t 2911 Turns Ratio:

ranges: 1:1/1000111100 d. 1%

Bridge Voltage at 1.000.3/01..-

trigs embedded in
vitreous enamel.

available ..rsock.

Single hole fixing. le" diameter shafts.
Bulk quantities available.

25 WATT 10/60/100/250/500/
£1.15 P&P 10p

50 WATT 10/25/50'250/500/
f1.62 P&P 10p
100 WATT 1/10/25/50/100/260/
500/1000/2500 Ohms

easy to r..1
Male 800kHe
modulatien.
Size/ 149 x 149 x 92mm. Complete
With inetrections and loads.
P&P 25p

MODEL TE20 RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR
Six bands. 120kHe260MHe. Duel output

RF terminals. Separate
minable audio output.

Accuracy t 2%. Audio
output to 8V. Power requirements:
105-125V, 220-240V AC. Size:193
285 x 15Ornm. Complete with test
leads etc.

P&P 40p

lA

2.5A
5A
8A

10A
12A
20A
25A

P&P

£10.50
30p
£12.00
35p
£17.50 .-37p
£30.35
50p
£33.75
75p
E29.50 75p

OUR PRICE £12.95

240V AC operation. Switch raring
250V-3 Amp.
OUR PRICE £5.95
P&P 30p

SINCLAIR IC12
INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT
AMPLIFIER

OUR PRICE £2.35

Directly Wearer.
Variable R.F.

attenuator audio output, Mal socket
for ealibretIon. 220/240V a.c.
Creed new with inetrucrione.
Size 140mm a 216mm x 170rnm.
OUR PRICE £17.50
P6P 300.

£65.00 125p
£95.00 130p
40A £120.00 150p

quality unit -

31F stages and

MODEL S2608 PANEL MOUNTING
lA £10.00 30p
2.5A £12.00 35p

BVD5 Vernier TUNING DIAL
App. 7:1 retie planetary
drive vernier dial. Lop
scale 0-180 degrees.
Blank scales 1-5.

Complete with 6'

SINCLAIR "SCIENTIFIC"
CALCULATOR
8 digit display. Four
functions plus
logarithms to base 10,
antil0g, sine. cosine. '
tangent, arcSine,

P&P 30p

Impudence Headset,

Dial aka 128 x 76mm. Overall size
190 x 117 x 41mrn. deep including
knob end coupling. 14" diem. theft
P&P 15c

Frequency response:

200-4,000Hz.

Low cost with excrubber catsup,. Adjust.
able headband. B ohms

nVpni:I. With-cabl1%e .
and stereo leek Plug.
P&P 30p

CP110 CHASSIS PUNCH SET

each channel. 4/16 ohms
Impedance, Frequency
response 2011z-18kHe.
Complete with 101t.
coiled lead and jock plug.

pick-up plus radio and tips inputs,

OUR PRICE £28.50

ads.

OUR PRICE £24.95

P&P 37p

HITACHI FLUORESCENT
LANTERN L1901
A portable betters
Operated lantern
feel for home.
coring, camping

ARF 300 AF/RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR

eta Approx. 10"

All tranaistorised
compact fully
portable. AF sine-

I..Sy batted. (not

tall. Provides
brilliant light frOen 9

'Tr

pplied).

kHz. AF square
wave 18He to 100k
Hz, Output Square/
P -P RF 100kHz to
200Mele. Output
1V maximum.

rophone impedance 200 ohms.
OUR PRICE £5.95
P&P 30p

EMI LOUDSPEAKERS
Model 350 13 x 8" with
single tweetetrtrossover.

20-20,000He. 15 warts
RMS. Available 8 or
15 ohms.

OUR PRICE
£7.50 each P&P 37p
Model 450 13 x 8" with
twin tweeter/crossover.

55-13,000Hz. 8 warts

Also see previous page

Master and two sub.stations. Can be
used on desk or wall mounted. Complete with cable and battens
OUR PRICE £5.25
P&P 50p

for Hi-Fi PA

Group.
OUR PRICE £12.50.
P&P 50p.

25

10

£7.08
£10.00
£12.24

TYPE
5
10
CR60
£3.92
£7.72
CR90
£5,32
£10.46
AU DI OT R ON IC

£19.12
£25.22

25

8 TRACK CARTRIDGES
TYPE

Each

10

5

AUDIOTRONIC AHA101
Stereo Headphone Amplifier

OUR PRICE £28.50

P & P 60p.

OVER 10 of either POST FREE!

All silicon,

transisto
amplifier operates from magZ40 Pewee Amplifier
£5.45 netic. ceramic
Z60 Power Amplifim......-.... £6.95 or tuner
Stereo 80 Pre -Amplifier._. ...... £11.95 inputs with
Active Filter Unit..
£6.95 twin stereo headphone outputs and
P
805
£26.95 separate volume controls for e.h
PZ5 Power Supply
£4.98 channel. Operates from 91/ battery.
PZ6 Power Supply.
£7.98 INPUTS: 5mV and 100mV.
PZ8 Power Supply........__ _ £7.98 OUTPUT: 500V per channel.

SINCLAIR Project 80 Modules

Transformer for PZ8£4.05
SINCLAIR Project 80 Packages

MP7 MIXER -PREAMPLIFIER

Heavy duty. ideal

5

L1.57
£2.24
£2.73

£3.00
£4.25
£5.17

C90
C120

sopa ration. Distortion 0-2% output.
Fantastic Value.

4 pole ceramic filter. 18 transistor
stereo demodulator giving 40 dB

SPECIAL PURCHASE

P&P 50p

AUDIOTRONIC

85p
£4.00
£7.50
£1.18
60W
£5.40 £10.25
P&P Cassettes 30, Cartridges 5p each

OUR PRICE £3.62 each PAP 25p

220/240V AC operation. Corner.

switch, stereo headphone socket.
OUR PRICE £2.25
P&P 15p

4.0b1

KE630 3 Station INTERCOM

RMS. Available El or 15 ohms

LIMITED QUANTITY!
Tannoy 12"DR 41
Bass Speakers
ohms 30 wart

twitching. Two
gain controls, speakers on -off elide

Excellent selectivity and sensitiyity. Twin dual-varicap tuning.

P&P 25p.

with Instructions end lee..

358

me°. etc.

FM TUNER

POST & PACKING 35p each

Sinew.. 10V,

OUR PRICE £37.50

21

-

2 x 240/Stereo 80/P25..._._. £25.00
2 x 240/Stereo 80/P26.----. £27.75
2 x 260/Stereo 80/P28
£30.45

OUR PRICE £7.19

w.* 181-ie to 220

P& P 80p.

PAP 30p

Headpho. impedance 16 ohms. Mi0.
P&P 40p

90P

---

Cr02 CASSETTES

Excellent Value.

and accessories.

OUR PRICE £3.00

99p
95p
93p
47e
90p
90p

tape output and scratch filter. AUOIOTRONIC

Contains 1/2", 5/5", 3/4-, 1" and

1 1/8" punches complete with gripper

£1.50
£1.15
£1.82

t,t11 A,17: ""e°

watts oar TYPE
C80

006%. Silicon translator,. Two

1= Output03

grade steel.

OUR PRICE £3.30 (No VAT/
P&P 25p plus VAT.
AE1 100rnYV output stage._
AE2 Pre -amplifier
AE3 Diode receiver ...... ....._
AE4 Flasher
AE5 Astable multi -vibrator

LOW NOISE CASSETTES
8

channel RMS. Dietertien less than

to 200klee
Sq4
bands,
uare
20

a

cr:

Amplifier output

Moving coil. Ideal
for language
leeching,
communi.

nteed. with instruction manual

reoto Cr:

SH8DV MONO/STEREO
HEADPHONES

811001 HEADSET end Boom
Microphone
Carefully machined to

-covers the subject from basic prirt

of ViguactlifittgaT

AMPLIFIER
Volume control for

the professional book toe the amateur

Ufa. Complete with circuit board for
AE1 to AE10 listed below.

1021 Stereo Listening Station

SINCLAIR SYSTEM 2000
STEREO AMPLIFIER
AND TUNER

ellent response. Foam

Amateur Electronics by .ropy -Kit,

threats to advanced electronic technics.

For belthcing
and gain selection

OUR PRICE £44.50
P & P 26p plus VAT.

TE1035 Stereo HEADPHONES

_

AE7 RC generator
AE8 Elms filter... ...............
AE9 Treble filter
AE10 CCIR filter

£49.00

P&P Op

£2.70
HF75 FM receiver_.._......_.:
£2.87
HF310 FM tuner ..'...... ....£15.81
HF325 Deluxe FM tuner.._
£24.12
HF330 Decoder (HP310/7251 £9.96
14F380 lw/vhf atrial amplifier £4.94
HF395 broadband aerial amp. £1.77
LF380 Quadraphonic device £11.36
M160 Multi -vibrator .......
£1.71
M191 VU Meter
£4.55
M192 Stereo balance meter.... £4.97
M1302 Transistor tester
£8.45
NT1O Stabilised power supply
100mA, 9V
£6.15
NT300 Stabilised p. supply
£12.51
NT305 Voltage converter
£4.50
NT315 Power supply 2401/ AC
to4,5/15V DC, 500mA
£9.57

AE6 Mon.table multi -vibrator

Complete with
instructions. case and
batteries. Rec. Price

ohms 1600 ohms DC600).

OUR PRICE £2.60

mew -

arcCosine and
arcTangent.

Sensitive magnetic
headset with soft ear
ads. Impedance 2,

OUR PRICE £2.25

dine zaps

AC operation. Supplied brand my

disco
For use with most amplifiers. Covers
88-108MHz. Powered by 9V battery.
OUR PRICE £13.50
-P&P 30p
Stereo multiplex adapter £5.95 extra.

TE1018 Deluxe Mono High

TE22 SINE SQUARE WAVE
AUDIO GENERATOR

insarobnce

.riminater.

Ample output to feed most amplifiers.

ea prates. 4/16 ohms fr

OUR PRICE £4.97

200/250't%

HF65 FM transmitter-

-

Doable tuned

tuned
P&P15p. double tuned

LHO2S STEREO HEADPHONES

£7.50

HF61 Diode detector----- £332

Model A1018
FM TUNER
6 train.or high

Light weight headphones with padded

her u. with 2 x AF310..._ £21.27

GP312 Circuit board.------ £11.45
GU330 Tremolo unit..._

101 x 63mm
3 IF stages.

P&P 20p
Stereo Multiplex Adaptor e5.95 extra

mounting board.

OUR PRICE £1.97

MW 1-6 60x6OmM
P&P 15p
£6.50
MW 1-8 80x8Ornm
PAP fsp
£6.90

signal Penerator
covering 120 kHz -B00
14/11 one bends.

erettte.

OUR PRICE f8.95

printed eircuit

AT30 Photo cell switch unit... £5.70
AT59 400W trim light
dimmer/sewed control
£4.80
AT56 2,200W triec light
dimmer/speed control
£6.90
AT60 1 channel light control
£7.80,
AT65 3 channel light control £14.55
GP304 Circuit board
E4.94
GP310 Stereo pre -amplifier

,

Fantastic value for money.

lead and plug.

240° Wide Angle 1 mA METERS

A...rats wide range

only 153 x

4101V -t: re:c1Vy battery.!r aCcryTe'r 8u8s;

impedance siF4"1

GENERATOR

P&P 50p

FM TUNER CHASSIS
6 transistor
high quality
tuner. Size

AF25 Mixer.
£3.60
AP30 Mono pre -amplifier., , £2.61
AF35 Emitter amplifier
E2.27
AF80 0.5W mit. amplifier
£4.22
AF305
........£9.52
AF310 Mono amplifier
£6.91

AT5 Automatic light control- £2.58
AT25 Window wiper robot__ £5.82

20-20,0118Hz.

OUR PRICE £1.62

TE-20D RF SIGNAL

alarm

complete With

£2.34 P&P 150

Excellent quality at low cost. Input
230V 50/6011z. Output 0-260V.
MODEL 5260 BENCH MOUNTING

the hendy-man.
Operatro on 9V
battery. Wide

OUR PRICE £17.50

1000/2500/5000 Ohms.

YAMABISHI VARIABLE
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

instrument for

MECHANISM N./iv-5,--

190rnm. 8 ohm,.
8 watts RMS, 16
watts peak.
Complete with
Din lead.

Feature
24 hour

All kos am complete with compre-

-.

368x 229x

light etc. arid with auto -switching will turn on again when required.

nth meter indication. Size 71' x

6 ranges, 400kHz
to 30 MHz. An

AF20 Mono amplifier_____ £4.80

Matched pair of
stereo bookshelf
speakers. Deluxe
teak veneered
finish. Size:

alarm 'sleep* switch. Illuminated rotary dial with hours, minutes and seconds. Automatically turns off radio,TV,

Heavy duty brush
iper. Continuous
rating. Wide range

1000 Ohms

TE16A TRANSISTORISED
SIGNAL GENERATOR

STEREOSOUND SPEAKERS

=7.
and auto

High quality ceramic
construction. Wind.

ed from 9 -volt battery. 100 micro -

vOUR PRICE £25.00 P&P 25p.

hensive easy to follow instructionsand
co wed by full guarantee.
Post and Packing 15p per kit

P302 Two Channel 300rnW

N.B. Unlicanceable in U.K.

POWER RHEOSTATS

WE ARE
APPOINTED
STOCKISTS AT
ALL BRANCHES

SPECIAL BARGAIN !!

DT55G DIGITAL CLOCK
P&P25p

CONSTRUCTION
KITS

JOSTY

OUR PRICE 124.95 per pair

P&P 50p per pair

BR/8 MEASURING BRIDGE

FERGUSON
3406 HI -Fl
SPEAKERS
Size: 560 x 340 x 255mm. approx.
Wood grain finish with black fronts.
OUR PRICE £26.95 PR. P&P El

OUR PRICE £71.25 per pair

OUR PRICE £19.95

TRANSISTORISED L.C.R. A.C.

BARGAIN!

LIMITED STOCKS
SKYFON 100mW

P1003 Three Channel 1 Watt

output 5-20V DC

HIGH QUALITY

SPECIAL

High quality 2 eery speaker systems.
25 Watts. 4-8 ohms. 4011e-18kHz_

OUR PRICE £52.50 per pair

Solid stale. Variable

MX/a genrra tt.

OUR PRICE £8.97

WALKIE
TALKIES

5 Microphone
inputs each with
individual gain
COntIOle enabling

complete mixing
facilities. Battery operated. Size: 236
127 x 76 mm. I.uts: Mits. 3 x 3rnV
50k: 2 x 3mV 600 ohms. Phone. Mag.
4mV 501r; Photo C..eternic 100m1/ 1
Meg. Output 250rnV 100k.

OUR PRICE £8.97

P&P 20p

OUR PRICE £8.50

P&P 20p

EA41 REVERBERATION
AMPLIFIER
Self contained.

6

ta
t reed.
battery operated.
Simply plug in
microphone_ guitar etc. and output to
your amplifier. Volume control end
depth of reverberation control. Be..
walnut cabinet. 184 x 77 x 108mm.

OUR PRICE £7.50

P&P 20p

ALL PRICES
EXCLUDE VAT
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CALL INTO YOUR

[SEW] CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS

NEAREST LAWS

USED EXTENSIVELY BY INDUSTRY. GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES ETC.
Over 200 ranges in stock --other ranges to order. Quantity discounts available. Send for fully illustrated brochure.

*Items with asterisk are Moving Iron
type, all others are Moving Coil

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL SD640
Sian: 85 x 64mm

50.0.5000. ..
100-0-1000A_

DC

£3.6550.

.. ..

10A DC
5V DC

13.65
13.65

£4.25
£4.20
£4.15

10V DC
20V DC
50V DC
300V DC
15V AC

03.65
£3.55
£3.65
13.55
£3.75
£3.75
£3 90

_
..

300V AC..
VU Meter

..

20V DC
50V DC
300V DC ..

_

150V AC .
300V AC..

£4.45

1445

VU Meter

14.90

..

600uA

_

50-0.50u*

15V AC

ment is easily accessible

20V DC
50V DC

..

300V DC ..
500mAf5A DC
51.95011 DC ..

51//1511 DC ..
1 (5A DC ..
14/15A DC ..

£7.60
£7.60
17.60
£8.60
£8.60
£8.60
£8.60
£8.60

10mA ..

£6.35
£5.20

/5.20
£5.20
£520
£520
£5.20
£5.20
£5.20
£5.40
£5.20

15A DC
30A DC
10V DC
20V DC
60V DC

£520
£520

..

£5.20

1000A

..

2mA ..
5mA ..
10mA ..
20mA ..
5OmA ..
100rnA
150mA
200rnA
300mA

.

.:
_

750mA
1A DC
2A DC
SA DC
10A DC

_

_

3V DC

:.

5003000.

_

10040.100uA _

£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
E2.80

IA AC

..

5A
10A AC
ZOA AC

30A AC

/5.30
f5.30
£520
f5 55

(520

5200

..
..

100mA

_

-

IA DC
10A DC
SV DC

.£5.20
15.20

..

ESSEX

KENT

0533-537678

SURREY

£4.30

fri 70

1046 WHITGIFT CENTRE. CROYDON

-

..

100V DC ..
150V DC ..

£2.80 300V DC..
£2.80 500V DC..
£280 750v DC ..
£2.80 15V AC ..
£2.80 50V AC ..

£2.80 150V AC _
£2.80 300V AC
£2.80 500V AC .. _
£2.80 S Meter lmA..

£220 VU Maw.. -

£2.90
£2.90
£2.90
£2.90
12.90
£3.00
£2.80

£3.30

SA DC
10V DC
ZOV DC
50V DC
300V DC
15V AC

-

£3.30
£3.30
£3.30
£3.30
£3.30
L3.40
£3.40

..
..
..

..
..
'

500-0.5000A..

lmA

1-0-1mA
5rnA
10mA _
50mA _
100mA ..
500mA

:

IA DC

10V DC ..
20V DC ..
SOV DC

..

300V DC..

15V AC _
300V AC

£3.30
£3.30
£3.30
£3.30

£345

£3.45
£3.66

ZA DC
5A DC

10A DC
15A DC
30A DC
50A DC
5V DC
10V DC
15V DC
20V DC

.

SOV DC

POSTAGE & PACKING 15p

021.236 3503

ALL BRANCHES OPEN FROM

9am to 6pm MON. TO SAT.

S Meter liA..

£3.30

..

13.8.0

VU MeterIA AC _
5A AC
10A AC
20A AC
30A AC

1SOV DC..

_ £3.30

..
..

..

_ 1330

..

£3_30

£3 30

..

£4.00
£3.95
£3.65
£3.95
£3.90
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60 SOOV DC
£3.60 30V AC ..
£3.60 50V AC
£3.60 150V AC_ _
£3.60 3O0V AC ..
£3.60 500V AC_
£3.60
£3.60 lA AC
£3.60 5A AC
£3_80 40A AC ..
£3.60 201k AC
£3.60 30A AC ..
£3.00 50A AC ..
..
13.60 5013mA

£360
/3 60

BARCLAYCARD
& ACCESS
Holdhrs welcome
can Into any branch

£3.3C

..

BAKELITE MODEL MR 65 sae. 80 x 8Ornrn
£525
25uA
50-0.500A
100-0.100u* ..

£330

L330
£330

£3.30
£3.30

£320

£3.45
£3.40

£3.30
£3.30
£3.30

_

300V AC ..

116 CORPORATION ST., BIRMINGHAM

£330

100rnA

500mA
£2.80
12.80
12.80
£2.85
£2.85

WARWICKSHIRE

£3.30
£3.30

50mA_ _

1280

£2.80
£2.80

01-948 1441

32 HILL 50. RICH14060

£345
.£3.30

..

01481 3027
01-546 7645

27 EDEN ST. KINGSTON

£3.70
£3.50
£3.35
£3.50

100-0.1013uA..

70-20218

86 SOUTH ST. ROMFORD

£420
f4.20

300V DC

01-137 9155
01-723 9789
01-723 6211
01-723 3271
01-262 0387
01-723 4453
01-723 4194
01-353 5812
01-353 2833

45 MARKET PLACE, LEICESTER

£4 20

50V DC -

01437 8204

LEICESTERSHIRE

£420

300V AC ..
VU Metet

1mA
SmA
10tnA

1330
£390

£5.20

100-0.100uA ..
_
1mA
1A DC
5A DC
20V DC ..

_
100uA
500uA
_
50-0.500A

£3.05

£3.30
300V DC ..
15V AC ..
300V AC
S Meter 1mA..
VU Meter..

152,3 FLEET ST. EC4

£4.45
£4.40
£4.20
£4.20

..

50k1A

£2 80
£2.80

-

50-0-S.W.&

Size: 60 x 60Nnm

£2.80 20V DC
£2.80 50V DC

6130mA

207 EDGWARE RD. W2
111 EDGWARE RD. W2
346 EDGWARE RD. W2
382 EDGWARE 00. W2
109 FLEET ST. 0(4

01.453 8641
01-637 2232
01-636 3715
01-636 2605
01-636 0841
01.580 3739
01-580 0670

53 57 CAMDEN RD., TUNBRIDGE WELLS
0892-23242

£420

50004

Size: 59 x 46mm
£3.50
50uA
£3.45
10041A
£3.40
200uA

.Cs.so

£520

£300

..

£4.50
£4.45

591A _
£3_05
300V AC ..
S Meter lmA.. £2 95
£3.40
VU Meter.. ..
_ £2.95
1A AC
.. .. 12.95
5A AC
£2.95
10A AC ..
£2.95
20A AC £2.95
30A AC ..

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL SD460

£625

£5.20
£5.20

..
..

50.0.50uA ..
100-0-100t1A-

500raA

10 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
27 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
42145 TOTTENHAM CT. RD
87 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
257,8 TOTTENHAM CT. RD
3 LISLE ST. WC2
34 LISLE ST. WC2
118 EDGWARE RD. W2
193 EDGWARE RD. W2

BAKELITE MODEL S80 Enlarged Window

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 52P
£3.05
£3.00
£2.85

1000A
2000A

CENTRAL LONDON
481 OXFORD ST.

'Size: 80 x FlOrmn

12.95
£3.05

15V DC

Size: 120 x 110mrn
£5.45
£5.40
.. ..
1000A
£5.35

50mA
100mA
500mA
IA DC
5A DC

SOV DC
150V DC __

f2 as

..

YOV DC

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 85P

SmA -

£420

5A DC
10A DC
15A DC
20A DC
30A DC
50A DC
SV DC
15V
20V DC

12.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95

..

1-0.lmA

scale. The meter move-

1-0-1mA

£4.40

-

10V DC _

£295
£295

_

500-0-500vA-

applications. r mirror

500.0-50011A-.

300V AC..
VU Meter -

_

lA DC

42 x 42rnm

Sire: 100 x 90x 150mm including terminals
A range of high quality
moving coil instruments
ideal for school experi.
moms and other bench

50.0.50uA ..
1060-100uA ..

300V DC _
15V AC ..

10OrnA

500mA

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL PAR 38P

MODEL ED107 EDUCATIONAL METER

150V DC ..

10mA
50mA

[4.30

to demonstrate internal
working.
£8.50
£7.90
100.3A
£7.90
50.0.50uA
17.60
£7.60
£7.60
£7.60
_
5A DC
£7.60
£7.60
10V DC ..
£7.50
16V DC

..
..

..

£3.15
£3.10
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95

300V DC..

£4.10
£4.05
13.85
£3.95

300V AC ..
VU Maur

..

£4.10
£4.10
£4.10
£4.10

[3.00

lmA

5A DC
10V DC

£3 90

_

..
..
..

f 3 20
£3.15
£3.10

IA DC

£4.15
£4.10
£4.05

100.0-10000. ..

_

50.0.50uA ..
100-0.1000A..
500.0.5001A..

10OrnA

Size: 90 x 34mm

-

10V DC
20V DC
50V DC

£4 10
£4.10
£4.10
£4.10
14.10
£4.10

200uA

EDGWISE MODEL PE70
1000rk

5A DC
10A DC

10mA ..

£410
£410
..

Size: 50 x 50mm

£430

£4.30
£4.30
£4.30
£4.30

100mA
500mA

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 45P

£4.50
£4.50
£4.30
£4.50
£4.45
14.30

-

£4.10
£4.10

5mA
10mA

£3.85
£3 80
£3.75
£3.85
£3.80
£3.70
£3.70
£3.70
£3.70
£3.70
£3.70 3013V DC
1390
£3.70
15V AC ..
£3.80
£3.70 50V AC
£3.70 1501/ AC .. .. £3.80
£3.30
£3.70 900V AC ..
£390
500V AC ..
.C3.70
£3.70 S Meter 1mA.. f4 10
VU
Meter..
- £3.70
£3.70
_
£3.70
IA AC _
£3.80
3.70
- £3.85 5A AC
£3.70
10A AC ..
£4.05
£3.70
£3.70 20A AC
3.0A AC .. _ 13.70
£3.70
_ £3.70
£3.70 5OrnA AC
£3.70 100mA AC _ £3.70
£3.70 200mA AC .. £3.70
£370 500mA AC .. £3.70

50-0-50uA
100.0-100uA..
50043.500uA _

£426
£420

50-0-50uA
100-0-100u A ..

£395

_

200uA _

14_30

Sue: 100 0 BOmm

IA DC

100uA

Size 110 x 83mm

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL SW100

50.0-563A ..
10041-100uA_

Size 86 x 78mm

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL 50830

(3.80

£3.75
£3.70
£3.55
£3.75
£3.70
13.65
£3.55
£3.65
£3.85
£3.65
£3.65
£3.65

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 65P

BRANCH OR ORDER
WITH CONFIDENCE
BY MAIL ORDER

..
..

SOrnV DCAC

100mV DC

/3.60
f3.60

£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
14.10
£3.60

1

ak 1 telephone;o
or
==1 order i o

d Y';f.i'C e .

CREDIT TERMS availatile for
Personal Shoppers
EXPORT personal export..
arranged for overseas visitors
at all our branches.
Goods despatched to all parts
of the world through our Export
Mail Order Department.
Immediate attention given to
orders.
CHEQUES ACCEPTED FROM
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY

£360

WITH BANKERS CARD.
All noses correct. 13.5-74 but

£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.60
£3.75

subject to change

ALL PRICES
EXCLUDE VAT

f3 70

We offer a speedy and effluent service
taxman order. Remember to 300100.

FOR MAIL ORDER VAT to total value of goods includtng
post and packing.

TO LASKYS HEAD OFFICE AND MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
AudiotrOnic House, The Hyde. London NW9 6JJ. Tel: 01-205 5661(37 36
Please send me the following items

TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE

_

i enclose

...
....
Inc PbP and VA1;

NAME..

.

- shove
r -o

p05.10fde,

- money ceder
t wish to pay hyearciawahvatops
and Inv numbere -

ADDRESS

and make no mistake
r
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et...Auaroura,

nsuntwamn tnosne No 347947.117 Lower
LGitmenor Puce, toneonSWIOEX

Signature

EEJ

COMpa.

359

WORLD SCOOP

BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES

EX COMPUTER BOARDS

Packed with transistors, diodes, capacitors

and resistors -COMPONENT VALUE 11-50.
p & p 309
for ONLY 56p
SPECIAL ONE. As above rr.us Power Tranp & p 15p
sistors ONLY 615p each
STABILISED POWER MODULES
Complete with circuit diagrams, etc.

De Luxe Groov-Kleen
Model 42 £1 U
Chrome Finish Model 60

JUMBO
SEMICONDUCTOR PACK

4.

Transistors - Germ. and Silicon Rectifiers

Zeners ALL NEW AND CODED.

APPROX 100 PIECES

99; each + p &p 15P

9" approx.

PAXOLINE BOARDS if
4 for ach, 4- p & p 20P.

FIBRE -GLASS PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS
161 x 4" approx. 2 for 569

DECON-DALO 33PC Marker

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS PLUGS AND SOCKETS

909 each

OCR 240. 15 watt 12-15
Model G. 18 watt f..2-15

Etch resistant printed circuit marker pen 125. 95 watt 11-93

COIL FORMERS & CORES
NORMAN f" Cores & Formers 7p

r Cores & Formers Op

SWITCHES

DP/DT Toggle 25p SP/ST Toggle 189

Bits No.
102 For model CN240 3/32^
104 For model CN240 3/16"
1100 For model CCN240 3/32"
1101 For model CCN240 3/8'
1102 For model CCN240 f"

EARPHONES

8 ohms 2.5mm plug 22p
8 ohms 3.5mm plug 221

ELEMENTS
ECN 2401118

ECCN 240 51-32

EG 240 11-16

ER 23 61-16

FUSES

11" and 20mm. 100mA, 200mA, 250mA,

Crystal 2-5nin1 Ping 335
Crystal 3-5mm ping 339

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

51223. 200 ohms plus or/oil switch and
2-5mm and 3.5mm plugs 21.60

P8 36 DIN 3 Pin

1187

Co -Axial Surface
Co -Axial Flush

D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
D.I.N. 3 Pin
D.I.N. 5 Pin 180°
D.I.N. 5 Pin 240°
Jack 2-5mm Plastic
Jack 3-5mm Plastic
Jack f" Plastic
Jack f" Screened
Jack Stereo Plastic
Jack Stereo Screened
Phono Screened
Car Aerial

1

D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS

Pack
Description
Price
No. Qty.
CI 250 Resistors mixed values approx.

PS 10
PS 11
PS 12
P9 13
PS 14
PS 15
Ed 16

1111-PAK

C3

CATALOGUE AND LISTS

C4

Send S.A.E. and 10p.

C5

count by weight
0.55
1%, 2%
50 Precision Resistors
0-55
mixed values
75 5th W Resistors mixed preferred

0.55

5 Pieces assorted Ferrite Rods 0-65
2 Tuning Clangs, MW/LW VHF 0.55
1 Pack Wire 50 metres assorted

CO

INSTRUMENT CASES

C7

colours

C 8 10 Reed Switches
Micro Switches
CIO 15 Assorted Pots & Pre -Seta

(Black Vinyl covered)
No. Length
Width
x
BV1 8"

BV2 11"

x

6"

Height
x
2"
x

ALUMINIUM BOXES
BA1
BA2
13A3

BA4
HAS

Bari
BA7

BA8
BAP

5}"
4"
4"
55"
4"
7"
8"
6"

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

2r

4"
21"

21'

x
x
x
x
x
X

3"
6"

x
x

3"

or
14"
15"
15

C

1"
21"

Price

90p
11-20

429

41r

41p
479
41p
34p
689

lgt

0.55

200 Capacitors mixed values approx.

C9

3

ell

5

Jack Sockets 3 x 3.5m 9 x

C13 20

Standard Switch Type
raper Condensers preferred
types mixed values
Electrolytics Trans. types

C14

Pack assorted Hardware-

C12 40

1

0.55
0-55
0.55
0.55
0-55
0-55

0.55

Jack 3-5mm Screened

Jack f" Plastic
Jack 5" Screened
Jack Stereo Screened
Phono
Car Aerial
Co.Azial

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP
18 BALDOCK ST., WARE, Herts. (A10)
Open Mon. -.Sat. 9-5.30 p.m.

Tel. 61593

001157

0-11
0-12
0-15
0-14

0.16
0.15
0.15

and easily recognisable.

FANTASTIC VALUE AT
£2.20 per BOX p. dr p. 52p

SPECIAL PURCHASE
2N3065. Silicon Power Transistors NPN.

LOW COST CAPACITORS
0117F 400x.
50017F 50v. Elect.

Op. each
107 each

RECORD STORAGE/
CARRY CASES
7" EP. 18:" x 7" z 8". (50 records)
12.10
12" LP. 13r z 71" z 12r. (50 records) 12-94

CASSETTE CASES
Holds 12. 10" a 33" x 5". Lock & Handle.

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE
CASES
Holds 14. 13" x 5" a 6". Lock & Handle
23". Lock Hante35
12.70
COLOURS: Red. Black and Tan -Please
Holds 24. 131" x. 8"

State preference.

010
0-09

0.12
0-18
0.18
0-29
0-06

0.15
0-10

REPANCO TRANSFORMERS
240v. Primary. Secondary voltages available
from selected tappings 4v, 7v, 8v, 10v, I4v,
13v. 17v.. 19v, 21v, 25v, 31v, 33v, 40, 60
and 25,0.2.5v.
Price
Type
Amps.
P&P
MT50/i

MT50/1
MT50/2

1
2

11.93
12-42
13.30

50P
35D

40p

CABLES

0.06 CARTRIDGES
Single lapped Screen
0.08 ACOS GP91-IBC. 200mV at 1.2cmg/sec £1-113
Twin Common Screen
0-08
Stereo Screened
ACOS GP93-1. 280mV at lem/sec
11-85
0-23
Four Core Common Screen
12 85
Four Core Individually Screened 0-30 ACOS GP96-1. 100mV at 1cm/sec
TTC
1.2005.
Crystal/Hi
Output
95p
Microphone Fully Braided Cable 0-10
0-07 TTC J-20 10C Crystal/HI Output Compatible
Three Core Mains Cable
11-10
0-06
Twin Oval Mains Cable
11.10
0.04 TTC 3-200 CS Stereo/Hi Output
Speaker Cable
11-84
0-10 TTC J-2105 Ceramic/Med. Output
CP 10 Low Loss Co -Axial

CP 1
CP 2
CP 3
CP 4
CP 5
CP 6
CP 7
CP 8
CP 9

CARBON
POTENTIOMETERS

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
The EP> Range of Carbon Film Resistors.
1/8th watt available in PAKS of 50 pieces.
assorted into the following groups: El 50 Mixed 100 ohms -820 ohms
409
0-14
RI 50 Mixed 1K ohms -0.2K ohms
40p
0-26
40p
0-44 RS 50 Mixed 10K ohms -82K ohms
R4
50
Mixed
100K
ohms
-1
Meg.
ohms
405
0.14
044 THEME ARE UNBEATABLE PRICES -

Log and Lin
4.7K, 10K, 2.1K, 47K, 100K. 2.20K. 470K,

Nuts/Bolts, Grommets etc. 0.55
0.55 1M, 2M
CI5 4 Mains Slide Switches
C16 20 Assorted Tag strips & Panels 0.55 VC 1 Single less Switch
0.55 VC 2 Single D.P. Switch
C17 10 Assorted Control Knobs
VC 3 Tandem Less Switch
C18 4 Rotary Wave Change Switches 0.55 VC 4
1K Ins Less Switch
0.55 VC 5 100K Log anti -Log
C19 3 Relays 6-24V Operating
C20 4 Sheets Copper Laminate

apt:in:ix:10" x 7"

approx. sire 8" a 7". All known type no.

11.30

P8 7 B.I.N. 7 Pin
PS 8 Jack 2-5mm Screened
PS 9 Jack 3-5mm Plastic

count by weight

0-13
0.17
0.17
0-17
0-10
0.12
0-04
0.28
0-22
0.32
0.14

PLUGS
PS

20 Boards packed with Semiconductors and
other Electronic Comp:manta. Each board

0.09 Famous mannfacturera out -of -spec devices
free from open and short defects -every one
0.09 able: 115, T03. Metal Case.
0.14
OUR SPECIAL PRICE 8 for 11

Co -Axial

NEW COMPONENT PAK
BARGAINS

C2

BY THE BOXFULLII
0.06
0-10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0 17
0-28
0-08

INLINE SOCKETS
PS 21
PS 22
PS 23
PS 24
PS 25
PS 26
PS 27
PS 28
PS 29
PS 30

PS 32
PS 33

ANTEX HEAT SINKS 10p

(angled) 13 85 per pair.

EX -COMPUTER BOARDS

0-10

2 -WAY CROSSOVER
NETWORK

K4007. 80 Ohms Imp. Insertion loss 3d1321.21

360

88;

Phono Double
Car Aerial

PS 44
PS 45
PS 46
PS 47

4 Pin
V.A.T. included in all prices. Please PS 3
add 10p P. & P. (U.K. only). Overseas Pa 4 D.I.Y. 5 Pin 180°
orders -please add extra for postage.
PS 5 D.I.N. 5 Pin 240°
PS 6 D.I.N. 0 Pin

PHONE JUNCTION BOX
H1012

35p
309
355
385
385
385
38p
38p
38p
88p

PS 37 DIM 5 Pin 180°
PS 38 DIN I Pin 240°
Jack 2-5mm Switched
P8 39
Jack 3.5mm Switched
P8 40
PEI 41
Jack Switched
Jack Stereo Switched
P8 42
Phone Single
PS 43

PS 2 D.I.N. 3 Pin

3 -WAY STEREO HEAD-

Only £2 p. & p. 20p

Ref. 56. Ht-Fi Stereo Hinte & Tips 829

PS 35 DEN 2 Pin (Speaker)

ANTEX BITS and ELEMENTS

1020 For model 0240 3/32"
1021 For model G240 1/8"
1022 For model G240 3/16"
50 For model X25 3/32"
51 For model X25 1/8"
52 For model X23 3/16"

500mA, LA, 1.5A, 2A
QUICK -BLOW 4p ea. ANTI -SURGE OP ea.

Ref. J. Tape Head Cleaning Kit 619
Ref. 34. Cassette Case 11-27

SOCKETS

Packs containing approx., Mao. ins. various SKI. Soldering Kit 12-88
sizes, all -1 metric 55p
STANDS: ST1 11-21. ST2 771,
18SWG Multicore 7oz 82p
REPANCO CHOKES & COILS SOLDER:
22SWG lox 82p. I8SWG 22ft 28p
RF Chokes
CH2. 5.0mH 25p
CHI. 25mH 26p
22SWG Tube 229
C114. 10mH 259
CH3. 7-5mH 269
C115. 1-5mH 259
CO/LS
DRX1 Crystal set 319 DRR2 Dual range 469

Offering the amateur a fantastic bargain Pak
and an enormous saving -identification and
data sheet in every Pak.

Ref. P. Hi -Fr Cleaner SIP
Ref. 32A. Stylus Balance SUM

Ref. MA. Record/Stylus Cleaning Kit 289
Ref. 43. Record Care Kit 12.30
Bet 31. Cassette Head Cleaner 64p
Ref. 32. Tape editing Kit £154
Model 9. Wire Stripper/Cutter 83p

VEROBOARDS

--

Diodes - Triacs - Thyristors - I.C's and

0.55

LESS THAN 1p EACH INCL. V.A.T.

HORIZONTAL CARBON
PRESETS
0.1 watt

BI-PAK SUPERIOR QUALITY

0.06 each

100, 220, 470. 1K, MK, 4.7E, 10K, 22K,
4017, 100K, 220K, 470K. 111, 251. 4.7M

LOW - NOISE CASSETTES
COO, 329

C90, 41p

0120. 52p
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the lowest prices!
BI-PAK QUALITY COMES TO AUDIO!
AL10/AL20/A1-30
AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES
The AL10, AL20 and AL30 units are
similar In their appearance and in their
general

specification.

careful

However,

selection of the plastic power devices has
resulted in a range of output powers from
3 to 10 watts R.M.S.
The versatility of their design makes them
ideal for use in record players, tape recorders,

stereo amplifiers and cassette and cartridge
tape players in the car and at home.

NOW WE GIVE YOU

50w PEAK (25w R.M.S.) PLUS
THERMAL PROTECTION!

The NEW AL60

Hi-Fi Audio Amplifier
FOR ONLY 23.95
Max Heat Sink temp. 90`c.
Frequency Response 20Hz to

Conditions

Performance

Po - 9 WATTS f =1K1f.

025%

Parameter
HARMONIC DISTORTION

-

LOAD IMPEDANCE

I =1KII.

100 k n

Po =2 WATTS

50 liz -25K1fr

INPUT IMPEDANCE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CE 3dB

8 - 16 CI

75mV. EMS

Vs., -25V. RI=8 r2 1=1KHz

SENSITIVITY for RATED 0/P

-

DIMENSIONS

1001iHz

Load -3, 4, 8 or 16 ohms

1KHz

Overall size 63mm 'X

Supply voltage 10-35 volts

Especially designed to a strict specification. Only the finest components
have been used and the latest solid state circuitry incorporated in this

powerful little amplifier which should satisfy the most critical A.E
enthusiast.

STABILISED POWER
MODULE SPM80

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
MODULES
EMS
AL 10. 3 watts
any
AL 20. 5 watts
AL 30.

10 watts

25

30

3 watts

5 watts

arm 80.

ALSO

30

10 watts
EMS 3fin.

PRE -AMPLIFIERS
PA 12. (Ilse with ALTO & AL20) 04-35
22.19
22.59

EMS

PA 100.

(Use with AL30 & ALSO) 113.15

B3-01

POWER SUPPLIES
PS 12.

AL20

EMS Min.EMS 3fin.

(RI. = 812 f = 1 RH')

(tee with AL10 & .6120)

88p
(Use with also ALSO it A1,50)
83.85

FRONT PANELS SP 12 with Knobs

105mm

3" x 24" x 1"

AL1O

Power output for 1% T.H.D.

Signal to noise ratio 80dB
13mm

in their working conditions.

Maximum Supply Voltage

Thermal Feedback
Latest Design Improvements

0 1 % Distortion

Distortion better than I % at

The above table relates to the ALTO, A120 and AL30
modules. The following table outlines the differences

Parameter

r>9

TRANSFORMERS
2461 (tee with AL1O) 11.38 P & P 15p
T538 (Use with AL20) 91433 P & P 15p
BMT80 Mae with AL30 & ALSO) 1215

P& P 25p

21.10

PA 12. PRE -AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION
The PA 12 pre -amplifier has been designed to match Into Frequency response 20.11. - 50K Hz ( - 3dB)
most budget stereo systems. It Is compatible with the
AL 10, AL 20 and AL 30 audio power amplifiers and it Baas control* 12dB at 60Hz
east be supplied from their associated power ;applies. Treble controlThere are two stereo inputs, one has been designed for use
* 14dB at 14KB.

with Ceramic cartridges while the auxiliary input will
suit most 1 -Magnetic cartridges. Full detalls are given in
the specification table. The four controls are, from left to
right: Volume and on/off switch, balance, Dam and treble.
Sire 152mm x 84rom x 35mm.

'Input 1. Impedance

1 Meg. ohm
Sensitivity SOOmV
1 -Input 2. Impedance

Look for our

SEMICONDUCTOR ADVERTISEMENTS in

Practical Wireless
Wireless World
Radio Constructor
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

The STEREO 20

The Stereo 20' amplifier is mounted, ready wired and tested
on a one-piece chassis measuring 20 cm x 14 em x 5.5 cm.
This compact unit comes complete with on/off switch
volume control, balance, bass and treble controls,
Transformer, Power supply and Power amps.

Attractively printed front panel and matching control knobs. The 'Stereo 20' has been
designed to fit into most turntable plinths
without interfering with the mechanism or,
alternatively, into a separate cabinet.

Output power .20w. peak. Input 1 (Cer.)
SOOmV Into 1M. Freq. res. 25H.-25kHz.
Input 2 (Aux.) 4mV into 30K. Harmonic
distortion. Bass control +12dB at
60Hg typically 0.25% at 1 watt.
Treble con. *14dE at 14kHz.

R14.45

30 K ohms

Sensitivity 4mV

.9280 is especially designed to power 2 of the .A150
Amplifiers, up to 15 watt (r.m.s.) per channel simultaneously. This module embodies the latest components

and circuit techniques incorporating complete short
circuit protection. With the addition of the Mains Transformer MT80, the unit will provide outputs of up to 1.5
amps at 35 volts. Size: 63mm x 105mm x 30mm.
These units enable you to build Audio Systems of the highest
quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Also ideal for many
other applications including. -Disco System., Public Address

Intercom Units, etc. Handbook available 10p PRICE £3.25
TRANSFORMER BMT80 Z2.15 p. & p. 28p

STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER TYPE PA100
Built to a specification and NOT a price, and yet still the greatest value on the market,
the PA100 stereo pre -amplifier has been conceived from the latest circuit techniques.
Designed for use with the ALSO power amplifier system, this quality made unit incorporates

no less than eight silicon planar transistors, two of these are specially selected low noise
NPN devices for nee in the input stages.
Three switched stereo inputs. and rumble and scratch filters are features of the PA100,
which also has a STEREO/MONO switch, volume, balance and continuously variable
bass and treble controls.
SPECIFICATION

Frequency Response
Harmonic Distortion

2011. - 2OKHz * 1dB
better than 0.1%

1.25 mV into 50K II
35 mV into 50K Cl
1.5 mV Into 50K 2)
All Input voltages are for an output of 250mV. Tape and P.U. Inputs
equalised to BLA_A curve within * 1dB. from 2011. to 20KHz.
± 15bB at 2013.
Bass Control
± 15dB at 20 EH.
Treble Control
100Hz
Filters: Rumble (High Pa.)
Scratch (Low Pass)
SER.
better than -65dB
Signal/Noise Ratio
Input overload
-i- 26dB
35 volts at 20mA
Supply
299.mm x 82mm x 35mm
Dimensions

Inputs: I. Tape Head
2. Radio, Tuner
3. Magnetic P.U.

ONLY £13.15

SPECIAL COMPLETE KIT COMPRISING 2 AL50's, 1
SPM80, 1 BMT80 & 1 PA100 ONLY £25.30 FREE p. & p.
Giro No. 388-7006
Please send all orders direct to war?house and despatch department

III-PAK
P.O. BOX 6, WARE - HERTS
Postage and packing add lip. Overseas add extra for airmail.
Minimum order 55p. Cash with order please.

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
Everyday Electronics, July 1;)74
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Save a massive £10 on the

popular Sinclair Cambridge kit...
now only 114:95!
An advanced 4 -function
calculator in kit form
The Cambridge kit is
the world's largest selling calculator kit.
It's not surprising - no other
calculator matches the
Sinclair Cambridge in

functional value for money;
and buying in kit form, you

Features of the Sinclair
Cambridge

OW;r570'

e00004''77304.:
(

x 2" x "1-", weight 31- oz.

-X-Standard keyboard. All you
need for complex calculations.
=; Clear -last -entry feature.

*Fully -floating decimal point.
*Algebraic logic.

,""1/;"'

Four operators (-I-,

x,

with constant on all four.
*Constant acts as last entry
in a calculation.
*Constant and algebraic

make a substantial saving.

Now, simplified manufacture
and continuing demand mean
we can reduce even the kit price
by a handsome £10. For under
£15 (plus VAT), you get the
power to handle complex
calculations in a compact,
reliable package- plus the
interest and entertainment of
building it yourself !

*Uniquely handy package.

logic combine to act as a

-

Truly pocket -sized
With all its calculating capability,
the Cambridge still measures just
4.11x 2" x 44". That means you can
carry the Cambridge wherever you
go without inconvenience - it fits in
your pocket with barely a bulge. It
runs on ordinary U16 -type batteries
which give weeks of normal use
before replacement.

limited memory, allowing
complex calculations on a
calculator costing less
than £17.

-X- Calculates to 8

significant digits.

Clear, bright 8 -digit
display.

Operates for weeks on

four U16 -type batteries.

Easy to assemble
All parts are supplied - all you need
provide is a soldering iron and a pair of
cutters. Complete step-by-step instructions are
provided, and our service department will back
you throughout if you've any queries or problems.

Total cost? Just £16.45!
The Sinclair Cambridge kit is supplied to you
direct from the manufacturer. Ready assembled,
it costs £27.45 - so you're saving £11 ! Of course
we'll be happy to supply you with one ready assembled if you prefer- it's still far and away
the best calculator value on the market.
362
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A complete kit!
The kit comes to you packaged in a
heavy-duty polystyrene container. It
contains all you need to assemble
your Sinclair Cambridge.
Assembly time is about 3 hours.
Contents :

1. Coil.
2. Large-scale integrated circuit.
3. Interface chip.
4. Thick -film resistor pack.
5. Case mouldings, with buttons,
window and light -up display in
position.
6. Printed circuit board.
7. Keyboard panel.
8. Electronic components pack
(diodes, resistors, capacitors,
transistor).
9. Battery clips and on/off
switch.
10. Soft wallet.

This valuable book -free!

Why only Sinclair can make you this offer

If you just use your Sinclair Cambridge for

The reason's simple : only Sinclair- Europe's largest electronic calculator
manufacturer- have the necessary combination of skills and scale.
Sinclair Radionics are the makers of the Executive -the smallest electronic
calculator in the world. In spite of being one of the more expensive of the small
calculators, it was a runaway best-seller. The experience gained on the Executive
has enabled us to design and produce the Cambridge at this -remarkably low price.
But that in itself wouldn't be enough. Sinclair also have a very long experience of
producing and marketing electronic kits. You may have used one, and you've
almost certainly heard of them-the Sinclair Project 80 stereo modules.
It seemed only logical to combine the knowledge of do-it-yourself kits with the
knowledge of small calculator technology.
And you benefit !

routine arithmetic -forshopping,
conversions, percentages, accounting,
tallying, and
get more
than your money's worth,
But if you want to get even more out of it,
you can go one step further and learn

how to unlockthe full potential of this
piece of electronic technology.

;1.8

Take advantage of this money -back, no -risks offer today
The Sinclair Cambridge is fully guaranteed. Return your kit within 10 days, and
we'll refund your money without question. All parts are tested and checked before
despatch- and we guarantee a correctly -assembled calculator for one year.
Simply fill in the preferential order form below and slip it in the post today.

Price in kit form: £14.95 + £1.50 VAT. (Total: £16.45)
Price fully built: £24.95 £2.50 VAT. (Total_: £27.45)
How? It's all explained in this unique
booklet, written by a leading calculator
design consultant. In its fact -packed 32
pages it explains, step by step, how you
can use the Sinclair Cambridge to carry
out complex calculations.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdonshire
Reg. no : 699483 England
VAT Reg. no :213 8170 88
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St Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ

I
I
I
I

Name

I
I

I

sindair

EE 7 74

ITIo: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,

I
I
I

Please send me

7 a Sinclair Cambridge Calculator kit at
£1 4.95
£1.50 VAT (Total : £16.45)
E 7, a Sinclair Cambridge calculator ready

built at £24.95 + 62.50 VAT
(Total: £27.45)
*I enclose cheque for f

Address

made

out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, and
crossed.

*Please debit my *Barclaycard/Access
account. Account number
LDelete as required.

PLEASE PRINT

I
I
I
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everyday
electronics
ON THE PHONE
If you happen to be a telephone subscriber,
one of this month's projects cannot fail to be of

PROJECTS

THEORY

TRY IT AND SEE

are the first words to be gasped by the un-

Many devices essential in electronics as we
know it today were not in existence a mere 20
years or so ago. The magnet, in contrast, has
been around rather longer: in its natural lodestone form it was in use about 4,000 years ago.
An understanding of magnetism is an essential
prelude to further study into electronics principles. So this venerable yet humble and commonplace device receives top billing in the
opening articles of Our new series Physics Is

account. The customary dire warnings to all
members of the household to moderate their

ners, are intended to amuse and instruct by

interest.

Of all those many unwelcome missiles that
shoot through the letter box at quarterly intervals none is likely to be more unpredictable in
the severity of its demands than the Post Office
bill for telephone service.
"Surely we can't have made all those calls?"
believing recipient following examination of the

Fun!

These articles, specially prepared for begin-

conversations in future are then made-but

means of simple experiments anyone can carry
out at home. The expense involved will be nil,

have little lasting effect, as the next bill will

or very nearly so. For this is one special and
exceptional occasion when we advocate the

undoubtedly show.

Strange how those minutes tick away. And
at today's rates the charges rapidly mount up.
What is required is some means to monitor the

seeking out an use of "junk" material.

Just try the experiments and you'll quickly
discover that the title of this series is perfectly

total call charge ticking up as one speaks. This,
we are happy to say, is now possible with the
Telephone Call Charge Calculator described in
this issue.

true.

A useful aid to have beside the 'phone, an

ever-present reminder of the accumulated call
charges and (let's hope) a deterrent or moderating influence for the more loquacious members
of the family.

Our August issue will be published on Friday, July 19
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ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward

ART EDiTOR J. D. Pountney

.
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s
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[EASY TO CONSTRUCT
SIMPLY EXPLAINED
VOL. 3 NO. 7

JULY 1974

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
TELEPHONE CALL CHARGE CALCULATOR
A watchful eye for the mounting 'phone bill by B. W. Terrell B.Sc.
AUTOMATIC LIGHT LEVEL CONTROLLER For constant intensity lighting by M. Dvorak
GENERAL PURPOSE 5W AMPLIFIER Useful in the home and workshop by Tom Mason
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384
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GENERAL FEATURES
EDITORIAL
TEACH -IN '74 Lesson 10: Transformer, reed relay, loudspeaker and Unijunction
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT Going abroad by Adrian Hope
RADIO ASTRONOMY AT JODRELL BANK by S. McClelland
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phone call
charge
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BRIAN W. TERRELL B.Sc.

second

Enables you to keep a watchful eye
on the mounting telephone bill.
the ever-increasing cost of living, it is

the wise person who keeps a controlling
WITH

eye on his (or her) bills as they are mounting up
and puts funds aside regularly to meet the bills,

so that when they do arrive he is adequately
the amount demanded.

As far as electricity and gas bills are con-

cerned, these can be easily estimated since there
are dials and meters that the consumer can read

Table 1: Time bought for 1p for trunk and
local dialled telephone calls from
STD exchanges.
Peak

Standard

Cheap

Mon -Fri

9am-noon

Mon -Fri
8am-9am
noon-6pm

Every night
Code
6pm-8am
and all day
Sat and Sun

24

40

8

10

and note. With the telephone bill it is not so
easy since there are no dials to be read by the

user and the cost of a telephone call depends on
three factors :
1. Time spent on the telephone
2. Time of day the call is made
3. The distance of the call
With all these factors to take into consideration,
the calculation of the costing of calls becomes

complex and tedious.
The Telephone Call Charge Calculator does all

the calculating for you electronically, and automatically gives you a running total of all calls
placed, thus enabling the cost of all self -dialled
calls over any period to be noted and allowed
for.

CHARGES
The relation between the three factors mentioned above and the cost of a call is summarised
in Table 1 which is reproduced from the latest

Post Office leaflet entitled "New Charges for

90
40

a

(seconds)
Mon -Fri

Local calls 8am-6pm
All other
times

3min

1

12min

2

not. For example, if a "c" call is made during the
"peak" period, and the call lasts for 18 seconds,
the cost is three pence.

THEORY

The block diagram of the unit is shown in
1. It consists of a pulse generator whose

Fig.

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
including V.A.T.

Telecommunications Services".

It is seen from Table 1 that times for all calls
are normalised to a unit of one penny (1p)-see
later; that is to say, depending on the call made,
one penny buys a fixed amount of time and this
is charged whether the whole time is used or
366

£4.50

excluding case
*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at
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(1/T) of the multivibrator is virtually independant of the supply voltage which can range from
5 to 15V. Also, the frequency is virtually

unaffected by temperature over its range of 0
PULSE
GENERATOR

ELECTROMAGNETIC
COUNTER

to 70 degrees centigrade. The choice of operating
voltage depends on the type of electromagnetic

counter used; the type used in the prototype

had a coil impedance of 500 ohms and operates
from a voltage in the range 12 to 24 volts. With
the transformer specified, an output of 15V is
available which satisfies both counter and i.c.
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the unit.

periodic time (T) can be controlled by selecting
value of R. these values being trimmed so that
the periodic times of the pulses are made equal
to the fixed times depicted in Table 1.
The pulses are then fed to an electromagnetic
counter which causes its readout to advance by
one unit for each pulse received.
PERIODIC TIME T

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

4

vs

The heart of the unit is the versatile timer i.c.

known as the "555". It is used in the astable

multivibrator mode, see Fig. 2, and thus forms
the pulse generator.
t SECS

Fig. 3. (top) Charging and discharging of the

timing capacitor as a function of time and
(bottom) the corresponding output at pin 3.

OUTPUT

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the Telephone Call Charge Calculator is shown in Fig. 4.

It can be either mains or battery operated
depending on the choice of the constructor. If
Fig. 2. The 555 timer i.c. wired as an astable
multivibrator.
On connecting the positive supply voltage, the
capacitor begins to charge up through the series
combination RA+RB. When the potential at pin 6
reaches two-thirds the supply voltage, the

battery operated, components T1, Dl -D4, Cl and
LP1 should be omitted. A suitable battery supply
is three bell batteries type 126 wired in series.
The power supply consists of a readily avail-

able Friedland bell transformer and uses the
8V tappings. On full wave rectification by the

resets and re -charging starts immediately. This

diode bridge Dl -D4 and smoothing by capacitor
Cl, a 15V d.c. supply is available.
-The pulse generator has been described
earlier (Fig. 2); the basic difference between the
two circuits is the addition of the steering diodes
D6 and D7.. With these diodes, the charging time

action is repeated for as long as the supply is

of the capacitor C2 is proportional to R10 and

connected.

the discharge time proportional to the series
combination of (R1 + VR1), (R2 +VR2)
depending on the position of S2.

internal circuitry of the i.c. switches and the
capacitor begins to discharge through resistor
RB. When the potential at pin 6 drops to onethird the supply voltage, the internal circuitry

The output is at pin 3 and the voltage here
can have only two values, these being either
equal to the positive supply voltage or zero.
While the capacitor is charging the output is
equal to the supply voltage, when the capacitor
is discharging the output is zero. This action is
shown graphically in Fig. 3.
The reasons for using the 555 i.c. are two -fold;

firstly construction is made very simple and
secondly the most important, the frequency
Everyday Electronics, July 1974

etc,

This arrangement is necessary so that the

charging time can be made rapid (in the order of

120 milliseconds) and the first pulse must be
produced and operate the counter at the instant
of switch on.

The electromagnetic counter is connected
directly across pin 3 and ground, and D5 prevents the back e.m.f. produced when the counter
367

kit

3-3kfi

NOM 5gopp
VR1

mkn

8R3

2

220

lTOkR

VR7

4

OM]

240V

Ti*

IC1

4-71411

220k^.Id?

1,2M1)

95

-,2Mf

R5
3.3t412

R8
10MCI

3t4U

701412.

2208D

NE5558

ISELECTOR1

Fig. 4. The complete circuit diagram of the Telephone Call Charge Calculator.

switches off, from damaging the i.c. output transistor. Thus each time a positive pulse appears
at pin 3, the counter advances by one count.
The discharge resistor (previously RB) has been
replaced by a bank of resistors and presets, R1 R9 and VR1-VR7 respectively, and S2 is incor-

porated so that a fixed discharge time can be
readily selected. The seven discharge paths are
calculated so that the discharge times are in
accordance with Table 1.
The charge (t8) and discharge (td) times can be
calculated from the following formulae:
t, =0 7 X R10 X C2 and this has been fixed at
approx. 0 .lsec.
td= 0 7 X Rx X C2 where Rs can be (R1 +VR1),
(R2 + VR2) etc.

TIMING CAPACITOR
For accurate long time delays, capacitor C2

ideally needs to be a low leakage type with low
tolerance such as 20 per cent or better. Values
for the discharge resistors were calculated based
on a 20 per cent capacitor. Normal electrolytic
capacitors may be used but may need a higher

value preset than that detailed, depending on
the leakage factor.
The capacitor used in the prototype was
obtained from a surplus computer panel and was
a tantalum type.

A 25V working electrolytic chosen at random
functioned satisfactorily.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
The prototype unit was built in a commercially

available p.v.c. covered metal case measuring
150 X 130 X 75mm which comes apart as two
"U -sections". This case size should be considered

as the minimum to comfortably accommodate

all the components.
There are two component boards, one to take
the timing circuit and power supply components

(board A), and a second to carry the timing
resistors and presets (board B). In this way,

should the telephone charge rates be revised in
the future, it will only be necessary to remove
board B to update the device.
Begin construction by drilling the fixing holes
in the boards and then making the breaks along

the copper tracks as detailed in Figs. 5 and 6.
Now assemble and solder the components in
positions indicated paying attention to diode
and capacitor polarities. Veropins are used on
board B.

An 8 pin d.i.l. socket should be used for IC1
as this facilitates easy removal and replacement
should this be necessary. Also, using a socket
eliminates possible damage from the heat of the
soldering iron. When complete, recheck for possible errors and insert the i.c. in its holder, paying attention to polarity indicated by a notch at
one end. Do not attach the flying leads.
Next, with reference to Fig. 7 the case should

be prepared to accept the counter, S2, S1 and
all of which are mounted on the front face.
The case should then be drilled to accept all the
other component fixings, and a hole made in the
rear face to suit a grommet through which the
mains cable is passed.
LP1,
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ELECTROMAGNETIC
COUNTER

Fig. 5. Layout of the components on the main board.

The copper strips on the
underside are shown tinted
"through" the board.
01 ON

BOARD'S'
St WIPER

T1

R10

SECONDARY

Two small aluminium brackets are required,
one to hold board B in position and the other to
secure the counter to the case.
With the exception of board A, secure all the
components and board B in place as indicated in
the photograph and wire up as shown in Fig. 7.
Thoroughly check all the wiring and when fully

2

3

4

5

6

8

7

9

10

12

14

satisfied, secure board A in place using 4BA nuts,

bolts and spacers. A piece of stiff cardboard

interposed between the case and each board will
eliminate possible shorting against the case.
Three -core mains cable should be used and led
out at the rear of the case via a rubber grommet.

The mains lead should be fitted with a fused
plug. A suitable earthing point is board B fixing
bracket via a solder tag.

FIXING HOLES

o
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0

0

0
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o
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o
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VEROPINS

Fig. 6. Layout of the components on board B.

Note the use of Veropins.

knob fitted. The pointer should be made to read

Photograph of the finished unit with lid removed.

CALIBRATION
A dial should now be drawn up and glued

around S2 as shown in photograph and a pointer
Everyday Electronics, July 1974

"peak c" with S2 set so that (R1+VR1) are in
circuit. Set all the potentiometers at their midway positions and plug into the mains.
Switch on at Si; the neon should illuminate

and the counter should click and its readout

advance by one. If this does not happen switch
off immediately and check the circuit wiring etc.
Assuming all is well, switch off; obtain a timing device such as a stop watch or clock with
369

elenhone call
charge calculator
P35

020
COUNTER

FIXING
BRACKET

240V A.C.
MAINS VIA
FUSED PLUG

535

Ul

BOARD 'A'

BOARD 'B'

TI

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

ELECTROMAGNETIC
COUNTER

Ir
L P1

Al

4$
EARTH TAG
SCREWED
TO CASE

Fig. 7. The complete wiring up details of
the unit.
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p

USING THE UNIT

Components ....
Resistors
R1

220k0

R2 470kn
R3 220kn
R4 1.2Mil

R5 2.2Mn
R6 3.3Mn
R7

SEE

glIOP
TALK

3.31VIS2

R8 10M0
R9 ions)
R10 3.9kn
All 1W carbon 4- 5% tolerance

Potentiometers
VR1

10Okn

VR2

470kS2

VR3 220kf2
VR4 220k0.

The unit should be situated within easy reach
of the telephone when in use. When wishing to
cost a call, the call code should first be determined from the Dialling Instructions booklet as
an "a", "c" or local call; switch S2 is then set to
this code according to rate for the time of day
i.e. cheap, standard, peak, 1 or 2 (see Table 1).
The call should then be dialled and the unit
switched on at the instant of "getting through";
the unit should be switched off as the receiver
--is replaced. The difference in the counter readings before and after the call is made, will give
the cost of the call in pence.
Alternatively, the counter can be read regularly, say once a week and the weekly telephone
bill determined.
In the Dialling Instructions booklet (issued
pre -Oct 1973) there are some calls coded "b",
these should now be changed to "c".

VR5 WO
VR6 1MQ

VR7 4.7Mn

All miniature carbon vertical skeleton types

Capacitors
C1

500/.4F 16V elect.

C2

4711F 10V elect.-see text

Semiconductors
D1 -D4 96AA IA 50 p.i.v. bridge rectifier or
similar
D5, 6, 7 IN4148 (3 off)
ICI NE555V timer i.c. 8 -pin d.i.l.

Miscellaneous
S1 mains on/off slide or toggle
S2 1 -pole 8 -way wafer
mains neon with built-in
LP1
T1

Photograph of completed unit.

resistor
Friedland mains bell transformer-see
text

Electromagnetic counter type 14A or similar
having a minimum coil resistance of 200 ohms

that will operate at 15V; 8 -pin d.i.l. socket:
Veroboard: 0.1 in. matrix 35 holes by 27 strips,
0.15in matrix 11 holes by 24 strips; Veropins:
solder tag; length of three -core mains cable;
4BA fixings; knob; case.

second hand, and switch both unit and stop

watch on at the same time and measure the time
it takes for the counter to advance by a further
count after its initial turn on count. Preset VR1
should be adjusted so that the time interval between successive counts is 8 seconds. Turning
the preset in a clockwise direction decreases the
timing period.

All other settings should be adjusted in a

similar manner with reference to Table 1.

When all ranges have been calibrated and

checked, a dab of glue or nail varnish should be
applied to each preset to prevent the latter being
disturbed from their set positions.
Everyday Electronics, July 1974

REVISION OF CHARGES
Since the charges

at present are

normalised to a 1p
unit, the counter display can be read
directly in pounds

and pence. If in the
future the basic unit
changes from 1p
the readout will give
the number of units
used.

Also, if the rates
later revised.
the timing resistors
are

will need replacing
values being calcu-

lated using the

formula given above.

0
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TEACH -111 74,
FOR BEGINNERS IN ELECTRONICS
THEORY 0IND EXPERIMENTS

TUTOR: PHIL ALLCOCK*
LESSON 10 Transformer, Reed Relay, Loudspeaker
and Unijunction
HE ratio of the numbers of turns on the coils
is an important quantity since it can be used

1

to measure the amount by which the input
voltage or current is transformed (i.e. stepped
up or down).

We know that voltage is proportional to the
rate of change of flux linkage so we can write:(primary current) X (primary turns)=
(secondary current) X (secondary turns)

The first equation tells us that .13=

RATIO
The Friedland transformer, which is used
later in the Tutor Board experiments, is designed to be connected to the normal mains
supply on the primary side and to supply 3, 5
or 8 volts from the secondary side.

The mains supply provides the current to

magnetise the core and since the supply is a.c.

the resulting magnetic flux is continuously varying. The varying flux links equally with the primary and secondary coils and each coil will have

a voltage induced' in it, just as in the case of
the alternator coil.

Since the changing flux is common to all

coils the rate of change of flux linkage will only

depend on the number of turns on each coil.

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 10.1 and if we
assume that N1=3000 and N2=100 the primary
flux linkage will be 3000d) whereas the secondary flux linkage will be 1004. (4 represents the
rate of change of magnetic flux.)

3000-24° and

substituting this in the second equation we getSecondary voltage =

8 volts.
(-)240=
3000

The ratio 100 : 3000 is the "step down" turns
ratio going from the primary coil to the secondary coil. Note that the coil with least turns also

has the least voltage. The turns ratio thus

determines the output voltage for a given mains

supply voltage at the primary (input) coil. If

this same transformer was connected to a mains
supply of say 210 volts the output voltage would
be reduced:
100

Output voltage= (3000 210=7 volts.

TRANSFORMER ON LOAD

If a resistor or some other form of load is

connected to the secondary a secondary current
must flow due to the existing secondary voltage.

MAGNETIC FLUX (IN CORE MATERIAL)
COMMON TO BOTH COILS. RATE OF CHANGE= y5

240V
MAINS

Fig. 10.1. Flux linkage
in a simple trans-

LOW
VOLTAGE
OUTPUT (8V)

SUPPLY

former, and illustraCORE OF SOFT IRON

PRIMARY

tion of a simple
transformer system.

SECONDARY

*North Staffordshire Polytechnic (Any communications arising from the Teach -In '74 series must be addressed to
Everyday Electronics, Fleetway House, TParringdon Street, London E.C.4).
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To keep the magnetisation of the core at its

correct level, so that the primary induced voltage is equal to the mains supply voltage, extra
current must be taken from the mains supply to
compensate for the flow of secondary current.

Since the magnetic effect of each current
depends on the product of the current magni-

tude and the number of turns through which it

flows, the transformer flux "constancy" requires
that:
(primary current) X (primary turns) = (secondary current) x (secondary turns).

Thus the current ratio also depends on the
turns ratio but this time the least turns is asso-

operated positions immediately but undergo a
series

of momentary

closures

before final

closure. The effect is due to the bouncing of
contacts and can depend on the strength of the
magnetic field used.

In some systems this "bounce" cannot be
tolerated and precautions must then be taken
to minimise its effects. In the experiments this
month a simple "make" contact switch is used

to demonstrate the action of the reed relay using
an easily wound relay coil.

primary current would be (3000 80mA= 223mA.

RELAY TRANSIENTS
If an inductor, reed relay coil or transformer
winding carries a steady current (d.c.) the
resulting magnetic field will be constant. When
the current is switched off the magnetic flux
must fall to zero and must therefore generate
an induced voltage in the coil due to the changing flux linkage. Since the rate of change can

If these are the r.m.s. values, the power dissipa-

produced which might cause damage to semi-

ciated with the greatest current. If our load is 100

ohms an 8 volt output would give a secondary

current of

()
8

100

A =80mA. The corresponding
100

tion in the load will be 0.64 watts and a
similar power is taken at the primary side since
8

240V X -mA = 640mW.
3

Our transformer is 100 per cent efficient
simply because we have not allowed for any of

the losses that occur in Practice due to coil

resistances, core heating and magnetisation. For

our purposes we can neglect these losses and
use the following simple relationship for all our
calculations:
primary turns
secondary turns

primary voltage
secondary voltage
/secondary current
primary current

REED RELAY

Another component that uses the magnetic
effect of a current is the reed relay. The reed
switch is usually encapsulated in a thin glass
tube and consists of two (or sometimes three)
blades made of magnetic material. The tips of
the blades are usually gold plated to form a low
resistance contact.

If the reed switch is exposed to a suitable

magnetic field from a current -carrying coil or a

permanent magnet the blades become magnetised and the contacts attract each other.
If the magnetic field is sufficiently strong the

contacts will close whilst the field is present. The

reed switch with outer coil is known as a reed
relay, and a wide variety of different types are
now available.

Some switches have three blades to form a

"change -over" contact. One of the characteristics

of these switches

is

that the contacts can

"bounce" when the relay is operated. This means

that the contacts do not settle down to their
Everyday Electronics, July 1974

be very high, large induced voltages can be
conductor devices if not protected.
A typical situation in which a reed relay coil

is connected in the collector circuit of a transistor is shown in Fig. 10.2. If the transistor is
saturated when on, the collector current will be
limited by the resistance of the reed relay coil

which in this case is one kilohm. When the

transistor is switched off the collapsing magnetic

flux, linked with the coil turns, produces an
induced voltage that makes the collector end

of the coil positive with respect to the other end.
By connecting a suitable diode M. across the
coil, as shown dotted, this voltage spike can be
limited so that excessive voltage does not appear
at the transistor collector. The diode provides a

current path whilst the field collapses and the
energy previously stored in the magnetic field

is lost by power dissipation in the coil.
In some circuits, resistance is included in
series with the diode to limit the current flow_
The waveforms in Fig. 10.2 show the effect of

the diode. Note that the induced voltage is

established in a direction that tries to maintain
the relay current in its original direction.
By using similar reasoning it can be seen that
if we switch a current on and off and the current
flow is via, say, a transformer winding, then a

large voltage can be produced at a second

winding if a suitable turns ratio is employed.
This is of course the same principle as that used

in the well established method of generating
the high voltage pulses for the spark plugs of
a car -engine.

LOUDSPEAKER
One further component using magnetic effects
is the moving coil loudspeaker. Just as the coil

of a moving coil meter is made to turn by the

interaction of a permanent magnet field and the
field of the current -carrying coil, so the cone of
373

It is apparent from what we have said so far
+ Kee

REED
SWITCH

REED SWITCH

DI

CONNECTIONS

that devices employing magnetic effects are very
common in electrical and electronic engineering.
Some of these devices are specialised and need
not concern us now. However the main features
of the electromagnetic effects have been

illustrated and it is usually a straightforward
matter to apply the basic ideas to other devices
such as buzzers, horns and motors.

COIL RESISTANCE= Ika

OTHER SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
In addition to the diode and bipolar transistor.

covered in earlier lessons, a wide variety of

e

semiconductor devices exist and some of these
will be used in the experimental circuits that
have been planned for the remaining parts of
the Teach -In series. The first of these devices
is the so called unijunction transistor which was

DV

originally known as a double -base diode.

TRI ON

e

Like the bipolar transistor it has three connections but there the resemblance ends. The
device we have selected is the TIS43 and we
shall deal specifically with this type, but other
types of similar ratings are available and may
be tried if these are available.

CURRENT FLOWS

VIA DI

UNIJUNCTION OPERATION
The unijunction behaves in some respects like
a voltage -sensitive switch. The device connections are known as emitter (e), base No. 1 (bl)

VOLTAGE SPIKE

Vcc

INDUCED
VOLTAGE
WITHOUT
DIODE

I

and base No. 2 (b2) and these are illustrated
together with the circuit symbol in Fig. 10.4.

Notice that the arrow head on the emitter

WITH DI ADDED

symbol points towards the connection known as
base No. 1 (bl).
As far as the bl, b2 connections are concerned
the device behaves just like a resistor made of
lightly doped n -type silicon material. The use

TRI SATURATED

Fig. 10.2. Transistor operated reed relay with
associated waveforms.

a loudspeaker is displaced by a similar interaction. In this case the moving coil is attached
to the base of the cone and the cone movement
generates variations in air pressure which we
observe as sound, see Fig. 10.3.
CENTRAL PILLAR

STEEL RING

of light doping means that the resistance of
the device between the points bl and b2 is

relatively high, typically 10 kilohms, due to the
restricted number of free electrons available.

The connections to the silicon at bl and b2

are "non rectifying" i.e. they do not behave like

a diode, but the emitter connection which is

formed part way along the silicon material is in

FLEXIBLE COIL CONNECTIONS

\\

SOFT IRON OR STEEL

4

1

MOVEMENT
CONE

1

i

I SOUND
1/AV.ESI

In

SOFT IRON

OR STEEL

\

10.3. Construction of a loudspeaker
using the moving coil
principle.

Fig.

PLATE

/
RING MAGNET (CERAMIC)
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AND CENTRE SUPPORT
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b2

Fig. 10.4. Detail of the unijunction

bb

transistor, circuit symbol, equivalent
circuit and mechanical details.

e

bl

fact a normal pn junction and so the equivalent
circuit for the unijunction is as shown in Fig.

is zero. Thus the voltage at point Z is

10.4.

and 1.=0. If we increase Vee further the voltage
Vebl will continue to rise until the diode starts

Point A represents the region at which the

1

emitter junction is formed and R1, R2 represent
the resistance of the material between this point
and the base connections bi, b2. In use, a voltage
Vbb is developed across the effective potential
divider formed by R1 and R2 as shown in Fig.
10.5 and this makes point A positive with respect

to bl. If the total resistance is Rbb= (R1 +R2)
then we can defiine our first useful parameter as
q( eta) =

R1
Rbb

- intrinsic stand-off ratio.

Vebt= tiVbb= voltage across R1,

to conduct. This

is a

critical point on the

characteristic (X) and is known as the peak point.

As the diode starts to conduct the number of
current carriers in the R1 section of the device
increases and this has the effect of increasing
the conductivity of the silicon in this region.

The resistance R1 thus tends to fall and this
causes a further increase in diode current.
The resulting characteristic is shown by the

curve between X and point Y, and this latter

This rather fancy title need not frighten

anyone-it is simply the ratio of the resistance
R1 to the total
Rbb and is
useful since the voltage at A is given by nVbb.
Since the voltage level at A is important to the

subsequent mode of operation it is useful to
realise that ii must always be less than unity
and is typically about 0.6 for the TIS43 transistor.

Thus if Vbb was set to +10 volts the voltage
at point A would be +6 volts (measured with
respect to the bl terminal). Let us now consider
the test circuit of Fig. 10.5 in which the emitter
is connected to a variable voltage supply via a
current limiting resistor R.
If we had suitable instruments available we
could measure the current Ic and the voltage
Vebi for various settings of the variable voltage
supply Vim. With Vbb connected and Vee set at
zero a small leakage current would flow via the
diode because of the positive voltage at point A.
As we increase V,, this leakage current would

reduce until at point Z, on the characteristic
shown in Fig. 10.5, the current would be zero.

For this zero current condition the emitter base voltage Yen must be equal to the voltage
at point A so that the voltage across the diode
Vebi

point is usually known as the valley point. Once
the peak point is reached the transition from X

to Y is very rapid and does not require any

change in V.,. The increased emitter current is
limited by the external emitter resistor R. and
if the transistor reaches the region to the right
of the valley point the circuit will remain in this
new condition until the 17,.e supply is disconnected or reduced to a much lower value.
If R. is made sufficiently large the current I.
will not reach the valley current and the circuit
can then be made to oscillate by adding a single
capacitor to the emitter circuit.
OSCILLATOR
The complete oscillator is shown in Fig. 10.6

where it can be seen that the same battery is

used for the two supply voltages i.e. Vbb = Vee. The

resistance in the emitter is made variable, by
VR3, and has a minimum value determined by
Rl. A second variable resistor VR1 is used as

a potentiometer in the bl lead to derive an
output voltage waveform.

The capacitor Cl charges via the resistances
and VR3 and the capacitor voltage (V.) rises
exponentially as described in earlier lesson

material. When the critical peak voltage (Vu) is
X PEAK POINT

VP

Y VALLEY POINT

VARIABLE
VOLTAGE

SUPPLY

Vbb

+
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Fig. 10.5. Unijunction operating

characteristics.

Ie
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VP

Fig. 10.6. Simple uni-

junction oscillator
circuit and associated
waveforms.

0

reached the transistor switching action is
initiated and V, falls rapidly. If the total emitter
resistance is large enough the final emitter

current will be limited to less than the valley

point current and the capacitor will start to
recharge again.

Every time the capacitor discharge occurs a

pulse of current flows via VR1 and this produces

a series of voltage pulses at the output. Since

the charging of Cl depends on the time constant

Cl (R1+VR3) the frequency of the pulses can
be controlled by VR3. The waveforms shown in

Fig. 10.6 illustrate the circuit behaviour. Note
that the voltage V, is given by
V,

5+77Vbb

where the forward voltage of the emitter diode
has been taken as 0 5 volts. Since V, depends
on both 77 and Vbb the frequency will also depend

on these two quantities.
Next month we shall investigate some of the features of
field effect transistors.

The 6-RSR-A reed switch requires 20 to 40

ampere -turns to give reliable operation and with
400 turns this means a current of 50 to 100mA.
By noting the position of the potentiometer VR1

at which the relay operates it may be possible
to estimate the operating current for your coil.
Once operated the current must be reduced to
about half the operating value to ensure that

the relay contact opens again.
If the range of adjustment is insufficient using
the 100 ohm potentiometer an additional resistor
of 100 ohms, 1W, can be used to reduce the coil
current using the circuit modification shown in
Fig. 10.7. With this arrangement the maximum
current is limited to about 45mA but the current
can be reduced to zero.
If a larger number of turns is used the
operating and release currents will be corres-

pondingly reduced. A coil of at least 400 turns is

recommended. An accurate measurement of
operating and release current can be made by
measuring the voltage drop across the 100 ohm
fixed resistor but because of the limited
maximum current not all coils can be tested this
way.

TUTOR BOARD EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 10.7. Reed relay test circuit and modification.

Test No. 20
Remove the cotton from the plastic spool (as
listed in the May 1974 issue) by winding it onto

a piece of cardboard so that it is not wasted.
Carefully wind the enamelled wire onto the
spool until it is full. The start end can be fixed
with sticky tape, to stop it slipping, and it will

LI

HOME MADE
COIL

help if someone can support the bobbin of wire
on a knitting needle whilst the coil winding is

in progress. Fasten the end of the wire with

tape to complete your relay coil.
Use the circuit of Fig. 10.7 to check that your
reed switch operates. The potentiometer VR1
can be used to vary the coil current-note that
your coil will have a low resistance and VR1
helps to limit the current taken from the battery.
The prototype coil used a plastic spool approximately 112 inches long and a coil of 400 turns of

L P1

6V 60mA

LP1
6V

60mV

RI 100111w

VR1
10012

REED
SWITCH

30 s.w.g. wire. The coil resistance was about 3
ohms.
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KEYS 2-9

OFF

SI

"KEY CONTACTS {13

mr
B1

9V

VRIO

VRI2

12 x.5k1/ PRESETS

LS1

3511

Fig. 10.9. Simple melodic musical instrument based on the uni-

junction oscillator.

Ct

0,22pF

A resistor of say 33 ohms may be needed if
the reed switch requires 40 ampere -turns to
operate and a coil of 400 turns is used. (Note :

A resistor of 33 ohms is not available in the

Test No. 21
Build the unijunction oscillator (Fig. 10.6) on

resistors can be connected in parallel as an
alternative if these are available, or a higher

the Tutor Board using the layout shown in Fig.
10.8. Connect the loudspeaker (35 ohms) to the

existing component collection. Three 100 ohm

output terminals and listen to the sound produced as VR3 is varied. Adjust the 100 ohm
potentiometer (VR1) to give a suitable volume

voltage (9V) could be used. Do not try to operate
the lamp circuit from the full 9 volts as this will
probably ruin the lamp ! If your relay coil does

level from the loudspeaker. Note that the lowest
frequency occurs when VR3 is set to its

not work, try winding a coil with more turns.
Remember. patience is a virtue!)

maximum value of 100 kilohms. If you have a piano or
other musical instrument in
the home try to estimate the
frequency range covered as

B2

131

0

VR3 is varied.
It is possible to build a
simple musical instrument

0

0

using this oscillator. All that
is required is to switch in different resistors by means of
"contacts" as shown in Fig.

LP2

10.9. The mechanical arrange-

0

0
TO 350
LOUDSPEAKER

ment for such an instrument
is left to the ingenuity of the

0

reader.
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amplifier, if required,
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Fig. 10.8 Layout and wiring of
Fig. 10.6 on the Tutor Board.

FREQUENCY

VOLUME

VR1

The

range" can be changed by
using a different value for
capacitor Cl. Doubling Cl
halves the frequency of all

TR1

LS1

VR2

VR3

S1
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hotel wail sockets and switches

in Spain and never yet found any
earthing, even in stone -floored
bathrooms where unshielded two pin sockets are provided with
astonishing lack of common
safety

sense.

Shocks

received

from lift switch panels also suggest that their high -power drive
motors may be unearthed. And

even the toilets in some new

Spanish hotels are flushed by
heavy duty electric solenoids.
Small wonder that a.m. radio

reception is so poor!

tainment in most homes was a

Palma. But because the station is
low strength (1 kilowatt transmitter power) and the island very

erial, and a mono record player.
Tow many people are almost
literally ankle deep in exotic

pressed to receive it in any other
part of Majorca.
This radio station is, incidentally commercial and one of the

ONLY a few years ago the only
electronics used for enter-

radio set, a simple black and white
-,TV set running on an indoor

electronic gear. And daily they
are subjected to the temptation
of buying yet more.

Matching one piece of new
equipment with another so that
both work properly is no mean
feat and I'll bet that all over the

country, or the world for that

matter, there are expensive electronic arrangements producing

such bad results that the owner
would have been far better off
ith what he had before.

Some times the fault is with

the equipment, some times with

the setting up and some times

local conditions are responsible

for poor results. Whatever the
cause the effect is little or no
entertainment for anyone. The
idea of this column is to offer a

few practical suggestions on buy-

ing and using equipment which
really is primarily
Entertainment.

For Your

CONTINENTAL
ENTERTAINMENT
Cheap holidays in Spain and
the Balearic Islands beckon all

the year round. So a few thoughts
on the electrical facts in Spanish
life should not come amiss. Also
many people, myself included, like

the idea of a little music or world

news being available on tap in

the privacy of our hotel room.
Palma, Majorca has a local f.m.
studio which broadcasts in the
English language every evening

and into the night on 96-6MHz.

The programming is mostly good
popular music, for instance in the
Sinatra bracket, and reception is
fine

in the coastal area around

mountainous, you will be hard

few in the world that you can
visit any time you like. This is
because the "studio" is a Palma

bar called "My Own Place" run by
American expatriate Riki Lazaar.

Buy the local English language
newspaper (The

Majorca Bul-

letin) for further information.
Elsewhere in Spain there is
little, if any, English language

f.m. radio so you will need to
rely on the medium and long
wave bands for your listening.

And this is where the plot starts
to

thicken.

Although

Radio

Algeria should come in loud and
clear on the long wave band with
some light music every night, it
is in many concrete hotels likely
to be a weak signal and drowned
out by local interference. The
prime source of this interference
is hard to tie down but may well
thyristor-controlled circuitry
for dimming lights or controlling
be

heaters or drive motors for lifts
and airfans.

INTERFERENCE
The interference problem is bad
enough in England, but in Spain it

is even worse and reception of

m.w. and Lw. may be impossible.
This is probably because even new

modern hotels being built there
are electrically wired with little
or no earthing. This is not only
potentially dangerous, but it also
means that any interference
which is created for instance by

motor, a thermostat or a
thyristor control will have the
best possible chance of pervading
the hotel wiring system. which
then acts as one glorious aerial.
I have stripped down several
a

Of course f.m. radio is largly
immune to interference of this
type, but as we have already seen,
there is relatively little f.m. to be
received. So anyone going on

holiday to Spain and wanting to

be sure of some music in their
hotel room, will need to take not
only an f.m.; a.m. radio, but also a

cassette player with some prerecorded cassettes. That way if
there is no local f.m. station and
local interference blots out every-

thing on the a.m. bands, taped
music can come to the rescue.

VOLTAGE
Incidentally, the mains supply

voltage in Spain is now a nominal
volts a.c., with the plug

220

sockets of standard continental
two -pin type. The pins of the
plugs to fit these sockets are
smaller than those on British
two -pin plugs and are spaced

apart by 2cm.

Although adapters to convert
British plugs to continental size
are cheap in most Spanish shops,

the hotels often charge an ex-

horbitant price so it may be worth
buying one in England. And don't
be too bothered if you run equipment such as a shaver, hair

dryer or radio off the mains and
find its performance erratic.
Although

mains

voltage

is

nominally 220 volts it fluctuates
like mad, often down to around
190 volts. In this country a 6 per
cent change only is allowed by
law i.e. 15 volts either way: All
over Spain there is a roaring trade
in voltage stabilisers for use with

television sets. So if you see a
television in a bar and it has a
mysterious white boxed gadget
standing on top, the chances are
that it's a stabiliser. This keeps
the voltage to the set steady and
prevents the picture size from

shrinking.
In fact a few days with Spanish

electrics makes the British system a joy to live with.

The Andromeda Galaxy
The Crab Nebula
The Quasar 3c 273
(L,nited States Information Service)

RADIO
ASTRONOMY
liympDRELL BANK
CLELLAND
second of the day and night, many
types of electromagnetic radiation impinge
on the earth from outer space. Although we can
see some of this-the starlight-most is invisible
and it was totally unknown until the advent of
radio astronomy.
This fascinating science probes every secret
of our amazing universe through this newly discovered "window". To do this, it uses highly -

associated with
proximity.

chester University's Nuffield Radio Astronomy
Laboratories are based. This article will briefly

ference at the botanical department of the

EVERY

complex instruments such as the radio telescopes at Jodrell Bank, Cheshire where Man-

look at these telescopes and the purpose for
which they were built.

A NEW WINDOW ON THE SKY
The science of radio astronomy is young even

compared to the relatively brief life of radio

communication. Indeed, it was not until 1931 that

Karl G. Jansky, an American engineer working
on the problems of radio interference, discovered a background static in his equipment
and deduced from its nature that it must originate in space. Although he published the results
of his important work little notice was taken of
it.

In fact, only an American radio amateur

named Grate Reber followed up Jansky's discoveries by building a small parabolic dish aerial

in his garden. He used it to discover that areas
of our galaxy were strong radio sources. However it became apparent that, contrary to expec-

tations, only our sun, among all the normal
stars in the sky, had a definite radio output
Everyday Electronics. July 1974

it.

This

is because

of

its

The second world war provided an impetus

to radio astronomy and the subject was reexamined. Among the post-war researchers in
England was a physics lecturer at Manchester

University named Bernard Lovell.
Interested in the detection of the cosmic rays

and meteors which continually bombard our

planet, he was allowed to set up his equipment
on a site free from man-made electrical inter-

University-a place called Jodrell Bank.

Jodrell Bank mark II radio telescope. (Jodrell Hank)

THE GROWTH OF JODRELL BANK

The work of Bernard Lovell with fairly
elementary equipment was so successful that he
was allowed to build larger and more efficient
radio telescopes. Eventually he realised that to

make further progress a giant, fully-steerable
radio telescope with a parabolic dish 250 feet
in diameter, was required.
The magnificent design of, and supervision
work on, the telescope was carried out by H. C.
Husband and Co., of Sheffield.
Construction of the telescope commenced in

1952, and it was finished in the International
Geophysical Year of 1957. About half of the
£700,000 cost was borne by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research (now the

Science Research Council), the bulk of the
remainder being very generously met by Lord
Nuffield and the Nuffield Foundation.

Any existing doubts about the value of the

telescope were disposed of in an immediate and
spectacular way, when the instrument showed

its great versatility by being the first Western
device to detect and track the carrier rocket of
the first space satellite-the Russian Sputnik 1.
Great successes, also in the field of tracking,

This photograph gives some idea of the size of
the Jodrell Bank Mark IA telescope. (Jodrell Bank)

Modifications recently carried out on the tele-

scope have resulted in a lower working wavelength, namely 11 centimetres. The instrument

has a large working range and is thus very

continued to be achieved at Jodrell Bank,

versatile in operation. Indeed, it is this versatility

and the first man-made object to hit the moonthe Russian Lunik

the telescope. It is also fully steerable, still one

primarily a radio astronomical station with a

electric motors to drive the complete telescope
in azimuth (i.e. to the various points of the
compass) and the bowl alone in elevation (i.e.
tilt) through two huge racks that were salvaged

notably with the American Pioneer space probes,

Today, Jodrell Bank has become world famous
through these events, but it still remains

very small percentage of its research time being

devoted to tracking. In the past decade, it has
been greatly involved with the discoveries of
the so-called "new" astronomy-especially the

which has contributed to the great success of
of the largest of this kind in the world, and it
can be pointed to any area of the sky.
This is achieved by using computer -controlled

from the gunnery equipment of the Royal

fantastic quasars and pulsars.

Sovereign battleship. These are housed at the
top of the two bowl support towers, 180 feet

THE RADIO TELESCOPE

above the ground.
Radio waves which are collected by the bowl
are focused on to the aerial at the dish's centre.

The light and radio waves which originate
from space are really different forms of the
same radiation - electromagnetic radiation.
Some methods of receiving them are thus
similar. Radio waves, however, are very much
longer than light waves-typically ten million
times, and those from about one centimetre to

many metres in wavelength can easily penetrate

the earth's atmosphere which hinders the pas-

sage of light waves. This means that radio astronomical observations can be made through cloud
and mist, etc.
However, because of the dissimilarity in wavelengths, radio telescopes have to be much larger

Here, a very sensitive receiver amplifies the

weak signals and they are passed to the control
building and converted to binary form for
analysis by a computer. This can print out its
results on punched tape for further reference or
make pen -recordings of signal intensity in the
area of sky studied.
This is the nearest the radio astronomer can
get to having a "picture" of the source, but his
observations are usually combined with those
made by an optical telescope in the same area
to build up a complete knowledge about it.

in order to achieve the resolving power-or

distinguishing power-of a comparable optical
telescope. Hence the collecting area, the parabolic dish, of the big telescope (called the mark
IA) at Jodrell Bank is 250 ft. in diameter. This
steel bowl weighs over 1,000 tons, and the giant
mass of steel which supports it weighs roughly
twice as much.
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OTHER TELESCOPES
Besides the mark IA, Jodrell Bank also has a
mark II instrument. This is a smaller and more
recent instrument with an unusual dish shape

(see photograph) and it

is

used for lower

wavelength work.
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gives rise to a radio signal on a unique wavelength of 21cm, which can be detected by radio
telescopes such as those at Jodrell Bank, so
the distribution of hydrogen in our galaxy can
be mapped. Also, the fact that the hydrogen

line, as it is called, is sometimes slightly shifted
in frequency due to the Doppler effect. means
that the hydrogen gas and, therefore the galaxy,
is in motion.

Such investigations hakre helped to build up

a picture of our galaxy as being a gigantic,

slowly rotating disc with spiral arms. It is indeed

huge-about 100,000 light years across (a light
year is the distance light travels in one year:
it is about six million million miles)-and probably contains in the region of 100,000,000,000
stars.
Our sun, one of that number, is insignificantly
placed away from the centre. The whole galaxy

is probably quite similar to the Andromeda
galaxy-also a nearby radio source, but still
Aerial view of the Jodrell Bank telescope.

A similar telescope, the mark III, has a mesh
dish and is stationed near Nantwich.
These instruments, besides being independent,

can be used together, the output from each
telescope being combined in a special way to

effectively produce a very large radio telescope.
The complete arrangement is known as an interferometer. Interferometers have been constructed between a Jodrell Bank telescope and
instruments at places as far ranging as Malvern
in Worcester, to Onsala, Sweden and Arecibo,
Puerto Rico.

The remaining instruments at Jodrell Bank
include a 50 foot telescope for lunar radar and

miscellaneous work and another 50 foot "az-el"
telescope for tracking space probes.

over two million light years away.
Other very interesting and mysterious radio
sources exist in the sky which emit radio signals
by different methods. These include the radio
galaxies and the intriguing quasars and pulsars.
Quasi-stellar objects or quasars for short are
certain, very small, star -like objects which emit
incedible amounts of radio and optical energy.

Evidence from the latter tends to suggest that
they are enormously distant, but until the true
distance is actually ascertained, quasars will
continue to be a central problem in astronomy.
The radio telescope at Jodrell Bank has played

an important part

in

the discovery of the

quasars.
Another of the amazing phenomena that have
been discovered by the science of radio

astronomy in the past ten years are the pulsating radio sources or pulsars. As their name suggests they emit bursts of radio and sometimes,

THE NEW TELESCOPE
light -energy. Perhaps the most famous example
In December 1972, it was announced that theof a pulsar is that in the Crab Nebula.
University of Manchester is to build another
This is a glowing cloud of gas which is thought
radio telescope on a site near Welshpool, in
to contain an incredibly dense neutron star. The
Wales. The diameter of its dish will be 375 feet,
latter could give rise to the radio pulses as a
making it the largest of its type in the world.
consequence of its spin. Although its origination
It also means that the telescope's resolving
is unclear, astrophysicists believe that the
power will be considerably greater than that of
Nebula and the neutron star are remnants of a
the present mark IA.
star which just blew itself up in a gigantic
explosion or supernova which was observed by
Chinese astronomers in 1004 A.D.
THE RADIO SKY
In this field, too, Jodrell Bank has made a
There are several varieties of radio sources in
very
significant contribution by discovering
the sky, and Jodrell Bank has been concerned
many
new
pulsars.
with almost every type, ranging from the radio
"noise" areas of the sun and the planet Jupiter
to the incredibly distant objects in the farthest
RADIO ASTRONOMY AND OUR
reaches of the universe.
UNIVERSE
A great feat of radio astronomy has been
The aim of radio astronomy is to discover by
the mapping of our galaxy. This is because the
its singular techniques more about the universe
internal structure of the atoms of hydrogen gas

of which the galaxy is largely composed can
undergo a slight energy change. This change
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-its formation, evolution and end, if any, and

its true nature. These are some of the most
381

important questions of all. A great advantage
with observational astronomy in general is that
not only vast gulfs of space but also of time,
can be surpassed.

This is because even light and radio waves,
the messengers of the events which we observe
in the sky, can take an enormous time to cross
the distances involved. Thus, the father we can
probe into space, the farther we also probe back
in

time, perhaps even towards the possible

creation of the universe. This is why the nature
of distant galaxies and quasars is of great importance to the astronomer.
Radio astronomy is helping scientists to decide
between the various theories of the creation of

the universe. These include the widely held

"big bang theory" that suggests that at one
time in the distant past all the matter in the

universe was concentrated at one point before

being scattered by a colossal explosion. Another

theory, that of the "steady state" considers the
matter in the universe to be continuously created
as the universe expands.

In radio astronomy's brief life of 40 years

almost paralleled by the development of Jodrell

Bank, many questions have been answered,

but many more have been unearthed. However,

in the future, as in the past, we can be sure
that Jodrell Bank will number among those

prominent establishments providing the knowledge so necessary to mankind's understanding
of the universe.

Loudspeaker Connection
Could you tell me how to con-

nect two 60 watt loudspeakers
together to give a total power
rating that will handle 100 watts.

This is simply done by putting

the two loudspeakers either in
series or parallel but remember
that you must match the output
impedance of your amplifier. If
your loudspeakers are twice the

impedance of your amplifier then
connect them in parallel; if they

are each half its impedance put
them in series. If each of your
loudspeakers has the same impedance as your amplifier then
you cannot use this simple technique because it is impossible to
produce a good match without
Circuit Supply
Please would you tell me how it

is possible to vary the current of
a circuit whilst keeping the supply
voltage constant?

For a fixed supply voltage cir-

cuit current is set by the total
circuit resistance. In the simplest

case this would comprise a set
of resistors in series. The only
way of altering the current is to
alter the value of one or more
of the resistors. In a more complicated case the current in ques-

tion might be the collector or
emitter current of a transistor
and in this instance the circuit
current can be controlled via the
transistor's base current.
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the use of a transformer.
Remember to keep the phasing
correct; when connecting the

are 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7,
3.3, 3.9, 4.7, 5.6, 6.8, 8.2 and
multiples of ten on these values.
The values have been carefully
selected so that the upper 10 per
cent tolerance of the lower value
approximately equals the lower
10 per cent tolerance of the next

higher value-this

is

how the

rather strange selection of values
comes about. This is called the
E12 series of values.

There is a similar series for
±5 per cent tolerance devices-

called E24-and there are twenty-

four different values within a
decade as follows: 1.0, 1.1. 1.2,
1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4,
2.7, 3.0, 3.3. 3.6, 3.9, 4.3, 4.7,
5.1, 5.6, 6.2, 6.8, 7.5, 8.2, 9.1.

Note that the same tolerance law
applies except that now it is ±5
per cent.

speakers in parallel connect like

terminals together. For series con-

nection, unlike terminals should
be linked.

Take the Broad View,
Read PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
High -Power Amplifiers, a Random Light
Display, a Car System Monitor, and the
start of the Rondo System F.M. TunerAll there in the July Practical Electronics,

Preferred Values
Some of your advertisers show On Sale Now.
resistors categorised as E12 and
E24 series. I would be pleased if
Look forward toyou could explain what this
A High Impedance Voltmeter with lots of
means.

Scientific

applications,

an

Underwater

Colour Temperature Meter for the pho-

As you must be aware, resistors are supplied with preferred
values. There are

12

different

values within a decade of ±10

per cent tolerance resistors. These

tographer, amplifier Power Modules for up
to 100W for the Audiophile, and the final

steps in The Rondo F.M. Tuner-In the
August issue, On Sale July 12.
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRIMER it
By A.P. STEPHENSON

16 TESTING TRANSISTORS
The instruments available for testing transis-

tors, and how an AVO can be used both for
testing and sorting out pnp from npn types.

Various transistor -test sets are manufactured,
some quite simple, others bristling with knobs,

L°

dials and switches and capable of measurements on almost any transistor.

For transistor manufacturers they are no

doubt very useful for testing hfe, kee, hre,
noise, fr etc. For the small workshop, the capi-

tal investment in one of these spectacular

instruments is seldom justified.

By the time the voluminous instruction
manuals are studied, the various knobs
twiddled, the dial readings laboriously checked,
the poor technician is mentally exhausted and
too weak to insert the transistor.
In most cases, it is only required to find out

if a suspect transistor is working at all, or

definitely unserviceable. An AVO meter (on
resistance range) is quite adequate. Three
tests are required.
(a) Resistance between base and emitter

should be LOW with leads one way round
but HIGH the other way. The difference should
be at least 10:1.

(b) As (a) above but between base and collector.

(c) A test across emitter and collector should
be HIGH either way round. The actual reading
in ohms will vary widely between serviceable
transistors even of the same type and there is
little point in attempting figures-it is only the
ratio which is important. (Note: it is unwise to

use the very high ohms range in case the
highest battery voltage causes damage).
Unknown transistors can be sorted into pnp
or npn by this method.
Put RED lead of AVO to base and BLACK

lead to emitter. If reading is low ohms, the
transistor is imp. (This appears to contradict
normal pn junction theory until it is remembered that an AVO on ohms range is delivering
a small negative voltage from its RED lead and
a positive voltage from its BLACK lead).

17 VARIOUS BIASING
The simple diagrams of Fig. 17.1 (a -e) illus-

trate the various methods of setting the d.c.

bias conditions in a class A amplifier operating
in the common -emitter mode.

(a) Simple, economical on current, but gain

sensitive to hpE productions spreads, temperature and supply voltage, seldom used.

(b) The inclusion of the emitter resistor RE
helps to reduce the sensitivity. of the stage

to temperature, supply voltage and hpE
spreads. Also, the input impedence is
higher due to the series negative feedback
across RE. Unfortunately, the gain is
lowered as well as the output swing.

(a)

(b)

lc)

(d)

(c) Instead of an emitter resistor a direct

voltage negative feedback action is provided by RF. Has a similar effect on reducing sensitivity but lowers the input
impedence as well as the gain. Also the
amount of feedback is fixed by the bias
required on

base. Output

swing

not

affected.

(d) Has all the advantages of (b) but the

potential divider RI, R2 provides a much
steadier base bias. Unfortunately the
extra resistor R2 provides an additional
load across the signal. However, this
circuit is the most widely used in general
amplifier design.

(e) Similar to (d) but the emitter as well as

the base, is fed by a potential divider. The
extra stability of this circuit must be paid
for in extra current drain through R3, R4.
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Fig. 17.1. Various

common ways of
biasing transistors.

0

THANKS to the selection of semiconductors,
such as relatively cheap triacs and high-tension transistors which are at present on the mar-

ket, it is possible to design a simple device to

automatically control light level in household or
similar uses. '

With regard to the fact that there are a large
number of non -fluorescent light sources in use.

this light controlled device was designed to
control a luminous intensity over a very wide

range and at the same time automatically hold
a pre-set light level.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
As the only practical solution, without visible
flickering effect, a phase shift system was chosen

although this system is known to have some
disadvantages, such as the necessity for interference suppression circuitry and the deformation of the supply waveform. These disadvantages are caused by the fast triac switching.

The circuit described is not expected to be

connected to the mains in large quantities where
consumption exceeds 200 watts. Due to the large

number of light dimmer units using the same
principle and working satisfactorily it was not
necessary to develop a new control principle.

with weather changes). In such cases normal
circuits require readjustment of light level or
the user must be satisfied with an unsuitable
light level.
In some cases it would be desirable to switch

some of the lights in the house on whilst the
house is unoccupied. To fulfil this condition

the light must be switched on when leaving the

house. In the case of the controller to be

described a constant level of light will be automatically kept.

ADJUSTMENT
In manually controlled dimmers the adjustment of a very low light level becomes critical
and from a certain point practically impossible
due to instability of the mains voltage and the
inaccuracy of triac switching circuits.
Another disadvantage of manually controlled
dimmers is the use of potentiometers for control
of the phase -switching triac circuit. These potentiometers, which are in some designs loaded with

high currents, are the reason for many faults
and instability after a certain time of use.

To avoid the - disadvantages of presently
manufactured dimmers the described device was
designed, this unit solves these problems for an

Light dimmers at present on the market are

characterized by manual adjustment of required
light level only. These dimmers are without any

automatic readjustment of luminous intensity
of the light source according to actual requirement (the light conditions may be changed in
a very short period such as in the evening or
during dark periods of the day in connection

FOR

cE

GuileO

ESTIMATED COST*

'OF COMPONENTS
including V.A.T.

£4.00

excluding case
'Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

Automatic

Light Level
Controller
By M. DVORAK
A dimmer unit with the ability to automati
catty keep a pre-set light level.
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filter appears to be very effective and oscillation
can be eliminated by a relatively simple circuit.

One of the disadvantages is the necessity to
filter the low frequency by means of a large
(25,LLF) electrolytic capacitor connected to a d.c.
transistorised circuit.
The use of transistors is additionally suitable
to match the high resistance of the chosen photo -

resistor in darkness and thus to increase the
light sensitivity of the complete unit. To fully
control the light source the triac should be
switched by transistors, thus the internal conversion from a.c. to d.c. was designed.

The solution, which is simple, consists of a

bridge -rectifier, connected with the circuit of the
Fig. 1. Basic dimmer circuit with the inclusion of
a bridge rectifier.

acceptable price. The design incorporates the

controller as shown on Fig. 1. This circuit is

connected on the principle of currently designed
dimmer units, the neon lamp is fired by the RC
phase control circuit. The current passing through

following points. (1) A photoresistor in the

resistor R is d.c. and it is therefore possible to

luminous intensity. (2) The use of an iris instead
of potentiometer to control the light passing to
the photoresistor. (3) Increase of stability at low

R. limits the maximum current when the resis-

dimmer unit to enable automatic control of

replace resistor R by a transistor circuit. Resistor

tance in circuit (R) is reduced to a low value.

light levels by the introduction of negative

CIRCUIT OPERATION

BASIC CIRCUIT

The readily available photoresistor type ORP
12 has a high "dark resistance" and in order to
match this high resistance transistor TR1 (Fig.
2) is connected as an emitter follower to main-

optical feedback.

It is necessary to avoid oscillation of the light

source, caused by positive feedback, of about

8Hz between the dimmer unit and the controlled
light source. The oscillation can be avoided by

moving the oscillation frequency to a higher

level so that it is not noticeable, however, this is

practically impossible due to the necessity of
the use of standard incandescent lamps con-

nected to the mains.
Another possibility is to use an electronic filter

designed to suppress the frequency band of
about 8Hz in the light controlled circuit. This

tain high sensitivity. The frequency filter formed

by C3 and C4 is connected to the base of TR2

which works as a variable resistor. Overall

frequency response characteristic of this stage
is shown in Fig. 3.

The frequency and phase response around
8Hz is not excessively critical but it is not
recommended to alter substantially any value
in the filter circuit. The entire filter was

designed to match the expected range for

different types of light sources.

Fig. 2. Complete circuit of the Automatic Light Level Controller.
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In some cases after a sudden change of light
level

a sort of damped oscillation can be

a.c. working and resistor R1 (22 ohms) is used
to limit the voltage peaks due to discharging of

observed on the luminous intensity of the controlled light source. This effect is caused by the

the capacitor when the triac switches, at the
same time it suppresses any oscillation in the

imperfection of the low frequency filter and lasts
about one .second. It does not visibly affect
normal conditions of the dimmer unit in use.
The 25/AF capacitor C4 is across a low voltage

The filter, made as described was used and
tested on the prototype and interference fre-

and a 12V type is quite sufficient for this
purpose. Resistor R2 (9.1 megohm) is not
always available and it may be necessary to use

two resistors of 4.7 megohms connected in

series. The transistors TRI and TR2 should be.
300V types of low collector dissipation, the most

suitable transistor is the D4ON3 designed for
power line connection. If this is not available a
BF259 can be used.

REFERENCE LIGHT SOURCE
The light level is controlled by an iris in front
of the photocell a substitute light source (neon
LP2) in front of the photoresistor is necessary
because with the iris fully open it would not be

possible to set a completely dark level. The
internal light source serves as a commanding

light during the period in which the main light
is turned fully off.
Without the use of this arrangement it is not
possible to set up an extremely low light level
which could be dependent on the sensitivity of
the unit and its distance from the light. So that
this arrangement cannot reduce the light sensitivity of the unit, by adding a constant light level,

the signal lamp must be placed in such a way
that it will not effect the photoresistor until the
iris is almost fully opened and the controlled

light is dimmed.
This neon is connected across the d.c. side of
the bridge -rectifier; if the lamp is fully dimmed

the voltage across the neon is high and the

neon lights to its maximum. If the lamp is half
on the neon lamp is automatically turned off in
consequence of a high voltage drop across the
dimmer. This function fully corresponds to the
requirements of the light reference.
It is necessary to position the signal neon with

regard to the photoresistor and iris in such a

way that the unit suits all requirements of light

regulation and at the same time would allow

the unit to switch off the light source by means
of the iris.

R.F. FILTER
Interference caused by the unit appears

mostly on wireless frequencies because of switch-

ing of high current by the triac in the controlled
light circuit. To suppress this interference the
unit employs an r.f. filter, formed by Ll, L2, Cl
and RI.

In the prototype unit the suppression coils
used (L1, L2) were readily available ready -

wound TV type chokes capable of passing two
amperes. The capacitor Cl, 0.1/1F must be 400V
386

filter circuit.

quencies higher than 100kHz were reliably suppressed. On medium and short wave radio bands

virtually no interference appeared. The disadvantage of this filter is a low load capacity
but a lamp load of up to 200W may be appliedmore than adequate for most situations.

CONSTRUCTION
The complete unit can be housed inside any
suitable case-it is a good idea to use a plastic

case to provide good insulation but a metal case
can be used provided the case is connected to the
mains earth via three -core lead and plug fused
at one amp.
Commence construction by cutting a length of
tagboard to size and wiring up the components
as shown in Fig. 4. The wires to LP2 should be
about 150mm long so that LP2 can be positioned
correctly as described earlier, LP2 is glued to the
lid of the unit when finally positioned.
When mounting PCC1 it must be positioned
slightly above all the other components on the

board with its front on the same plane as the
tagboard.
The wiring to the mains should be normal twin

flex or-if a metal case is used-three-core wire.

Components ....
Resistors

SEE

R1

221!

R2
R3

33kil

R4
R5
R6

9.1 MO

All I_ 5% *W carbon

200k1-1

1-5k0
1 5Mc2

4;11()P

TAI K

Capacitors

0-11/F 400V a.c. metalized paper

C2 0.01pF 250V metalized paper
0-01,1F 250V metalized paper

C3
C4

2511F elect. 12V

Semiconductors

D1 -D4 400V 0.5A bridge rectifier

CSRI
TR1

TR2

40486 triac or any 400V 2A triac
D40N3 or BF259 silicon npn
D40N3 or BF259 silicon npn

Miscellaneous
LP1,2

neon

lamps

80V type-no series

resistor (2 off)
L1,2 2 amp chokes type TV2 (2 off)
ORP12 light dependent resistor.
PCC1
11

way double sided tagboard, stand off

spacers, 4BA fixings, wide based insulated
knob, 6mm diameter bolt with nut, aluminium
for iris, felt to shade PCC1, case (size depends on tagboard used), wire.
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Automatic

Light Level
Controller
By M. DVORAK
Photograph of the completed unit, the iris
and part of LP2 can be seen through the
aperture.

SLOT FOR SLIDER SPINDLE NUT
LP2 NEON GLUED
TO FRONT PANEL

-).
..-, .4.ni... .,,,,--

."

,

..... .!....

.....*....

....
/
.....

i.,.... s

POSITION OF
TF0E Lel. cGcLIUE D

.....--

Fig. 3. Overall frequency response characteristic of the transistor stage.
TAGEIGARD

WIDE BASED INSULATED

SHAPE
OF IRIS

KNOB

FRONT PANEL
SIDE OF
CASE

NEON LP2
GLUED TO

NUT FILED SLIGHTLY
WIDER THAN FRONT PANEL

FRONT PANEL

6rrim DIAMETER BOLT

LI

Fig. 5. (above and above right). Construction and fixing of the Iris and LP2.

0

Fig. 4. (right) Construction of the Automatic N

Light Level Controller on a single tag board. PCCI must be mounted as described
in the text.

CSRI
PCC1
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Having completed the tagboard it should be
placed in the case and mounted so that it is
insulated, using stand off spacers and nylon
bolts. With the board mounted the position of
PCC1 should be marked on the lid and a hole
cut as shown in Fig. 5.

DIMMER

DIMMER

DIMMER

UNIT

UNIT

UNIT

LIGHT
SWITCH

LAMP

LAMP

IRIS
The iris is constructed from 22 s.w.g. aluminium with two bends, as shown in Fig. 5, so
that the neon LP1 is covered by one side of it.

It is important that the leads to the neon are
completely insulated so that they cannot touch

LAMP
LIGHT
SWITCH

(C)L
240V A.C. MAINS

Fig. 6. Methods of connecting the unit to the

supply and load (a) no mains switch (b) in parallel

the iris or case (if metal) and also that the

with switch (c) in series with switch.

sunken grub screw attachment.

by any movement in the room. Because PCC1 is
very sensitive it would be affected by such

control knob used is an insulated type with a
The iris must be made the correct width so

that it covers the whole of the aperture plus LP2

changes and the intensity of operated light

and also touches the side of the case nearest
PCC1. This prevents the iris from twisting
around since it is only fixed to the lid by the
slider control, fixed to the spindle passing

source would change as a result. A similar effect

the lid will depend on the case used and the

The dimmer is very useful for operating the
light intensity level when table lamps are used.

through the slot cut in the lid.
Actual dimensions of the iris and cutouts in

position of PCC1 inside the case. The aperture
hole must be covered with cellophane or a piece
of Perspex can be glued into it. Finally a piece of

felt or other thick material should be glued
around the outside of PCC1 to provide shading
when the iris is closed.

INSTALLATION
The unit can replace the light switch for a

single room but its fixing position will not necessarily be where the light switch was previously
situated. It is essential to take into account some

principles which result from the function of

devices of this sort. The following analysis shows
which principles are to be dealt with.

(1) Placing the dimmer unit very close to the
light source a very strong negative feedback will
come into effect, the iris will be usually fully
closed and the whole device will become insensitive to other sources of lighting, such as the day-

will take place where the dimmer unit is used
for operating the light level in shop windows,

when the unit is facing outside light. In this
case for instance cars passing -by would cause a
change of the light intensity if their lights were
directed onto the shop window.

In this case the unit automatically levels the
light during dark periods of the day. It is not
suitable for use with fluorescent lights.

CONNECTION
The unit can be connected to the light source
in one of three different ways, in Fig. 6a the unit

is connected without a mains switch, the light
source is operated by the dimmer iris only, this
includes switching fully on and fully off.
It is possible to leave the automatic regulation
to the dimmer, and in case of immediate neces-

sity to switch the light fully on the light switch
can be wired in parallel with the unit (Fig. 6b).
In this case a constant light level can be set up
by the iris and the lamp can be turned fully on
if required by the switch.

In Fig. 6c the dimmer unit is connected in

light and its changes. In this case it is easy to
adjust a very low level of light, in consequence
of the optical- feedback which operates as a

series with the mains switch this results in com-

(2) Another extreme will come into effect
when the dimmer unit is placed in a position
where it is strongly influenced by other light

also possible to achieve a complete switching off
by means of adjusting the iris to its end position.

stabilizing factor.

sources. In this case any insignificant change of
the outside light will cause a strong alteration

in the controlled light source. During dark

periods the dimmer unit will try to work to its
full capacity and it will be much more difficult
to adjust a low level of light because the stabiliz-

plete disconnecting of the light source by the
switch with automatic regulation of the light
level being controlled by the dimmer unit. It is
The functional model was tested in various

conditions for 7 months without any faults what-

soever and no interference of radio reception

was noticed. As no potentiometer is used in the
dimmer unit, a longer life is expected in comparison with the dimmers which are at present on the

market. The neon LP2 can provide a small

sufficiently.

amount of external light, so that the knob can
easily be found in the dark (this will not be the

It is not practical to install the dimmer unit in
a place where the photoresistor could be shaded

switch used to turn off the lamp).

ing effect of the feedback will not operate
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case if the circuit of Fig. 6c is used and the
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Physics
is

FUN!

By Derrick DAINES
THIS is the series for you-and you-and YOU. No matter if you are the most complete beginner or if you already
know quite a lot, you will get something out of this series.
We are going to describe simple and practical experiments in a language that all can understand. These experiments will enable you to discover for yourself the fundamental laws of physics that govern our hobby and give rise
to the often bewildering tricks that we get up to in designing circuits. This is in fact the BASIC basic series!
If we are ever to get a start in electronics, we must accept, various laws, but later we run into difficulties because we
do not fully understand the reason for those laws. However, here we present you with a series of experiments designed
especially to give you the most basic understanding possible; an understanding that will stand you in good stead in
future years.

Please do carry out the experiments. Seeing and doing will fix facts in your mind far more effectively than just

reading. Besides, it is more fun, and these experiments should give you plenty of that.

Finally, keep a little notebook. It doesn't matter what sort, nor how you keep it-what /S important is that after
you have finished experimenting and just before you turn to something else, you jot down in your own words what
the experiment has taught you. Again, this will help to fix it in your mind and later, when you browse through your
notebook, the experiments will come alive again.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD
Take a magnet-any magnet;

bar, horseshoe, pot, anything.
(Many fine magnets are to be had

for the asking from car -breakers'

yards or out of old TV sets).

Sprinkle a few pins on the table
and slowly lower the magnet towards them. Notice that the mag-

net does not have to

actually

able for this experiment.) If you
I

t

tap too hard or too long, the

///

filings will travel across the paper

to cluster over two areas of the
magnet-but only two.

s'.=

i
'

_.

...

-------__.
.......

,

,I

11

,

touch the pins, but that when the
magnet is some distance away,

Fig. 1: Iron filing pattern ob-

magnet. "So what?" you say. So
this-we are so familiar with this
extraordinary event that we don't
stop to think about it.

Sprinkle the filings evenly over
the paper and tap the paper very
gently. The filings will arrange

the pins leap up to cling to the

Magnetism stretches out

into space
Silently, invisibly, magnetism

reaches out to grab the pins. Isn't

it odd that little old ladies who
are uneasy at the very idea of

tained with a bar magnet.

themselves into a pattern

con-

forming to the shape of the
magnet field. The actual shape of
this pattern will depend upon

what sort of a magnet you have.
If it is a bar magnet, the shape

will be as in Fig. 1. If a horseshoe,

as in Fig. 2. (Pot magnets and

ring magnets are not really snit -

silent, invisible electricity, will

seeking and South -seeking, as the
next experiment shows.
If you have a bar -magnet, hang
it

up by a fine thread. After

swinging about for some time, the
magnet will eventually settle

down in a North/South orientation. Mark one end with a piece
of chalk and swing the magnet
again. However many times you
do it, the marked end will always

-you know that the compass

points North/South, but is this
because the Earth is attracting

your magnet firmly on the table

the compass, or because the com-

and place a sheet of cartridge
paper over the top. Now you
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and a South pole. Strictly speaking, we should call them North -

direction. This of course is what
a compass does. Again-so what?
Well, ask yourself this question

which we can map it-find out
what shape it is and how far it
goes. Well, there is a way. Put

piece of iron?!!

We say that the magnetic field

(and the magnet) is polarisedthat is, they have a North pole

finish up pointing in the same

use a magnet to pick up pins?
If magnetism stretches out into
space, there ought to be a way in

need some iron -filings. You can
buy these, but its cheaper to drag
your magnet round underneath a
bench. Or why not actually file a

The centre of the magnet
does not attract the filings

/

pass is attracting the Earth? In
other words, in the compass/Earth
relationship, is one of the pair

Fig. 2. A Horseshoe magnet

will produce this filing arrangement.

active and the other passive? If
so, which?
Answer next month.
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General Purpose

5watt
AMPLIFIER
By Tom Mason
For use with electric musical instruments,
record player, radio and tape deck.
AN

probably one of the most
popular projects for the amateur elecAMPLIFIER is

tronics constructor for it can find many applications both in the home and as a test amplifier on
the work bench.

INPUT 1

OUTPUT
INPUT 2

1. Feedback arrangements for differential operational amplifiers.
Fig

(a)

The General Purpose 5 Watt Amplifier described here can be used to amplify the signals
from record players fitted with ceramic or crystal cartridges, radio tuners, tape decks, musical
instruments such as electric guitar and organ,
microphones, and in the workshop for testing
prototypes requiring an amplification stage.
The quality is not claimed to be up to hi fi
standard, but nevertheless is good enough to
acceptable to most listeners; maximum
available output power is 5W r.m.s.

be

SEPARATE UNITS
The complete amplifier as shown in Fig. 2
uses three integrated circuits, IC1, IC2 and IC3
and can be split into two distinct sections: (1)
the battery powered preamplifier and tone
controls, consisting of operational amplifiers

IC1, IC2 and local components, and (2) the
mains powered power amplifier

If desired. the two sections can be built and
used independently of each other; some constructors may not wish to include the tone

control and preamplifier stages into their amplifier in which case these should be omitted and
input fed directly to capacitor C5.
The sensitivity of the main amplifier is 80mV

for full output into a 16 ohm load, and this is
suitable for most of the audio devices listed
above, but for those with a lower signal output,

down to SmV, maximum output will only be
obtained with a suitable preamplifier stage.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
The preamplifier and tone control stages each
use differential operational amplifiers type 741;
390

these are two -input devices, one inverting ( - )
and one non -inverting (+) and are symbolised
as shown in Fig. la. The output voltage of these
devices is proportional to the difference in
voltage between the two inputs.
In audio work they can be used in two basic
modes as shown in Figs. lb and c. The gain of
the system is controlled by the choice of feed-

back resistor Rf and source resistor R5, both
external components, and it can be shown that
for Fig. lb.

gain=

output voltage
input voltage

and Fig.. lc, gain=

Rf

Rs
Rs

Rf
R,

ESTIMATED COST*

OF COMPONENTS
including V. A .T.

£8.00
excluding case
and loudspeaker
*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at
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IC2

6

741
4

CS

Zi1F
YR3

250kt1
IYOLUME

4.

PRE AMPLIFIER

TONE CONTROLS

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram of the General Purpose 5W Amplifier.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of the General

of the latter being chosen to suit the amplitude
of the input signal.
The resistor chain, R1, R2 and R3 form an
attenuator network, the voltage appearing

Purpose 5 Watt Amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The
main amplifier i.c. TBA800 can be powered by

a supply in the range 5 to 30 volts (depending
on load) and can be terminated in an 8 to 16
ohm loudspeaker to give output powers up to

5W r.m.s. (with suitable heatsink).

It was decided to use a 15 ohm loudspeaker
(since this is more readily available than a 16
ohm one) to obtain 5 watts. This necessitates a
24 volt supply, which in the prototype is mains

across R3 being applied to IC1 input (pin 3). The

value of these resistors has been calculated

such that (1) 5mV at position 1 (2) 100mV at
position 2 (3) 200mV at position 3 causes 5mV

to be present at the input to IC1 which is
connected in the mode of Fig. lb. Thus the gain
of the first stage is approximately 16.

derived via Ti which steps down the mains

TONE CONTROLS

of IC3.

circuitry, IC2 and local components, via C2.
The tone control employed is a Baxandall-type
network that gives both boost and cut of treble

voltage to approximately 17V; diode bridge Dl D4 gives full -wave rectification and the output
from the bridge is smoothed by capacitor C13
to give a 24V (approx.) supply to pins 1 and 3

The prototype used a mains transformer with
a secondary rated at 16V 1A. Any similarly rated
transformer will do; current consumption at
maximum output is about 600mA.

Output from IC1 is fed to the tone control

and bass. Inspection of Fig. 2 will show that

IC2 is connected in the mode of Fig. lc, but since

capacitors are now in circuit, the "resistances"

equivalent to R f and R. are now frequency

Input to IC3 is at pin 8 from the wiper of

+15

potentiometer VR3 (volume control) which is
connected across the output of IC2. The output
is a.c. coupled to the loudspeaker by capacitor
Cll.
Other circuit components around IC3 should
be evident to readers from the pin identification

MAX TREBLE
BOOST

+10

BOOST

+5

drawing of Fig. 3.

PREAMPLIFIER
Input to the preamplifier is via d.c. blocking
capacitior Cl and selector switch S2, the position
SUPPLY VOLTAGE

C

N.C.

C2

11

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

C

3

10

GROUND

1

TAB

MAX BASS

03

TBA800

3 GROUND

TAB

10k

1

1

FREQUENCY Hz

-5

TREBLE & BASS
SET MIDWAY

12 3 OUTPUT

3 N.C.

1k

-10
MAX BASS CUT

GROUND

-15
BOOTSTRAP

1 4

COMPENSATION

C

FEEDBACK

C 6

5

9 3 GROUND (SUBSTRATE)
8

MAX TREBLE CUT

] INPUT

7 3 RIPPLE REJECTION

Fig. 3. Pin identification for the TBA800.
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Fig. 4. Performance graphs for the tone control
stage.
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dependent ie. they are impedances.
When VR1 and VR2 are set to their midway
positions, the gain of this stage is unity for all
frequencies; also, the gain for a frequency of
1kHz is unity for all settings of the tone controls
All

tolerances).

component

(within

other

frequencies are boosted or cut as the controls
are rotated. This is standard practice. The performance of the tone controls
graphically in Fig. 4.

is

shown

Completed main amplifier board.

which are soldered to the heatsink tabs on the

MAIN AMPLIFIER BOARD
The main amplifier is constructed on a piece
of 0.1in. matrix Veroboard size 58 holes by 24

i.c.

These tabs should be

about 4mm of each end bent up vertically.

The i.c. should then be positioned and soldered

strips. The .layout of the components on the top
side of the board and the breaks along the

to the board paying attention to polarity (pin 1
is marked on the body of the i.c.). The two
heatsink boards should now be soldered to the
tabs so that they rest on the component board
and stand vertical. Now connect the link wire
between ground and heatsink.
The flying leads to the loudspeaker should
now be soldered in position. In the prototype,
200mm of twin -cored mains cable was used.

copper strips on the underside are shown in
Fig. 5.

Begin by making all the cut-outs and drilling
the fixing holes and then with the exception of
IC3, position and solder the components and
link wires to the board as shown in Fig. 5.

The heatsinks for IC3 are made from two

pieces of copper clad board size 65mm x 50mm
board.

Fig. 5. Layout details for the main amplifier

very carefully

straightened using a pair of pliers and then
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IC1, 2 VIEWED
FROM ABOVE

JUNCTION OF

B +ve/B2-ve

Fig. 6. The layout of the components on the
preamplifier board and wiring up details.

Below: photograph of completed unit
showing new position of mains neon
indicator.

General Purpose

5watt
AMPLIFIER
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In the prototype a facia was made from a

PREAMPLIFIER BOARD

The layout of the components for the preamplifier and tone controls is shown in Fig. 6
which also shows wiring details. The board is
0- lin, matrix Veroboard size 28 holes by 24
strips.

Begin by making the breaks along the copper

strips and drilling the two fixing holes as
detailed. Next insert and solder all link wires

and components in position as shown. Note that
sockets are used for both integrated circuits.
Ensure that the electrolytic capacitor

thin sheet of aluminium which is drilled to suit
the front panel components and held in position
by the components fixing nuts and double -sided
Sellotape. The aluminium was polished with an

abrasive metal polish, labelled with Letraset
and sprayed with hair lacquer to protect the
sheen and lettering.
The speaker grill was cut to size and backed
at the edges with 'double -sided Sellotape. The

grill should not be put in position until the
speaker is fitted to the front panel and the

polarities are observed and insert the i.c.'s in
their holders, pin 1 is identified by an indenta-

latter screwed to the cabinet battens.
The rear panel should now be drilled to accept

tion.

cable. Observant readers will note that the

Before proceeding the cabinet must be pre-

pared.

CABINET
The cabinet used in the prototype was home
made from 12mm thick chipboard and covered
with black Contact which is a self-adhesive
plastic material available from most hardware

the on/off switch and the outlet for the mains
front cover photograph of the amplifier shows
the on/off switch mounted on the front panel. It
was later moved to its new position to eliminate
mains hum pick-up.

shops. The dimensions of the prototype cabinet
are 380 x 230 x 200mm and the front and rear
panels are removeable. The size and construction
of the cabinet is not critical and can be changed
to suit individual requirements.
The three potentiometers VR1, VR2 and VR3,
LP1, S2 and JK1 are all mounted on the front

panel which also holds the loudspeaker LS1.
With reference to the illustrations and photograph, the front panel should be prepared to

accept these components- with a cut-out made to
suit +the loudspeaker .used:-

Photograph of the completed preamplifier section mounted in position.

SEE

Components ....
Integrated Circuits

Resistors
15ki2

3.M2

R9
R10

10kil
15kfl

47kS2

R5
R6
R7

10kC2

R11

1MC2

1kf2

R8

3.3kfl

R12

560

R1

1MCI

R2
R3
R4

1 Mil

All +W ± 10% carbon
Potentiometers
VR1

VR2

IC1, 2 741 differential operational amplifier,
IC3

VR3 2501d2 log. carbon with ganged d.p.d.t.
switch

8 -pin d.i.l. (2 off )
TBA800 5W audio amplifier

Miscellaneous
D1 -D4 +A 50 p.i.v. type 96AA or similar
d.p.d.t.-see VR3
S1
S2

100kC2 lin. carbon
100kS2 lin. carbon

SHOP
TAI ,K

1 -pole 3 -way wafer

S3 mains on/off toggle
LP1 mains neon with built-in resistor
JK1 standard jack socket
T1 mains/17V 1A secondary-see text
1512 5 watts
B1, B2 9V PP3 (2 off)
0.1in. matrix Veroboard: 58 x 24 strips (main
amplifier), 28 holes x 24 strips (preamplifier);
8 -pin d.i.l. sockets (2 off); copper clad board
heatsinks; screened lead; knobs
LS1

Capacitors
C1

C2

2pF 10V elect.
2,uF 10y elect.

C3 1500pF
C4 0.068/AF
C5
C6

2,uF 10V elect.
100AF 6V elect.

C7 100uF 25V elect.
394

C8
C9
C10
C11

C12
C13

10OFF 15V elect.
330pF
2200pF
500,uF 15V elect
0.1,uF

2200pF 25V elect

(4 off); small wood screws for fixing boards;
length of three -core mains lead; materials for
cabinet.
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LP1

BACK PANEL
71 PRIMARY

Fig.

7. Wiring up details

around the mains
transformer.
s' -'416,240V A.C. MAINS

VIA FUSED PLUG

858

058

X57

MAIN AMPLIFIER
BOARD

ASSEMBLY
Place all the front panel components in

position and wire up to the preamplifier board
as shown in Fig. 6; using small wood screws
secure the board to a short length of batten on
the front panel. Ensure that the board does not
touch VR1 and VI12. Screened lead must be used
where shown.

Two PP3 9V batteries were found suitable to

power the preamplifier and these should be

wired up to the switch on VR3 and fixed to the
side of the cabinet with a suitable bracket.
Solder about 200mm of screened lead to VR3

for input to the main amplifier and about
150mm of mains cable to LP1.

Now secure the speaker in place and fix the
front panel to the cabinet battens. The treated
labelled fascia and speaker grill should now be

Photograph of the prototype with rear panel
removed.

attached. Insert and secure LP1 in place.
Use two woodscrews to hold T1 firmly to the

cabinet base and then wire up the primary to
S3, LP1 and terminal block as shown in Fig. 7.

SPECIFICATION

Connect T1 secondary, the earth lead and
screened input lead to the main amplifier
board. All that remains is to solder the lead

OUTPUT

5 watts r.m.s. into 15 ohms

SENSITIVITY

I. 5mV r.m.s. into 47 kilohms
2. 100mV r.m.s. into I megohm
3. 200mV r.m.s. into 2 megohms

plete.
Connection to the mains should be via a fused
plug containing a 500mA fuse.

TONE

to the speaker and secure the board to the base.
Screw on the back cover and the unit is com-

Boost
Bass

Cut

+9dB -11dB at 100Hz

Treble +12dB -20dB at 10kHz

FREQUENCY

IN USE
The main amplifier is switched on at S3

located on the rear panel (indicated by the
illumination of LP1) and the preamplifier at

S1 ganged to VR3 (volume). Input is via a jack
socket-which may be changed to suit existing
plugs-and should be via screened lead for best
results.
Everyday Electronics, July 1974

RESPONSE

Within ±3dB from 20Hz to 13kHz

If in doubt as to the amplitude of the input

signal set S2 to least sensitive position, (3), and
adjust so that volume control gives widest range.

For input signals greater than 200mV, the
attenuator should be modified to suit.
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The new Oryx 50 Is temperature
controlled. light, small. easy to
handle. rapid heating and high

performance. It has a temperature
- 2°C
and
within
control
adjusted In seconds whilst running
to any value between 200°C and
400°C. Long life iron coated tip as

standard (11 sizes available).
Oryx De -Soldering Irons -small
model SR3A instantly removes
solder from printed Circuits. etc
accurate. reliable. simple. PTFE
nozzle. Larger instrument SR2 gives
more suck. less recoil as only piston
moves.

ORYX 50
fTEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED IRON

ORYX SR3A
DESOLDERING
TOOL

De -Soldering Tools
SR3A £506
SR2 E6.65
Oryx 50 Iron
at E6.60

Lower
prices for
quantitieS

1

prices

ELy'ey Slane £244

ce

--

Pay 971:nd 10.y VAT

include,e'sC°ec

Readers' Bright Ideas; any
idea that is published will be
awarded payment according
to its merit. The ideas have

P.-WHMK spacemiser storage system

not been proved by us.

Cabinets have stove enamelled steel frames in
three heights all of equal width and depth. The
frames are strong and rigid, fitted with top and

bottom locating pegs and rear slots making
stacking. wall or frame mounting positive and
simple.

1 off

121. 122. 123. 124
251. 252. 253
501. 502. 503
254, 257. 258
504. 507. 508

4 off

£4.07
£6.16
£10.67
05.81

£3.70
£5.50

£10.01

£9.08

f9.68
£530

Since cabinets for loudspeakers on the infinite baffle
system must have two main features, i.e. they must be
perfectly air tight and they must be made of something
which prevents the passage of sound, then I suggest
that when cabinets have been made from wood, a coat of
rubberised underseal for cars would be a good idea as it
would seal any small holes and even the pores of the
wood and, as it says on the container, it is a very good
sound insulator.

Less for quantities
All prices include P. & P. and 10% VAT. Prices
correct May 1974.

CONTIL

Contil Mod -3 cases are in six saes and offer

the manufacturer of small instruments an
attractive low cost case available ex stock.
Made in blue PVC coated steel and complete
with front and rear panels and chassis. they
are light. strong and rigid PCE and PSU
mounting systems available

Mod -301
Mod -302
Mod -303

£4.02

Mod 304

£4 .7$

Mod -305
Mod -306

E4Zz

7'

£4 7a

3"

6565

11"

E651

5i"

6'"

Less for quantities Prices correct May 31.
P . 10.. VAT feet and
Prices include P
screws

BRADRO
DRILLING AND
DEBURRING
TOOL

BRADRAD DRILLING AND DE BURRING TOOL equals eleven

drills. One cut drills and debt...,

the normal run of steels. alu
minium. brass. copper and all
types of plastics. perspes. fibre

glass. etc . and hardboard should

the need arise It is designed to
overcome all the problems ass*.
mated with drilling thin materials 0.MAX PUNCHES

-It drills interlocking holes for
instance

21.18

in 1 steps or 6-36mm in
or I.
f1076. Also W -2E' and 36-60 2 Or;

t1.33

3mm steps. Potts with 9- shanks.

mm. £27.41,
Ali prices include P & P. and 10..
VAT. Prices Correct May 31

11

£1.47

ADEL

Zintec steel or PVC
Aluminium

Width. booth Height
7"

a'

5- 6-

12"

77"
7"

ir

12"
10-

9"
1216"

5"
757"

77"
10"

c.

Case
cost

any shape and size starting from a

- hole. cutting cleanly like a

punch and Ole. ream for notching

£222

or chassis. 11144.

idwances on flanges of cabinets

£1446 -

which due to the time and trouble in their making, not to
mention the cost, have to be cleaned afterwards for re-

use, simply mark the circuit diagram on to a piece of

Lest roe quantities. Prices include steel pane,
wiell+ feet and screws. P a p and 10°. VAT
Prices correct May 31

WEST HYDE *0
onpa:nted

WEST HYDE DEVELOPMENTS LTD. Ryefleld Cres.. Northwood Hills. Northwood. Middx
HA6 1NN. Tel. Northwood 24941126732. Telex: 923231

vr,r, 0., pro, lot new free Catalogue. Prices correct May 3,

596

An idea which may be of interest to readers concerns

the use of nails when trying small circuits: Instead of
drilling elaborate boards or using turret board, both of

Extra for
alu panel

Ea11 -

M. Renshaw,
Sheffield, Yorks.

The Adel outs holes or virtuelly

£1.88

TEXTURED
CASES

755 £5 64 24p
867 £.6-64 35p
975 46.64 359
1277 ET -42 269
1277
16127 £10 52 58p
191010

A miniature insulated three -pin mains plug is fitted to
the soldering iron lead, the lead is cut about 2cm away
from the point where it leaves the iron, it is then fitted
into the plug which is Araldited to the iron, a matching
socket is fitted to the bench and connected to the mains.
This system relies on the fact that when the iron is hot it
will remain hot for a long enough time for one or more
joints to be completed.

ADEL

gauge Zintec with
Front panels white

I wish to submit, for possible publication in the Bright
Ideas column, a design for a simple and inexpensive
cordless electric soldering iron.

NIBBLING TOOL

Available in a range
of six sizes in 21
blue Acrylic texture.

J. Beever,
Chippenham, Wilts.

Width Height Depthp
7"
3"
51"

scrap wood, and then tap 10mm long brass brads in at all
the junctions and solder the components and wires on to
these. I make less mistakes this way, when I'm in a hurry.
With the parts removed the board can become firewood

once again, or in the case of rough projects for the
garage etc. can be made into the back of the box quite
easily.

P. Stokes,
Lowestoft, Suffolk.
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NEXT MONTH...
When listening to stereo material through heads
phones one tends not to get the impression of a

continuous sound stage in front of you. This
simple experimental circuit sets out to try and
overcome this problem, it also provides alterna-

1600111061410

tion to give a comparable speaker to phones
level, and a balance control.

0,SSE*0011110

SI

RADIATION
MONITOR

HEADS
OR TAILS

Consisting of a very simple circuit

An electronic version of

powered by a small battery, this monitor
is portable and can be used for field work
or demonstration purposes. Despite the
simple circuit the unit is as

commercial units using si
tubes.

"heads and tails". The
unit is inexpensive and
employs an integrated
_circuit_fnr ease cif rnn-

FREE
ENTRY

COMPETITOR!
...WIN 4 CHING114 AMMETER/

Here is your second and last chance to try for one of these high quality multimeters. Thirteen meters are being
presented as prizes in this exciting free competition, open only to Everyday Electronics readers.
First prize, a Chinaglia
Dino electronic multi meter which utilises
f.e.t.s. to provide a

d.c. input impedance
of 200ks.-2/V and an a.c.
impedance of 20k1 -2/V.

This instrument has
ranges, all
high accuracy
costs over £28.

33

with
and

Second and third prize, a Chinaglia
Minor multimeter with a sensitivity of
201(11/V on

d.c. and 4kg/V on

a.c.

ranges. This instrument is a versatile
pocket -sized

instrument,

having

25

ranges all with high accuracy. It sells
for over £13.

Ten runner-up prizes, a Chinaglia Cito
pocket multimeter designed specifically to provide a low cost instrument

for everyday use. Sensitivity 20kC/V
on

d.c.

ranges and 2kL/V on

a.c.

ranges. With 24 high accuracy ranges
the Cito sells for over £10.

HOW TO ENTER

Place the eight multimeter features, given below, in what you consider to be their order of importance to the average
reader working on typical Everyday Electronics constructional projects.
For example, if you consider that "A.C. current ranges" is the most important of them all, write "C" in the box
marked 1st on your entry coupon; the key letter of your choice goes into the second box and so on for all eight.

IMPORTANT

All entries must be with us by Monday 22nd July 1974-the closing date. Regular readers submitting last month's entry
coupon as well, may send both in the same envelope.

A
B
C
D
E

J
K
L

Anti -parallax mirrored scale.
Degree of accuracy.
A.C. current ranges.
Resistance ranges beyond 1Mf2.
Clearly marked, well arranged controls.
High sensitivity (ohms/volt),
Large, easy to read scale.
Overload Protection.

COMPETITION RULES
There is no entry fee, but each attempt must be
fully completed In ink on the proper printed coupon

Cut from Everyday Electronics, and bear the entrant's

own full name and address.

Every accepted entry will be examined and the first

prize, as described, will be awarded to the entrant
who, In the opinion of en expert panel of judges.
and in any one attempt, flea shown the most skill
and judgement In listing the eight features in order
of Importance. The other prizes will be awarded to
the senders of the 12 next best attempts in order
of merit. No entrant may win more than one prize.
In the event of a tie or ties for any of the prizes, a

further eliminating contest will be conducted by
post between the tying competitors to determine
such winners or winning order.
Any entry which does not comply with the printed

Instructions or is received after the closing date
will be disqualified, as will any received mutilated
or illegible, Incomplete, bearing alterations, or
with more than one key letter in each space. No
responsibility will be accepted for entries lost or
delayed in the post or otherwise.

The judges' decision, and that of the Editor of

Everyday Electronics in all other matters affecting

the competition, is final and legally binding. No
correspondence can be entered into.

The competition is open to all readers In Great
Britain, Northern Ireland, and the Channel Isles
except employees (and their families) of IPC
Magazines, the printers of Everyday Electronics or
of Chinaglia (U.K.) Ltd.

The winners will be notified, and the result
announced in the earliest possible issue of this
magazine.

Mulberry Walk, London, S.W.3
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SUPPLIERS OF SEMI -CONDUCTORS TO THE WORLD
--

Telephone
Corner
COMPLETE
TELEPHONES
Normal Household Type

EX. G.P.0

1/n1YEI05p 5:F:ach

Only

Post Office type. Guaranteed

271/

2P

in

879

4

881

H35

Extension Telephones. 71ip each. p.p 271p.

in NPN or PNP at the most shatteringly low
prices of ail time. We have been selling these
successfully in quantity to all parts of the
world and we are proud to offer them under

Electronic Transistor
Complete kit

220
200
40 Watt
90 Watt
266P
Nil'
Range 2. VCE. Min. 40. HFE Min 40

POST & PACKING 16

£1 37; for 2. P.&P. 55p.
These phones are extensions and do not contain bells.

Ignition £6.60

IN4007 Sit. Rec. diodes.

N V lamp plastic
Reed Switches, 1' long,

C.513

1,000

55P

p. & p. 11p

Ready built & tested unit £9.90 inc. V.A.T.
Now in kit form, we offer this "up-to-theminute" electronic ignition system. Simple to
make, full instructions supplied with these
outstanding features. Transistor and conventional switchability, burglar proof lock -up
and automatic alarm. negative and positive

Short lead Transistors,
NPN Silicon Planar types
Integrated Circuits.

55p
Sp
55p

6

1141

2 Sil Power transistors

55P

unbreakable-ideal for the engineer's tool
We have
box-and only measures x se a

4 2N3055 type NPN Sit.
power transistors. Below

CCp

T.V. Rental company.

55p

(includes V.A.T. and p. & p. but no batteries)

H63

spec. devices
4 3819 N Channel FETs

1164

2N3819 in plastic case

Unmarked
Untested Paks
B1

50

Germanium Transistors
PNP, AF grid RF
Germanium Diodes
Min. glass type

55p

150

1383

manufacturersCKP
200 Transistors,
rejects, AF. RF, Sil. and "
Germs.
100 Silics o en Dio des DO -7
5 5p

804

glas

0A202
685
H34

quiv . to 0A200,

Diodes sub. min.
100 Sil.
IN914 and IN916 types

15

55p

55p

Power Transistors, PNP, 55p

10 3819N Channel FETs
plastic case type

Pocket Size 1513

16 pin type at 18p each

8

Now new low profile
type

BOOKS
We have a large selection of Reference and
Technical Books in stock.

/

Send (or lists of publications

/

/ff

/11/111MINIIII

Our famous P1 Pak
is still leading in value

guaranteed transistors, power
diodes and rectifiers at very
prices. Please send for free

Full of Short Lead Semiconductors & Electronic

Components, approx. 170. We guarantee at

least 30 really high quality factory marked

Transistors PNP & NPN, and a host of Diodes
& Rectifiers mounted on Printed Circuit Panels.
Identification Chart supplied to give some
information on the Transistors.
lip P a P on this Pak.

///

Please ask for Pak P.1. only 3

RELAYS FOR

55p

Wall Chart lip

14 pin typa at 16,13 each

TYPE "A" PNP Silicon alloy. TO.5 can
TYPE -8" PNP Silicon, plastic encapsulation
TYPE "E" PNP Germanium AF or RE,
TYPE "F" NPN Silicon plastic encapsulation
TYPE "G" NPN silicon similar ZTX 300 range
TYPE "H" PNP silicon similar ZTX 500 range

TO -3 Can.
H67

ft6.72

Our very popular, 4p trastors

Germ. NPN Silicon

with

LOW COST DUEL IN UNE I.C. SOCKETS

in stock
transistors,
competitive
catalogue.

complete

measure, weights etc.

Illl

Corvtlete

Transistors
and

np

METRICATION CHARTS now available

Over 1,000,000

tested

26-50
299

This fantastically detailed conversion calculator carries thousands of classified references
between metric and British (and U.S.A.)
measurements of length, area, volume, liquid

We hold a very large range of tally marked

856

220

below.

r.

'92

only

lap

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
We stock a large range of I.Cs at very competitive prices (from lip each). These are all
listed In our FREE Catalogue, see coupon

Featuring plug in IC's and a more sensitive
sync, pick-up circuit. The case Is virtually

r

13-25
31p
360p

Wireless December issue
application data £1.10

T.V. receivers.

already received a large order from a major

1-12
33p
384p

213-50

LM330 Audio I.C. as featured in Practical

New X Hatch

1139

13-25

or PNP on order.

Our new vastly improved Mark Two Cross
Hatch Generator is now available
Essential for alignment of colour guns on ail

30

1-12

Complementary pairs matched for gain at
3 amps. lip extra per pair. Please state NPN

"WVizt".

H38

comp pair BD131e132

40 Watt
90 Watt

compatibif ty.

type
Mixed Diodes, Germ.
Gold bonded. etc.
Marked and Unmarked.

4 Gates BMC 962, 2 Flip
Flops BMC 945

our Tested and Guaranteed terms.
Range 1. VCE. Mln 15. HFE Min 15.

incl. V.A.T.

10 .e- dia. High Speed P.O. "

100

RANGES
These are 40W and 90W Silicon Plastic Power
Transistors of the very latest design, available

Per Instrument

Packino per 50 yds. 73(p.

Tested and
Guaranteed
Paks

NOW IN
TWO

Cable can be sent by Parcel Post. Post and

working order

/ff

Plastic Power
Transistors

Exactly as internal telephone systems still in
everyday use whers autciitatic internal exchanges have not yet taken over. Available in
5, 10 or 15 ways. Complete with circuits and
instructions. Necessary 24 pair cable 22p per
yard. Price of each instrument is independent
of the number of ways.

/2.75 P.p.381p

TELEPHONE DIALS
Standard

II
Ex F-1 Push
Intercom Telephones

TYPES El 10 p

VAR PIOUS
& P 27iP

Please send me the FREE 3i -Pre -Pak Catalogue

High Speed

NAME
01

Make a rev counter
for your car

The 'TACHO BLOCK'. This encapsulated
block will turn any 0-1mA meter into a linear
and accurate rev. counter for any car with
normal coil ignition
system.

Op each

-

.Re't Nb820919
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Magnetic

ADDRESS

Counter

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 10% VAT

4 digit (non -reset)
24s or 48v (state which) 4 x 1 x lin, 339, p.p 5p.

.40

MINIMUM ORDER 500. CASH WITH ORDER
PLEASE. Add lip post and packing per order

OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR POSTAGE
BUY THESE GOODS WITH ACCESS

Dept.E . 222-224 WEST ROAD, WESTCLIFF-ONSEA, ESSEX.
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (07021 46344,

399

JOSTY KITS
FROM
ELECTRO SPARES
The Josty appointed stockists

*ALL KITS POST FREE! * ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT!
It makes practical sense to invest in Josty Kits. They come
complete with everything you need - all the components ready
to use, including even the solder. Plus easy -to -understand,
fully comprehensive instructions, and a cast-iron guarantee.
Just look at the list of Josty Kits available now from Electro
Spares. Remember, every price includes VAT, and every Kit
is post free.
Model Josty Kit
Serail Price list
No.

Total NIP i AT30
inc. VAT

Mono Transistor

AT50

AF20

Amplifier
Mixer
Mono Transistor
Pre -Amplifier
AF35 Emitter Amplifier
Small
0.5 W Amplifier
AF80
for microphone
AF305 Intercom
AF316 Mono Amplifier (for
Stereo use two!
AF25
AF30

5.28
3.96
2-87
2.50
4.65
8-28

M1302 Transistor Tester
Vu -Meter

5-01

M191

AT25

Psychedelic Light
Control, 3 Channel
Window Wiper Robot

7.59

Automatic Light Control 2-84
GU330 Tremeto Unit far
8-25
guitars, etc.
3.66
HF61
Diode Detector
Frequency modulated
HF65
2.97
FM transmitter
-AT5

M192 Stereo Balance Meter 5.47
LF380 Quadrophonic Device 12-50
AT60 Psychedelic Light Control,
8.58
Single Channel
AT65

6-27

400w
UnitTriac Light Dimmer
548
Speed Control
2,200w Triac Light Dimmer
Speed Control

6.50
1.88
9.30

M160 Multivibrator

Photo Cell Switching

.

AT56

16-00
6.40

HF75 FM Transistor
3.16
Receiver
17.39
HF310 FM Tuner Unit
FIF325 De -Luxe FM Tuner Unit26-53
HF330 Stereo Decoder for use
with HF310 or

1095
1-11325
GPM Stereo Pre -Amp to use
23-39
with 2, AF310
12.60
61'312 Basis circuit hoard
Plus many others.

'AMATEUR ELECTRONICS'

Specially produced by the makers of Josty Kits to give you a
professional insight into the fascinating world of electronics_
Written with the amateur in mind from start to finish, "Amateur
Electronics" is an ideal introduction to the

whole subject from first principles to advanced electronic
techniques. The price includes a circuit board
for making ten Josty Kit projects. Only £3.30.
plus 20p p Er p. No VAT.

Send S.A.E. now for a free 8 -page colour
brochure all about Josty Kits and
Amateur Electronics.

COMPONENT LISTS FOR
"EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS" PROJECTS
You only need to have constructed a few
projects as published in "Everyday
Electronics", to know what a problem it
is to get every component just when
you need it. Electro -Spares have devised
the complete solution. Now you can get lists
of all the components required for any of the projects in
this issue. Just send us a stamped addressed envelope, and tell
us which project you are interested in. The list shows a
separate price for each item, as well as a price for the complete
kit. You can buy, any one or more components to suit yourself.
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS FROM ELECTRO SPARES

Every single component you buy from us is a new branded
product from a reputable manufacturer. And it carries the
manufacturer's full guarantee.

ELECTRO
SPARES
eSThe Component Centre of the Noah
288 ECCLESALL RD. SHEFFIELD S11 8PE (B)

Tel: Sheffield (0742) 668888
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CASSETTE TAPES

PLUGS

25p
Pack 107 5 pin Din
20p
Pack 108 3 pin Din
30p
Pack 135 1" jack
SOp
Pack 130 f" Jack Stereo
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug 20p
10p
Pack 100 Phono Plug
2Sp
Pack 230 3 pin Socket
35p
Pack 236 5 Pin Socket
Pack 234 L'speaker Socket 35p

READY MADE LEADS
3 pin to 3 pin Din
3 pin to open end
5 pin to 5 pin Din
5 pin to open end
5 pin to 4 phono plugs

70p
55p
£1

70p
El

All leads approx. 6ft. in length.
Speaker lead Din to spade
50p
12ft.
Extension lead Din plug to
80p
socket 12ft.

DIAMOND STYLI

8TA; 9TA; 9TAHC; GP9I ; ST4;
ST9; EV26; GC8 All at 80p each.

Double Diamond El -25.
Diamond suitable for Orbit
NM22; G800; M3D 12.25 each.

HEADPHONES

£12.50
E6.50
L35.00

Sennheisser HD4I4
AKG K50
Beyer DT485

Audio -Magnetics C60
£1-00
3

11-690

I

L260.30

£31-200 I

Cassette Caddy £1.20
Cassette Head Cleaner 35p

ZONAL ILFORD TAPE
5" Standard 600ft
58" Standard 900ft
7" (Plain boxed) 1200ft
7" (Westminster Boxed)
1800f t.

7" Reel of Leader Tape
(Blue or green)

25p
50p
60p
E1-25

75p

MICROPHONES
E12-65
L43.45

AKG 0109
AKG D202E1

£18.70
£20.02
E55.00
149-50
E29.70
£93.50
Sony ECM50
Audio RMS7F Radio Mike

AKG DI9OC
AKG D190E
AKG D224
Sennheisser MD21IN
Sennheisser MD4I3N

1231 .00

SPEAKERS
E.M.I. 350 Kit 8 ohms
E.M.I. 450 Kit 8 ohms

(8.20
E4 50

CARTRIDGES

RECORD CARE

Cecil Watts Dust Bug
Parastatic Disc Preener
Antistatic Fluid

£1 -20

45p
20p

Dust Bug Spares

15p
(Brush & Roller)
Prices inc VAT and Post.

Goldring G800

Orbit NM22
Shure 75.'6

Sonotone 9TAHC (Dia)
Sonotone 874A (Dia)
Ronnette 105 (Dia)

£6.00
L4-00
£6.00
E2.00
£1-50
£1.25

Prices correct when going to press but subject to change without notice.

J. J. Francis (WOOD GREEN) Ltd

MANWOOD HOUSE, MATCHING GREEN,
HARLOW, ESSEX CM I7 ORS Tel: Matching 476

SOLDERING
10!uniiii=
ECT
TRANSFORMER
TYPE
INSTANT HEAT sviZAIPP#7 240
VOLTS
TRIGGER SWITCH Il
A/C

£21

I

New surplus stock as illustrated. AC240 volts. Input

power 100 VA. Instant heat at
touch of trigger switch in
handle. Constructed in robust
plastic casing with work light
in front and 4' x 3 core cable.

PROGRAMME

VAT PAID
P& P 33p

TIME SWITCHES

New surplus stock as illustrated. Size 7"x 4" x 3"
Smiths Time Switch with 24

hour dial which is simple to
set to switch on/off twice per

day at any times required.
Also fitted with two lever
switches which can be set to
operate two circuits which
can each be set to operate on

Time Switch twice per day,
all day, continouus, or Off.
Mounted

in

robust

white

Designed to
switch central heating
and hot water on; off twice a day.
Suitable for any electrical appliance
up to 3 amps 240 volts A.C.

E5.50

P&P
28p

VAT paid.

plastic casing Drilled for fixing on back supplied with wiring instructions. Ideal for shop
lighting and many other applications.

SAE FOR CATALOGUE WITH MANY
OTHER BARGAINS TO
C. W. WHEELHOUSE & SON,
9;'13 BELL ROAD,
HOUNSLOW.

PHONE 01-570-3501.
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New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

is probably the counter-the bit
that actually shows what your

the need for tools, cases or solder-

far as we know this counter is

jects without help and without

ing irons. The kits are not cheap
but are worthwhile and cost from
£8.80 to £33.95 including V.A.T.
They provide many designs to
build and the components can be
used over and over again. There

no reason why almost

any
con-

SHOP

is

TALK

408 St. John's St., London EC1.

By M ke Kenward

design

should -- not

get letters from
WE readers asking how to get
started in constructional electronics and we usually reply by

saying buy a kit for one of our
more simple projects-some of
the advertisers

sell them-and

build it to the details shown, this
way we know the unit works and

that the reader will be starting

at a fairly elementary level. However there is another way of constructing items-a way which

requires very little skill and no
soldering, you can build things

and learn something with no
fears of damaging components

and when you are profficient you

can gradually change to normal
construction methods. The new
way-with an Electroni-Kit.
Some

time

ago

we

were

supplied with a SR4A kit which
we tried out (the electronic
machine-gun is good but fortunately failed to injure anyone!)
and

eventually passed on to

the son of a staff member for
further "trials". The unit has
proved to be quite good and has

be

structed and tested once the user

wife has, spent, provided you can
convince her to use the unit! As
only

available

from

Henry's

Radio. If you find one anywhere
else make sure that it is a 12V to
24V type (the 24V only types will
not work on the 15V supply) and
the coil resistance is in excess of
200 ohms.

The 555 timer integrated circuit should be obtained in the

became able to lay out the design.
Details from Electroni-Kit Ltd..

eight pin d.i.l. case, once again
most of them are these days any-

General Purpose Amplifier

use sockets with integrated circuits since they can be damaged
by soldering and are difficult to

The parts for the General Purpose 5 Watt Amplifier should all

way. We always advise readers to

only the

remove without special tools once
they are soldered in.

difficulty and this is an R. S. Components type which can be

Light Level Controller
We recommend the use of a

be readily available,

often

Telephone Call Charge Calculator

provided hours of fun and entertainment as well as education.
The biggest advantage is that
youngsters can build many pro-

speaker is likely to provide any

ordered from them by almost any
dealer. The speaker unit must be
a 15 or 16 ohm type.
Some notes on one or two other

parts will not be amiss, the 741

integrated circuit should be
obtained in the eight -pin dual -in line

(d.i.l.) case-most of them

are this type nowadays. The transformer used can be any type with

a mains primary and secondary

rated at about 17V at 1A, various
types are available from suppliers
and prices vary considerably.
In the prototype one of the tags

on the input selector switch has
been used for component mounting (earth), if your switch is a
single pole three way type it will
not have this extra tag and the
connection will have to be self
supporting-this will be quite
satisfactory -in this application.

Telephone Call Charge
Calculator
The most important part in the

The Electroni-Kit ST100 kit-good value for value for money.

plastic case for the Light Level
Controller and advise readers to
take note of the points concerning
insulation as mentioned in the
text.

The triac listed is a 6A 400V

device but is reasonably priced at

about 90p and is more than
adequate for the maximum permissable lamp load imposed by

the suppression coils. Other types
of triac can be used provided they
are rated at least 400V at 2A (to
avoid overheating-no heatsink is
fitted), remember other types may
have different cases and wire configurations.

The transistors are high voltage types and have few direct
equivalents. A. Marshall (London)

Ltd., 42 Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET can supply two
BF259s for £1-35 including V.A.T
and postage.

Transistor Assisted
Ignition
We have been informed by
Marshall's that due to the very

large number of orders they have
received for the semiconductors
for the Transistor Assisted Igni-

tion they have run out of stock
of the TIP49 transistor.
Unfortunately their suppliers
have already put back the quoted

delivery date (in April) by ap-

proximately three months and it
could be quite a few weeks be-

fore Marshalls can supply the
outstanding

orders.

Readers'

money will be refunded on request or the orders will be held
until a supply is available.
Everyday Electronics, July 1974
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pleasing sound not unlike an
organ".
I suspect that the author is Tom
Richardson of North Shields

former fellow of the Electronic
Organ Constructors Society, and
next time I see him, I must pull
his leg about this, should we say,

"praising with feint damns", or
left handed compliments.

However I do think that the

article would have been improved

by the inclusion of a few dimensions, and perhaps an extra
elevation, in Fig 3. Also by the
inclusion

of a

musical

stave

showing the exact compass to be

aimed at (because the "spread"

of unijunctions can alter the

tuning), together with much more
precise instructions for the
tuning of the drones than is
given in the closing paragraph.

If carbon leads are fitted (as
the practice seems to be these
days) the standard way of sup-

pressing these leads is to replace
the carbon h.t. lead between the
coil and distributor with a length
of copper h.t. lead, and insert a

"cut -lead suppressor" 112 inches
from the coil end of the lead.
The h.t. coil is suppressed with
a 1/AF not 0.1,uF capacitor as
stated, and is fitted to the

ignition, or SW side of the coil.
The same value 1,F is fitted to
the alternator, or dynamo. In

either case it is advisable to disconnect the battery.

Hoping you will correct these
errors made in a future issue of
your otherwise excellent magazine.

A. N. Choat
Medway Sound Service
R ainham.

James W. Robson

Newcastle upon Tyne.

We thank you for pointing out
the error in our text namely that

in the above mentioned para-

Blow for Bagpipes
Just a few comments about the
Electronic Bagpipes article of the

May issue

of EVERYDAY ELEC-

TRONICS.

Firstly there appears to be an

error in the second full paragraph
of column 2 page 254 in that the

references to positions 1 and 3
of the switch are interchanged.
Position 1 gives vibrato, whilst
position 3 gives "bagpipes", or
so it seems to me from Fig. 1.
Incidentally I do not think that
the Scottish folk will like it one

bit to read the part that says
that "in position 3 it becomes a

graph, positions 1 and 3 should
be transposed. We apologise to
any Scottish readers who may
have been offended.

As far as "more information"
concerned we think sufficient has

been given to successfully construct the unit. We would be
interested in readers' comments
on this point.

Suppression
I feel that I must make a few

Amateur Exhibition
I was very interested to see in
the May issue of EVERYDAY ELEC-

the discussion by Mr.
in
Counter Intelligence. I am
TRONICS

Paul Young on page 270

pleased to say that I can answer
Mr. Young's plea as the British

Amateur Electronics Club is
holding a B.A.E.C. Amateur
Electronics Exhibition at the
Shelter, The Esplanade, Penarth,
from July 20 to July 27 next.

I am expecting many exhibits
from members in all parts of the
country, so that there should be
a very good cross-section of both

comments on the reply given in

original exhibits and designs
taken from your excellent

your Help column of the May

magazine. All readers are wel-

issue of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,

come.

Cyril Bogod

concerning automobile interfer-

B.A.E.C.

ence.

JACI( PLUG & FAMILY...
50 THIS IS THE 5w GENERAL

PURPOSE AMPLIFIER. I HOPE YOU'VE
CONSTRUCTED IT CORRECTLY.
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LATER
WELL, THE TEST WAS N..N.
SUCCESSFUL, DAD.

YOUR

AMPLIFIED SCREAMS WERE)
HEARD TWO MILES AWAY
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emmisrimmummisimIN
QUALITY STEREO SOUND

SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

PRICE
MADE TO SELL AT
DOUBLE THE PRICE

tb,

IN CABINET FORM

p

C5
down

ii -IS & 17 MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON, N.9
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

II MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL
Phone 888 3206 & (EDM). 803 1685

ICEf49.95

(60000

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.

PLASTIC BOXES
00000

--,

....-

°Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM 'FM adio cover-

ing long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate
Base and Treble controls. Power output 7 watts R.M.S. per
channel (frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and

...

playback facilities. Dimensions 18" x

x 3f.,. The very
latest BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause
control. Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £4995.
Credit Sale £500 deposit 9 monthly payments of £5-75
(Total Credit price £5675). P. & P. £2.50. Send £7 50
today.

'Yli ....

Chassis only available for cash at £35 00.
Full 12 months Guarantee.

THE FOLLOWING
SIZES ARE AVAILABLE
a
b
-c
1005 - 10.5 cm x 7.3 ern x 4-7 cm = 51p
1006 - 14.9 cm x 7.3 cm X 4.8 em = 643p

CALLERS WELCOME.

1007 - 18.2 cm x 12.2 cm x R4 cm = 96p
:-. 1021 - 10.6 cm x 7.4 cm x 4.5 cm - 5119

ow Stereo headphones supplied with every order.

1213M3 radio

E.E. 7/74,

100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE
LONDON N14 5PL Telephones: 01-886 966613733

Poet and Packing 10p
:- SLOPING FRONT 60DEG (Approx.)

.'itabilii eel

"CRESCENT"

II . El7ILD . IT

We supply the three modules for you
to buRd this DiscoGrunp-P.A. ampli-

Swacned 3. 6. 7.; Of 9 volts
Up to 400mA . Output
Lc, Owc.1 L.11

ENGINEERS

rrlf. 3 5m-,, 1,,
0,...% EPEE fn.,-

pavees

ntele.,

Meral

Case

flee Into the cabinet of Tom' choice

c....,
O..:
7,,...,....

...,

, ....,./

* THE POWER AMP MODULE
170W. r.rn.s. sq. wave 200W instal),
taneous peak into 8 ohm (60W into

,..,,, a,
'-"'"

r4

1./... Are

16 ohm). 214.98, can. 45p.

.

Revers:,

5...",

This 76 page

FREE boo1:4,j

Ili MIR CUT OUT THIS COUPON IN INN NM =11111
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!

I
I
I
I

Practical Radio h
Electronics
(Technatron)
Electronic
Engineering
Television Malntenwore a servicing
Gencral.Earlio &
TV Engineering

Radio Amateurs
Practical TV

0 Colour Television

D General Electrical

0

Engineering

0 Society of Engineers

Computer Electronics (.3
(Electrical Eng.)
ID C & G LI Radio
Electrical InstallaTV Servicing Cert. 0
times and Wiring
D Post Master General
C & C Electrical
1st & 2nd class
Technicians
Corte.
(Primary)
C & G Electrical
C & G TeleEngineering
communications
Practise

0

Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and
Repair.
City & Guilds Radio,
TV Electronics
Mechanics
C

0

0

C & 0 LI Installadons and Wiring

0

I

A

10' Twin Cone
Speaker.

0I
C
I
0 I
1

0

* THE POWER SUPPLY

Is supplied complete with the mains

transformer. um, care. 501). Complete
fixing Distractions are supplied and no
technical knowledge Is required to
connect the three ready wired modules.

/
,.... ....

7 Watts
Free Air

A fantastic bargain. If you purchase
all three modules. 9.25, care. 75p. Send
S.A.E. for further details on this or

t.'-',"
(

41) Hz 12000 Ha

V

1

our ready built amplifiers.

£3.75 P. & P. 22p.

LIGHT CONTROL

UNIT'

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

I

180v. 50MA SEC.
6.3v. 1 Amp See.

LI.oe ÷

10p P. & .P.

*
...

:--;,-/
'..s

k

''.

1000W lamps to the output terminals
of the unit, and you produce a fascinating Round -light display. (All guar-

...."

\

L236

5 Watt
R5fS

.

14-

amplifier, and connect three 250V up to

CRESCENT CATALOGUE
If you construct you should own
one. Send 205 Inc. carriage.

EACH

AL20

Three Channel: Bas;--'Middle-Treble
Each channel has its own sensitivity
control. Just connect the input of this
unit to the loudspeaker terminals of au

-

'; f4)

50 Hz

'

to
25 kHz

.. fa \ \ vseLtr

P. & P. 10P.

ADDRESS

Ace

TRANSFORMER

9_00-'40 PRI

P

£18.50 plus 38p P. A P.

Accredited by C.A.C,C, Member of A,B.C.C.

MANS

3 KILOWATTS PSYCHEDELIC

anteed.)

NAME (clock Capl to le Please)
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Treble. Middle controls. Designed to

Li

To B.I.E.T. BEE 05 Aldermaston Court. Reading RG7 4PF QK IBEE 0 5

IOther sublects

.* THE PRE -AMP MODULE
Four control pre -amp, Vol. Bus,
drive most amplifiers using F.E.T. first
stage. E3 S6 suer. 25p.

ELAC HI -Fl

The B.I.E.T. guide to success should be
read by every ambitious engineer.
Send for this helpful 76 page FREE book
now. No obligation and nobody will call
on you. It could be the best thing you
ever did.

Tick or state subject of interest. Post to the address below.

''''' ttr:

4,'Mu, Fin: wee
rn
£5.25 ,± VAT. 16p P. & P.

BETTER JOB WITS MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better yob,
higher pay? New Opportunities' shows
You how to get them through a low-cost
B.I.E.T. home study course. There are no
books to buy and you can pay-aS-you..
learn.

nsos"ts
C,,.,'

...,,,,

L':.JO.

shows how!

YOURSELF FOR A

....

WATT R.M.S.

100

ALL PURPOSE AMPLIFIER

PACK;' CONVERTER

*

VAT
Please inc'ude 10% VAT on
goods plus carriage.
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entrs
UK's
LARGEST RANGE
OF KITS &

DON'T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES
Hi Fi and Transistors - Up to date
Brochures on request

SPECIAL PURCHASES

M210 (Case £1.25) 20K/Volt Slimline de -luxe
2K/Volt Robust
(+IF8AF Osc)
U4323
AF105 (Case £2.25) 50K/Volt
20K/Volt AC current. Steel case
U4313
TLH33D

Plus Built in transistor tester

U4341

Model 500 (Case £2-25), 30K/Volt

6.75
7.50
7.00

1250

10-50
10.50

1175

OTHER EQUIPMENT

2.25 cart. 155
SE250B Pocket Siena! Injector
TE15 Grid Dip meter 440kHz-2130mHz 16-50 carr. 305
1975 carr. 355
7E40 AC MIllivoltmeter 1 -2mHz
22.50 carr. 40p
TES5 28 Range valve voltmeter
TE20D 120kHz-500mHz RF Generator 18.95 carr. 405
TE22D 20Hz-200kHz Audio Generator 19.95 carr. 400
12-95 carr. 205
SE350A Deluxe Signal Tracer
SE400 VoltsIohms!P.-C sub./RF field/RF gen.
15.50 carr. 2013

New Revolutionary Supertester 680R
Accessories
Transistor tester
Electronic voltmeter
Ampclamp

68OR Multi -tester
£19. 50

Temperature probe
Guess mater

Signal Injector
Phase Sequence

EHT Probe
Shunts 25/50/100A

11-00

1900

11.95
11.95
11.95
0.95
5-95
5.95
4.50

A SELECTION OF INTERESTING ITEMS

6.95 p & p 15P
Compact transistor tester
£13-70
Photoelectric System
4.80 p & p 255
Stereo mag. cart, preamp.
Easiphone 01201 telephone amplifier 7.50 0 & p 25p
4.95 p & p 20p
01203 Teleamp. with PU coil
Door Intercomm. and chime 8-40 p & p 25p
LL1
3-30 P&P 155
9" Twin spring unit For
6-85 p& 5 250
16^ Twin spring unit Reverbs
US50 Ultrasonic Switch Transmitter/Receiver £1275
£4.25
C3041 1-250 MHz
£5.75
C3043 5CH 1-300 MHz
4.50 p A P 155
VHF 105 Aircraft Band Convertor
4.20 p & p 15p
52005 4 Ch. mic. mixer
6-75 p&p150
132004 2 ch. Stereo mixer
P1(3 Kit. Etch your own ptd. circuits £1.95 p & 0 20p

BUILD THIS RADIO
Portable MW/LW radio kit

using Mullard RF/IF module.
Features MW-bandspread for
extra selectivity. Slow motion
tunning. Fibre glass PVC
cabinet. 600MW output. All

Guitar preemie.
Delay car alarm

850
820

Electronic Digital Clock

EXCLUSIVE: SPECIAL OFFERS
PORTABLE CASSETTE

MW/LW Radio Turner to use with any amplifier.
Features Mullard RF/IF module Ferrite aerial, built
In battery. Excellent results. Size 7" x 21." x 34".
All parts £5.25, carr. 15p.

Sinclair Special Offer

(- Earth) with speakers In CALCULATOR WITH

clusive offer £675.

Pds A flogs. £12-50 c./p.40p. % KEY. £28-95
Portable Battery Cassette HANIMAX BC811M
MEMORY VERSION £3375
Tape Player £7-25.
Car Lighter Plug and adapter BC807 °:, Key £2245

for all cassette and radio BCM850 0, Key

TBA800 5 WATT I.C.
Suitable alternative to

RH430

Memory
£33-95

Mains unit £3.25 extra
HANIMAX H101 STEREO
R
Rtt
ECOD
C
59'50 COMPAT
£1025 PLAYER 2 x 7 was. Com£414 plate with Speakers (List

Wein W500 Battery/Mains f-04.00) Price £39-95. Plus
free pair of stereo phones.
Cassette Recorder £12.75

Henry's

SLIDER CONTROLS

60mm stroke high quality
controls complete with
knobs (post. etc. 15p any
quantity).

Singles Log and Lie

MARRIOT
TAPE HEADS
4

TRACK MONO

or

2 TRACK STEREO
'17' High Impedance £250

'18' Med. Impedance £3.50
'36' Med. Impedance £5.00
2

track mono

5K, 10K, 22K, 50K, 100K,
250K, 500K. 1 Meg. 45p

R730/E73

each.

Ganged Log and Lin

Erase Heads for '17'. '18'
£1.00
end '36'
'63' 2 track mono, Hi Imp.

65p each.
Quantity discounts
available)
Complete with knobs.

'43'

10K, 22K, 50K, 100K, 250K,

Record/Erase
75p pair.

low

Imp.

£1.75

Erase Head for '63'
75p

(Post, etc. 15p any qty).

SINCLAIR, MINIATURE AMPLIFIERS &
TUNER/DECODER

AMPLIFIERS (carr., etc. 20P)

4-300, 0.3 watt 9 volt 1-75
3.10
104, 1 watt 9 volt
3-85
304, 3 watt 9 volt
4.10
555, 3 watt 12 volt
E1208, 5 watt 12 volt 5.10
4.95
608, 10 watt 24 volt
4.95
410, 10 watt 28 volt
51206, 30 watt 45 volt 9.95
01210, 20 +24 watts
8.25
12 volt

5P40-5 2240/stereo
25-00

SP40-6 2240.(stereo
80/P26
SP60 2260/stereo
80/PZ8

Transformer PZ8

27-75
30-45
3.95

5 watt IC mains

operated Amplifier with
6.30
controls
SAC14, 7+ 7 watt Stereo
11-75
with controls
SAC13, 15 + 15 watt

Stereo with controls

14-95

FM Tuner Module
FM5231 12v FM Tuner
£7.95.
SD4912 Stereo Decoder
£7-95.

( All cased unless stated chassis)
470C 617419 volt 300 mA (includes Multi -Adaptor for
2.25 post 200
Tape Recorders, etc.)

Car Lighter Voltage Adaptors 300mA (State voltage
1.95 ea. post 25p
6v, liv. 9Y)

SF62H 6v Stereo FM
Tuner £14.95.

SC202 3/6/7-4[9 volt 400mA

PP9 Eliminator Kit
Complete module

P1526/28 volt 1 amp (chassis)

ki

9v 100mA output £1.95
p A p 25p.

4.25 carr. 305
5-50 cart. 30p
3.20 post 205
2.90 Post 20p
2.90 post 20p
4-70 post 205
7.80 post 20p
7-15 post 30s
12.75 post 25p
13-45 post 300

HC244R Stabilised version
P500 9 volt 500mA
P11 24 volt 500mA (chassis)

P1080 12v 1 amp (chassis)
P1081 45v 0.9 amp (chassis)
P12 44-12 volt 0.4-1 amp
SE101 A 3/6/9/12 volt 1 amp (Stab.)
RP164 6/7419/121 amp (Stab.)

FIBRE OPTICS
SL4113D.

5/30 volt operated. 8;16
ohm

0.01

ST2 (D32) DIAC 25p

Spray £10.50)

for
December '73 Pratt.
Electronics £3.50.
CRS1/40 SCR 45p.

£1-50.

2E1'4

With circuits and data

Kit with printed circuit
panel £2-70. All kits

Diem. Mono Filament £5-50
per 100 metre reel 0.13 Diam. 64
Fibres Sheathed. 41.00 per metre.
SPRAYS 15mm Diem. (Mares Tail

STROBE TUBE
ZFT4A. Suitable

5 watt output.

E3 50

ZET8 £4 .00

All types offered subject to avai ability.
Prices correct at time of press E & 0E.
10% VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL ORDERS.
UK post etc. 15p per order unless stated.

available from stock.

lectronic omponents and Equipment 01-402 8381
309 PA - Disco - Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
303 Bargains Store (Callers only)

LRIAMDI

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
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18-75
58-50

ALL KITS OFFERED
SUBJECT TO
STOCK

TOP QUALITY

RE500,

HANIMAX BC803 POCKET

RH700RH630

6.55

BUILD THIS TUNER ML3

Stereo 60 Pre -amplifier
-for use with most
small amplifiers. Ex-

and fixings. £9.50 c./P.301s carry around. £7.25 c./P. 200.

Rotel Stereophones

15-50
19-30

Subject to change
without notice.

Module.
LP1185 IF Module com-

+ or - Earth with speaker TAPE PLAYER -for car or

(state

9.90
2.30

AVAILABILITY
Prices correct at
time of preparation.

£500 pair.

volt output
width) £1.95 each

£9 SO car, 30p.

12-57
10-91
7-92
4-99
6-99

15-51
8-61

Electronic Keyer

Brand new complete
with head circuits.

7.92

8.97
4.97

Acoustic Alarm for driver
Quartz XTAL checker
Signal Injector
390 VOX
432 Testakit
670 Buffer Battery Charger

Takes up to 4" spools.

3-31

11-31

235
465
220

GARRARD 2 speed
9 volt tape decks.
Fitted record / play
and oscillator/Erase
heads. Wind and
controls.
rewind

6.95
21.45
19-77
9.47
9.24

875 CAP. Discharge ignition for car engine
13-99
(-Ve Earth)
2-65
80 Scope Calibrator
6-98
255 Level Indicator
525 120-160mHz VHF timer
715 Photo cell switch
795 Electronic continuity tester
860 Photo timer

22p each per 10

GARRARD BATTERY TAPE DECK

5.31
6-64
3-29
6-40

590 SWR meter
630 STAB Power supply 6-12v 0.25-0-1A
690 DC motor speed Gov.
700 Electronic Chaffinch
760 Acoustic switch
780 Metal Detector (electronics only)
790 Capacitive Burglar alarm

plete with data. Price

6/74/9

5-31

570S LF generator 10Hz-1mHz
575S Sq. wave generator 20Hz-20Khz

Mallard FM Modules
LP1186 Tuning Heart

parts £7.98 (battery 22p), carr.

8 TRACK CAR STEREO

4.16

230 AM/FM aerial amplifier
240 Auto packing light
275 Mic. preamplifier

24p each.

TIL 209 LED

With circuits/data sheet
DIFFERENT SEMI - CONDUCTOR
1500
DEVICES IN STOCK
Free stock list -latest edition (Ref. 36) on request.
Includes radio valves, I.C.'s Rectifiers, Triacs, SCR's,
LED's, etc. More types -better prices -discounts for
quantity small or large.
OVER

POWER SUPPLIES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

etc. 32p.

MW/LW CAR RADIO

*3015F 7SEG Indicator

6-61

Power supply for 115
610 Power supply for 120
615 Power supply for 2 x120

£2. 00

£1.20
£5.90 pr.
£1.70

*Ultrasonic Transducers

1-66
4.50
4.73

605

£1.50

*ZN4141C Radio

6-61

8 watt Amplifier
12 watt amplifier
Stereo control unit
130 Mono control unit

C3025
Q4002
51310

Augisept.tvfl;
19 4

*TBA800 5 Watt IC
*Sinclair IC12 6 Watt IC

3-29
6-61

310
300
345
65
115
120
125

835
840

oe n°
for',Doge
jar r

UK'S
LARGEST RANGE OF
TRANSISTORS AND DEVICES
JUST A SELECTION

-Model No.
Radio control receiver
4 -channel RiC transmitter
Superhet R/C receiver
Simple transistor tester

5.95

ali or oho

A

r

geared tuners for 625 Line
Receiver IF output. £250,
Post 20p.

EASY TO BUILD KITS BY
AMTRON-EVERYTHING SUPPLIED

(carr. etc. 30P)
20K/Veit Slimline
ITI-2

Va'ti "c:Ielfh:n
p'Pr,ferrtd
.gre,s't
raw
appiyng catak,es 1° the

oropes.

GADGETS

S

afea is II::

be

UHF TV TUNERS
CHANNELS 21 TO 64
Brand new transistorised

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTI METERS

OGU
ha

ED

Horne and Car Emertamment Centres London and branches now open

120 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WI 01-4379692
144 Burnt Oak Broadway. Burnt Oak. Edgware 01-952 7402
190.194 Station Road. Harrow.Middlesex 01-663 7788.9
354-356 Edgware Road. London W201-402 5854A736

All mail to

303 Edgware Road.
London W2 1 BW
All stores open 9 am to
5 pm six days a week
Ht-Fi - Tape Equipment
DIscount Stock Llst
Free at all stores
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KNOW YOUR COMPONENTS...
Hints & Tips for the Novice Constuctor
beginner in electronics
often has difficulty in identi-

THE

A

B

By Ron Adams

C

fying

components, component
values (sometimes coded), polarities, etc. This "information page"

has been formulated to help in
this area and begins this month
with the most common component-the resistor.

TOLERANCE BAND
THIRD BAND
SECOND BAND

FIRST BAND

Table I: Resistor Colour Code

The Resistor
The obviously important thing to

Colour

watch on this device is the ohmic
value, depicted by a colour code.

At least all resistors-excepting
some high stability types, which

have the value printed on the
body-have a colour coding of
bands or dots, see Table 1.
If you don't know your colour
code, then keep it written on a

card next to you when constructing your projects. You will save
yourself a lot of headaches and

time by putting the right resistors in circuit. Not to mention
the damage to components that
can result.
The other thing to watch care-

fully is the current rating. Remember that you can put a half

Ist digit

2nd digit

Multiplier

(A)

(B)

(C)

Black

0

Brown

The wattage of the resistors

various types and sizes with wat-

tage ratings are also shown in
full-sized silhouettes below.

0

I

Red

2,

Orange
Yellow
Green

3

3

4

4

5

5

Blue

6

6

Violet
Grey
White

7
8

7
8

9

9

00
,000

2

0,000
00,000
.000,000
0,000,000

4

3

00,000,000
,000,000,000

0-I

Gold

5

Silver
No fourth band indicates a ± 20 per cent tolerance.

A fifth band is sometimes used, colour salmon pink, to indicate high
stability (hi -stab) resistors.

watt resistor in place of an eighth
watt resistor, but not vice versa.

can usually only be found from
the size and type of resistor and

Tolerance±
per cent
(D)

Also, it is surprising Bow many

people think that a resistor is
polarised and has to be put in
circuit one way only-it isn't
and can be put in either way
round.

Colour Code Example

A resistor coded as A-red,

B-

violet, C-yellow, -D-gold indicates a value of 470 kilohm ±5
per cent.
Next part: capacitors.

(a)

Itigeiloe, ilapio,

CARBON{

(d)
(c)

(e)
WIRE
WOUND.

{ ..............111111.1111111111111110----....-

3W

'AIIIIMIIIIIMI1110-

7W

Above. A selection of resistors. (A) high stability

(B) enamelled wirewound (C) and (E) carbon
composition (D) high voltage wire wound.
Left. Size and wattage of common types.
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of harmonics of higher frequencies is beyond the limit of human
hearing, and anyway most of the
"fuzz" tends to be at much lower
frequencies than even 10kHz. So
a filter which attenuates 10kHz

slightly is the best bet, since it

By GEORGE HYLTON

will attenuate 200kHz at least 20
times more.

"I connected up the Fuzz Box which was in the second issue of
Everyday Electronics to my amplifier and I was -surprised to
find that when I touched the input lead I heard a radio programme. Please explain."
11=F

This kind of experience isn't

at all uncommon. It explains why
audio pre -amplifiers have "unnecessary" capacitors in them
which have no appreciable effect
on their audio performance. They
are there to prevent "breakthrough" of unwanted r.f. signals
picked up by the input leads.

transmitter, by "modulating" the
r.f. carrier with- the audio programme,

and

rectification

recovers the audio.
Now, rectification is normally
carried out by diodes, and there
are no diodes in the Fuzz Box. So
how does it rectify?

DISTORTION
HUMAN AERIAL
In the dear old days when

Well, rectification is a form of
distortion, in which the positive

are allowed to
pass and the negative ones are

even medium wave receivers had

half -cycles, say,

at the back, many of us found
out that a finger touched on the

suppressed. Even if the process is
incomplete, and the unwanted
half -cycles are only partially suppressed some degree of rectification still takes place. In the Fuzz

to have an aerial wire plugged
aerial terminal was a useful
temporary substitute. Not that
anybody spent his evenings stand-

ing by a set- with a finger poked

into it, but it was a handy trick
for testing purposes.
The human body may not be a
very efficient aerial, but it does
pick up strong radio signals. That
explains how the radio-freqeuncy

Box this kind of distortion is
deliberately introduced to provide the "fuzz" effect, so it's not
surprising that r.f. signals are
detected by it.
The question is, how to, elimi-

nate the r.f. breakthrough, if it

signals got into the Fuzz Box.
What it doesn't explain is how

is bad, without at the same time
eliminating the "fuzz" effect.

"detected."

LOW-PASS FILTER
The obvious method is to put

they were converted to audio, in
other words how they were

RECTIFICATION
Detection is rectification-the
conversion of the r.f. carrier into
d.c. Fluctuations in the r.f.
strength appear as fluctuations in
the d.c. output. The fluctuations

are caused deliberately at the

The values of R and C and the
number of filter sections needed
are a matter for experiment, but
a three -section filter as shown in
Fig. 2, with R=10 kilohms and. C
=1,500picofarads should function
satisfactorily. Neither value is
critical, but ceramic or mica

capacitors are better than paper
or plastic types. The rated
capacitor working voltage is not
important here.

SCREENING
The filter should, along with
the rest of the Fuzz Box components,

be

enclosed

in

an

earthed metal box for screening,

and connected to the amplifier

with a screened lead. Quite short

lengths of unscreened lead can
pick up enough r.f. to cause

interference, particularly if the
source is a short-wave one such
as the local television transmitter.

but the chokes are apt to be
bulky and expensive.

If the lowest radio frequency
is far above the highest audio
frequency the less efficient but

aid

transmitters). The highest

audio frequency of interest
406

2. A three -section low-

pass RC filter.

a low-pass filter in the input circuit, so as to allow audio signals
to pass but attenuate radio -frequency signals. In theory, an LC
filter (Fig. 1) is most effective,

cheaper RC filter is adequate.
In the U.K., the 200kHz long
wave transmitter (Radio 2) is
likley to be the lowest dangerous
radio frequency (unless you live
near one of the v.l.f. navigational
Fig. 1. A low-pass LC filter.

Fig.

is

10kHz, since "fuzz" in the form

"I wish you wouldn't make so

labour-saving gadgets -1
get tired of going round switching them all on."

many
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electronics
really
mastered
practical
...visual
...exciting !
...

no previous knowledge
no unnecessary theory
no "maths"
BUILD, SEE AND LEARN

step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show how easily the subject can be mastered.
Write for the free brochure now which explains our system.

1/ BUILD AN
OSCILLOSCOPE
You learn how to build
an oscilloscope which
remains your property.
With it, you will become
familiar with all the

components used in
electronics.

RAPY

3/ CARRY OUT
OVER

40 EXPERIMENTS
ON BASIC ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS & SEE HOW
THEY WORK, including :

POST NOW

FREE
I

for
BROCHURE

or write if you prefer slot to cut page

as used currently in the

various fields of electronics.

valve experiments, transistor experiments
amplifiers, oscillators, signal tracer, photo electric circuit, computer circuit, basic

radio receiver, electronic switch, simple
transmitter, a.c. experiments, d.c. experiments. simple counter, time delay circuit,
servicing procedures.

2/ READ, DRAW
AND UNDERSTAND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

This new style course will enable anyone to
really understand electronics by a modern,
practical and visual method-no maths, and
a minimum of theory-no previous knowledge
required. It will also enable anyone to under-

stand how to test, service and maintain all
types of electronic equipment, radio and TV
receivers, etc.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL,
P.O. Box 156, JERSEY.

Please send your free brochure, without obligation, to:
we do not employ representabies

NAME
ADDRESS

I

BLOCK CAPS
PLEASE

I

EEL 7.4. j

special free gift also to all our students
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41mmII=DEMONIllt

FOR AUDIO
ON A BUDGET

C
rizionnirmmenb

/*PUSH BUTTON'
CAR RADIO KIT
ab*,fs;
con

zh

The first time motor AN
e have
magianatzined
a push
nom
button car radio for

aso

1:Kxj

their Top Ten

14-)C

Sr

liccessory awards
NOW BUILD YOUR OWN AWARD
WINNING PUSH BUTTON CAR RADIO

Car Radio Kit
55p. postage Er packing.
£6.60

Technical specification:
1.) Output 2.5 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms. For 12 volt
operation on negative or positive earth.

2.) Integrated circuit output stage, pre built three stage
IF Module.

NOTE: The ability to solder on a printed circuitboard is
necessary to complete this kit successfully. Circuit diagram
and comprehensive instructions 55pfree with kit.

Speaker including baffle and fixing strips

Controls Volume, manual tuning and five push buttons for
station selection, illuminated tuning scale covering full
medium and long wave bands.
Size Chassis 7 ins. wide, 2 ins.h,gh and 4 -;*c ins. deep approx.

£1.65 ± 23p. postage Et packing.
Recommended Car Aerial -fully retractable and locking.

f1.35 post paid.

QUALITY -SOUND')
FOR LESS THANf,1900
Stereo 21 easy to assemble audio system kit. - no soldering
required.

Includes:-

RSA 3 speed deck, automatic, manual facilities together with
ceramic cartridge.
Two speakers with cabinets.
Amplifier module. Ready built with control panel, speaker leads
and full, easy to follow assembly instructions.
For the technically minded:-

Specifications:
Input sensitivity 600mV:Aux. input sensitivity 120mV: Power
output 2.7 watts per channel: Output impedance 8-15 ohms,
Stereo headphone socket with automatic speaker cutout.
Provision for auxiliary inputs - radio, tape, etc., and outputs for
taping discs. Overall Dimensions. Speakers approx.
15y r z 4". Complete deck and cover in closed position
approx. 153" Y. 12* x 6". Complete only f1 8. 95

Extras if required.

/

;41.60 p b p.

Optional Diamond Styli L I
Specially selected pairof stereo headphones with individual
level controls and padded earpieces to give optimum

performance. £3.85.

DISCO

AMPLIFIER
Reliant Mk IV Mono Amplifier, ideal for the
small disco or house parties.
Outputs 20 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms (suitable
for 15 ohms).
Inputs '5 Electrically Mixed Inputs. *3
Individual Mixing controls. *Separate bass
and treble controls common to all 5 inputs.
*Mixer employing F.E.T. (Field Effect Transistots). *Solid State Circuitry. *Attractive Styling.
INPUT SENSITIVITIES
1) Crystal Mic or Guitar 9mV. 2) Moving coil
Mic or Guitar 8mV.3), 4), 5) Medium output
equipment (Gram. Tuner. Monitor, Organ. etc.)
- all 250mV sensitivity.
AC Mains 240V. operation.
Size approx.121ins.c 6 insz 73 ins

£15.00 + 60p.
postage Et packing

45 WATT R.M.S. MONO DISCOTHEQUE AMPLIFIER

DISCO 50

Ideal for Disco Work. Output Power: 45 watts R.M.S. Frequency
Response 3dB points 30Hz and 18KHz. Total Distortion: less than
2% at rated output. Signal to noise ratio: better than 60dB. Bass
Control Range: 13dB at 60Hz. Treble Control Range: 12dB at
10KHz. Inputs: 4 inputs at 5mV into 470K. Each pair of inputs
controlled by separate volume control. 2 inputs at 200mV into
p. Fr p
470K. Size: 19:3 / 10;- 8ins. approx. Amplifier £27.50

Special Offer: Disco 50 plus two 15" E.M.I. speakers type 14A/780
(as illustrated on opposite page). Complete f57.00-£4.00 p&p.
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COMPLETE""
STEREO SYSTEM

£69.00

£51.00
40 Watt Amplifier.
Viscount III - R102 now 20 watts per channel.
System I includes.
Viscount III amplifier - volume, bass, treble
and balance controls, plus switches for mono/
stereo on/off function and bass and treble
filters. Plus headphone socket.

Specification
20 watts per channel into 8 ohms.
Total distortion@ IOW@ 1 kHz17-1%. P.U./ (for
ceramic cartridges) 150mV into 3 Meg. P.U.2
(for magnetic cartridges) 4mV@ lkHz into 47K.
equalised within -- ldB R.I.A.A. Radie150mV
into 220K. (Sensitivities given at full power).
Tape out facilities: headphone socket. power
out 250mW per channel. Tone controls and filter

characteristics. Bass: -12dB to -17dB,a
60Hz. Bass filter: 6d6 per octave cut. Treble
control: treble -,-12dB to -12dB@, 15kHz.
Treble filter: 12dB per octave. Signal to noise
ratio (all controls at max.) -58dB.
Crosstalk better than 35dB on all inputs.
Overload characteristics better than 26dB on all

inputs. Size approx. 13rx 9"x 31".
Garrard SP25 deck, with magnetic cartridge,
de luxe plinth and hinged cover.

Two Duo Type U matched speakers -

System II
Viscount III amplifier (As System I)
Garrard SP. 25 (As System I)

Two Duo Type IIIA matched speakers Enclosure size approx. 31" x 13" x 111".
Finished in teak veneer. Drive units approx.
13rx 81-- with 31," HF speaker. Max. power
20 watts, 8 ohms. Freq. range 20Hz to 20kHz.

Complete System £69.00
PRICES: SYSTEM 1
Viscount III R 102 amplifier

E24.20

2 Duo Type II speakers

04-00 +£2-20 p & p

total £59.20

PRICES : SYSTEM 2
Viscount 11102 amplifier
2 Duo Type DIA speakers
Garrard SP25 with
MAG cartridge de luxe plinth
and hinged cover

total

-

Complete System £51.00

£1.75 p & p.

Available complete for only /51.00443'50 P. ftp-

Enclosure size approx. 17i- - 10i" x 6" in
simulated teak. Drive unit 13"x 8" with parasitic
tweeter (10 watt handling)

p&p

Garrard SP25 with
MAG. cartridge de luxe plinth
and hinged cover
£21.00

£24.20 - £1 .00 p. & o.
£39.00 -- £4.00 p. & p.
£21.00 -- E1.75 p. & p.

£8420

Available complete for only £69.00+11 Rip

EMI SPEAKERS AT FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS
THE ULTIMATE COMPLETE SPEAKER SYSTEM

EMI LE 315 listed price £86.00
4 professional standard five way speaker
system with enclosure giving top quality
performance.

950
KIT

Enclosure Dimensions
lft.).
approx. (3ft.
2ft.
Drive Units
Hand built -15" diameter bass with 3"
voice cod. - two 5' diameter Mid Range
units, - two 31" HF. units. plus matching

15" 14A/780 BASS UNIT

crossover panel with two variable
potentiometers for mid and high frequency
adjustment.

Bass unit no a rigid diecast chassis.
Superior cone material handles up to 50
watts RMS. and is treated to give a smooth
frequency response. Resonance 30 Hz. flux
density 360,000 Maxwells. Impedance at
1 kHz is 8 ohms. 3" voice coil.

Power Handling
Continuous rating 35 W rms.. Peak power
rating 70 W.
Frequency Response
20 Hz 20,000 Hz. Imp. 8 ohms.

Our price f45 -00-f3-50 p. Et p.

486

Recommended retail price £40-80.

list price f 44-00. OUR PRICEf19.50

OUR PRICE £18.70 + £1.50 p ft p + £1.50 p Et p Special Offer

BUILD YOUR OWN
STEREO AMPLIFIER(*)
For the man who wants to design his own stereo - here's your chance to start.
with Unisound - pre -amp, power amplifier and control panel. No soldering just simply screw together. 4 watts per channel into 8 ohms. Inputs: 120mV
(for ceramic cartridge). The heart of Unisound is high efficiency I.C. monolithic
power chips which ensure very low distortion over the audio spectrum.
240V. AC only.

-

Five matched speakers and crossover unit
for handling up to 45 watts, frequency
response from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Huge 19"
14" (approx.) high efficiency
Bass -Speaker with 16,500 -gauss magnet
built on a heavy diecast frame.
The four 10.000 gauss tweeters. each 3k"
dia. approx.. are fed by the crossover which
critically adjusts signal for maximum
fidelity. Impedance at 1 kHz is 8 ohms.
Bass coil 2". others 0-5". Recommended

8TRACK CARTRIDGE
PLAYER(*)
Elegant self selector push button player for use with your stereo system.
Compatible with Viscount III system. Unisound module and the Stereo 21.
Technical specification
Mains input. 240V. Output sensitivity 125mV
Comparable unit sold elsewhere at £24.00 approx.

£7.64 + 55p. p rip

Yours for only £10.95+ 90p. p D p

BAMLAYCARD

Just write your order giving

Mail orders to Acton. Terms C.W.O.
All enquires Stamped Addressed Envelope.
Goods not despatched outside U.K.

Leaflets available for all items listed

21 High Street, Acton, London W3 6NG /c
323 Edgware Road, London W2

thus(*)

Personal

your credit card -number

DO NOT SEND
YOUR CARD

Radio and TV Components (Acton) Ltd.

Send stamped addressed envelope.

Shoppers

Edgware Road: 9a.m.-5.30p.m. Half day Thurs.
Acton: 9.30 a.m.-5 p.m. Closed all day Wed.

NO OVERSEAS ORDERS
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SINCLAIR CALCULATORS
The items below are front the March Sup-

plement to our 1974 Catalogue. You can
receive this Catalogue and the next 12
supplements by sending 66p.

INSTRUMENTAL

Cambridge Kit £19.95 (£2-25)
Cambridge Assembled £21.95 (1.250)
Executive E27.95 (83.05)
Executive with Memory -£34.95 (13.75)
New Sinclair Scientific £39.05 (£4.25)

,Z271 --

AUDIO

FERRANTI ZN414
IC radio chip with data £120 (23p). Also available
kit of extra parts to complete a radio 82-39 (40P).
Send sae for free leaflet

EFFECTS

Stereo Radiogram Cabinet.Limg. Loo aim NI..n v.

reek veneered with sliding front
loge.

Speaker spaces each end.

taperol
anima. 4ft-

SINCLAIR PROJECT 80

ALL COMPONENTS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT

PZ5 £4.98 (40p)
PZ6 £7.98 (79P)

BOARD WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS. KIT

and

Biz.

SUPER "FUZZ" UNIT KIT. CONNECTS
BETWEEN GUITAR & AMPLIFIER. OPER.
ATES FROM 9v BATTERY (not supplied).

x 15" x 16". Probably cost over £20 to make.
Uur Price £81.0 each. Carriage £2 per 200 mile,

PRICE: E.2.86 pont paid.

separate bass and treble controls help give this

CREATE "PHASE"

Bush Record Player. Bush Ref. No. SltP 64.

unusually good sound quality. A suitable amplifier/

..lee 7r x 16r x 18^ deep_ Finished in charcoal
,ray leather cloth. Folly transistorised with 8^
speaker. Controls bas., on/off, treble and

C116 17.70 (77P)

PZ8 £7-98 (790
Decoder £7.45 (745). Trans. for PZ8 £3-35 (50P).

Tuner £11-95(£119). Stereo 80 £11-95 (£1 .19).
Project 805 £26.95 (£269)
EFFECT

ON YOUR

RECORDS, TAPES ETC., UNIQUE CIRCUITRY
PHASE
CREATE
TO
ENABLES YOU

vealter unit converts this to full stereo. Cabinet

A FU £6.95 (690)
Z40 85-45(54p)
Z6018.95 (59P)

2 x Z40/Stereo 80/PZ5 £23.00 (E2-50)
2 x Z40/Stereo 80/PZ6 £2775 (12.77)
2 x ZOO/Stereo 80/PZ8/Transformer £33.11 1E3.31)

Write for our most competitive quotation.

EFFECT AT THE TURN OF A KNOB. OPER-

volume. Socket stereo. Makers recommended
price 427-73. Our Price 417.72. A saving of over

ATES FROM 9v BATTERY (not supplied)
COMPLETE KIT OF COMPONENTS WITH

48. Post and insurance £2.
Erred Table Radio. Dutch made. Three wavebands

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 2 FULL INSTRUCTIONS. KIT PRICE: £2.88 post paid.

L.M. rt S.) Nice size (164" x 8I" x 5") wooden
eabinet with high gloss finish. 6" x 4" speaks.,
gives better than average ton, -these radios are
.erg well made from good quality component-tort should not be confused with Hong 'Roue
makes. They recently retailed at 618 each and
i.ere well worth it. The ones we have are brand

MAIL ORDER ONLY.
S.A.E. ALL ENQUIRIES.

SINCLAIR GOES QUADRAPHONIC!
Introducing the Napolex QAIO
self-contained matrix
quadraphonic synthesizer.
Just feed the output of a
Project SO stereo system into It

-

and hook on 4 speakers to obtain
the latest experience in sound.

3
."..

Send for free leaflet.
Only £9.95 (11-30).

.iew and working but have felled final inspectiou
toicanse either they will work only on mains or

inly on batteries. It is unlikely that the fault is
ery much however and we are arranging for a
iircult diagram. Price £11.84 plus £1 Post and

DABAR
ELECTRONIC

insurance.

Electrie Welder. Big transformer in metal cam,
with carrying handle and control switch. output

PRODUCTS

ihrough very heavy duty terminals. Output
olts 1-9-4.25 volts max. 117 amps.- normal
mains Intuit socket for optional foot switch.

WALSALL. STAFFS. WSI IUZ

1115/160-£3.50 plus 30p past and service.
Rains Transformer. (6.5v -0-6-5v at 500 rnA and

v at I amp). Normal topped primary- Upright
mounting with fixing logs. £100.

Mains Transformer. (18v -370 -30v -41v at 2 atop

ELEThOil1' WI

by labelled plug. Primary .reen and moni-

s apped. Upright mounting with fixing lugs £215.
Midget Two Gangs. Tuning condenser as fitted to
'early Japanese and Hong Kong radios -probably
epistle with terminal,
-00pf each ftetion with

Electronic fun for all ages

r

THE MOST VEREtint ElgiTTONIES

ie.:. trimmer.. Price Up. With trimmers 50P Ferrite Rods for aerials, etc. The following type.

ire in stock Dia. t". 4" long 15p, 5° long 18P.

Dia. 5/16", 5" lone 20p. 6" long 25p, 8" long 80P.
oia. 3/8", 4" long 20p, 5' long 25p. 6" long 80P.

." long 40p: Dia. 9', 6^ long 85p: Ferrite Slat,
long x 2" x 1/8th"-20y.
Photo Resistor. Milliard type. This drops it..
o-sistance front approx. 250fiohms in dark to
alp approx. 200 ohms in bright light but ft i.
mly quite small. in fart less than r square with
leads coming out of corners on one side. Price imp.

0.8 Ammeter. 2" square, ton vision face for flush
mounting -moving iron, ideal for charger
75p each.

LP. Transformers. Tuneable around 485 KU.

Japanese manufaeture as fitted to many Japanesi
cede portable radios. Three sizes available Sub. miniature approx. t: "x sr high-fiGnIature

x 2" high -Small approx. 9/16' s
,(.pros. 2" x
and Standard 9/10" a 9110" a 1". All
'1/16" x most
Up each.
12, Power Pack. "Smooth flow" Double wound

transformer, full wave rectifier and overload

protection. Completely enclosed in plastic case

pith output terminals and den lead -ideal to

perate models, drive motors, charge small
iiatteri. etc. Prim: 42-25.

Time Switch. Mains driven 24 hours clock -driving
' pairs of on/off switche.s this switch sequence will
..neat until re -programmed. Complete in pressed
-trot case with glass window In front. Continental
make. Price 18-50.

it with two pairs change over contact,

printed circuit
12-10 t43o)

ohs.

Prig,.

All components are beautifully encapsulated
in unbreakable transparent plastic blocks.
Perfect connections are made WITHOUT
SOLDERING, SCREWING OR WIRING.
INCREDIBLE VALUE. Build, dismantle and
rebuild projects any number of times and
invent your oun experiments too.
Instructive and FUN - a:1
COMPLETELY SAFE
kits operate from 9v. battery only.

Includes all parts for the printed circuit and
volume, bass and treble controls needed to
complqte the mono version £1.60 (27p). Stereo
model with balance control 13-60 (48p)
IC12 POWER KIT
Supplies 28V 0.5 Amps £2.67 (50p)
LOUDSPEAKERS FOR THE IC12
5" 8 ohm 11.10 (270. 5" X 8" 8 ohm £155 (37P)
PREAMP KITS FOR THE IC12
for magnetic pickups, inks and tuners)
Type
1

Mono model 81.35(25P). Stereo model £2.40 (36p.

Type 2 for ceramic or crystal pickups.
Mono 65p (18p). Stereo £1. 30 (25P)

VALUABLE MANUALS included uith every kit.
No previous knouledge
required, even uith the
largest kits.
Kit 20-30 projects £10.45
WEBilaomplifiers,alaras,

BATTERY ELIMINATOR BARGAIN
The most versatile
battery eliminator ever
offered. Switched output
of 3, 4-2, 6. 72, 9 and 12V
at 500 mA 84.15 (70P)

mieroonoossemrss. ate.

Kit 3A-100 projecte420.45

i."17F-plos electronic

Other eliminator!

birds,cats,sirens,organs,
metronome,gons,light and
sound,burglar alaros.otc.

5OrnA:-6V £1.81 (30p). 9V /1.80 (30P), 72V

10911081
stocked:cassette type £2.2.5 (30p). Double 6V -I- 6V

£2-50 (35p). 9V -I- 9V 82.50 (35p)
250mA:- 3 -way switched model giving 6, lb and
9V 12-95 (60p).

lAng-10S projects £25.25
Ti -TA plus solar cell
experiments and complete
sophisticated control

panel, etc.

S-DECS AND T.DECS

4000-150 projects L33.95
An 3000 plus Relay and
Meter experiments: ion

5 -DEC 11-98 (31p)
T -DEC E3 63 (470)
u -DEC A £3-99 (51P)

concentration -,volume-,

yr-DEC B £699 (81p)

output -,field intensity-.
volt -,resistance meters,

Send postage where quoted -other items.
items

is

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.

(Dept. E.E.)
102/103 Tamworth Rd.,

Ur

I

.1

.'

/

,,e,

:441-M
___ ,.
...j

.---

IC carriers: 16 dil:-plain 81p (15p). With socket £1.77 (25P)
10 705: -plain 78o (15p). With socket £1 .65 i24p)
Experiment guides: -A £150 (26P). B 0'77 (29P).
C 90p (15p), D £2.40 (35p). E £4.20 (53P)

and many, many more.

TERMS: -Add 10% V.A.T.

-

SEND SAE FOR FREE LEAFLET ON KITS

eomster, illuminometer ,ctc.

11.65

post free if order for these
C6.00. otherwise add 20p.

11-80 (40p

SWANLEY IC TOMORROW

The world's most powerful IC amplifier. Simile
to IC12 but rated at 10W Lima. power. Supplied
with data but no printed circuit. Write for leaflet
DELUXE KIT FOR THE 1012

this would function at 18v -0-18v). Primary

'attend 110, 115, 127, 200, 220 and 240v selected

Relay. Clare Eliot. Sealed and wire ended. 675

-

08a, LICHFIELD STREET,

carriage up to 200 miles. A forth,
41 for each 100 miles extra.
241 3 amp Mains Transformer. Upright mounting
With fixing clamps, standard primary 240/200
819.50 plus C2

-wins

SINCLAIR

SOPER IC12
6W rms power.
With 44 page
boodet and

ADD-ON parts end manuals
available as required.
The three larger kits
include Electrical
experiments too.
All prices include Battery,UAT & p.& p.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS

dhaque/P.U.(or op. for literature) to:

P.O. Box 68, Swanley, Kent BR8 8T4

Galcit4dhon guaranteed

Please add the sum shown In brackets after the
price to cover the cost of post and VAT.
Official credit orders from schools, etc. welcome.
No VAT charged on overseas orders.

ELECTRONI-KIT LTD, 408 St.John's Street.
London, EC 1. (01-278 45791

Croydon. CRO IXX
.,
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Trannies
4 Bush House,

* PRICES INCLUSIVE
OF V.A.T.
* Retail Shop open 9 to

Bush Fair, Harlow,
Essex.

* Post a Package 15p.

Semiconductor.

AC126
AC127
AC128

11p 2N3053
14p 2N3054
13p 2N3055
13p 2N3702
13p 2N3703
68p 2N3704
90p 2N3705
16p 2N3706
17p 2N3707
27p 2N3708
18p 2N3709
18p 2N3710
17p 2N3711

I5p BC2I
ACI41K 26p BC2I3
AC142K 26p BC2I4
AC! 76
AC187
AC188

18p 130131

24p 130132
24p BF194
AC I87K 28p OF195
AC I88K 28p 8F244
ADI49 49p BFY50
ADI61
38p BFY5I
ADI62 40p BFY52
AF I 14
20p MP8I1 I
AFI I5

36p 2N38I9
50p 40361
50p 40362
16p 40636
Hip N914

20p 0C36
200 0C44
Op 0C45
2p 0071
3p OCBI
3p 2N706

AFI 16
AFI 17

BC 107

BCIOB
BC109

BCI47
BCI48
BCI49
BCI82

5.30 Mon. to Sat.

2N2926

14p BC183
16p BC184

1 Ip
120
14p

3p 2N1131
3p 2N I 132

24p
28p
20p

3p 2N2904

Ell-PRE-PAK

N916

N4001

N4002
N4003
N4004
N4006

Tran les Disco Unit

1

6p
16p

N4148
N5400

Ip

26p
55p
49p

N5401

N5402
N5404
N5406

14p
13p
14p
13p
12p
13p
I 1p
12p
12p

17p
19p

200V

48p
66p

400V

5 Amp

50V

24p
28p

100V

200V
400V

TRIACS
5 Amp

BRIDGE
RECTI-

I Amp
100y
200V
600V

lop

200V
400V

33p
55p
77p

100V

66p

100V

FIERS

22p
24p

6 Amp

lip

33p
200V
55p THRTIS400V
55p TORS
10 Amp
69p I Amp
100V
Bp
50V 29p
200V
8p
100V
32p
400V
7p
100y 34p 400mW
8p
400V 44p ZEN ER
10p
10p
15p

3 Amp
50y

100V

469
57p
66p
77p

$Op

99p
99p
I 32
1.43

39p

44p

volt lip each

(like

2N3055)

Below spec.

LI

* amp withwattfull discot
eq
mixing &
Inc

IGO

PFL facilities
E94.75
headphone with
boom microphone
£9.90

LI

* Stereo

* Trannies disco console with
Garrard
turntables
2

SP25

Mk

IV
£.59.00

* Pair 50 watt speakers

£47.00

30 Plastic FET's unmarked/
untested similar to 2N38 1 9
(random test showed good
yield).
20 TO5 transistors NPN or
PNP State which 2 to
5 amp untested.

LI

20 TOIB transistors PNP

El

untested.
30
Plastic

Or complete system E189.97

like

for 24 months.
We stock a full range of Disco
Equipment send for list, or pay

BC! 78,

El

10 General Purpose fully

El
El

tested FET's.
200 mixed capacitors.
500 mixed resistors.

A small range from our catalogue.

range
ohms.

VEROBOARD
x 31
x5
x 31
31 x 5
17 x 2+
17 x 31
2

1p

10 ohms to 4.7 meg-

1 watt m/o 2%
range 10 ohms to

I

4p
megohms.

17 x 5 (Plain)

Capacitors
68nF
150

0

/t

p

16 VOLT

220.0

0

680

9p

17p

40 VOLT
470 64,p
1000 Op

4700
p
100044F 17p 680
10p
6800 13p 15000 25p 2200 lip
15000F 18p 20000 43p 4700 19p
2200,,F I 8p
25 VOLT 680,,F 25p
330088 26p
100 6ip 1000gF 25p
10 VOLT 224,F 6-4p 22000 44p
63 VOLT
470 6ip 470F trip IuF
6-ip
1000 8p
10044F 6ip
2200 8P 1500 8p 2.2.0 641,
3300 10p 2200 10P 4.70 6-ip
6tp
4700 10p 4705F 13p 6.8.0
6-p
I000uF lsp 680,F 20p 100
6#p
15004,F 20p 100031F 2233 220
220011F 24p 2200sF 39p 680
1

1

16 VOLT
150 gip

330

500044F 68p

100pF
150uF

0.15

3Ip

3Ip

82p

63p
87p
90p

19p

p
23p

LI 10

33.ciF

Ertp

6,p

1.65

Order Code 1.C.A.1(S

These amps. are supplied with a free booklet
on connecting up, specifications and easy to
build projects using the I.C.A.1

5W & 10W AMPS
5Womy 11.98

lOW

lip

470uF 26p
10000 44p

ONLY

£2.49

incl. P. & P. and V.A. T

These matchbox size amplifiers have an exceptionally

good tone and quality for the price. They are only 2k" x 11".
The 5W amp will run from a 12V car battery making it very

suitable for portable voice reinforcement such as public
functions. Two amplifiers are Ideal for stereo. Complete
connection details and treble, bass, volume and balance
control circuit diagrams are supplied with each unit.
Discounts are available for quantity orders. More details on

request. Cheapest In the UK. Built and tested.

Now available for 5 MOWAMPS

Carbon crack 500R, to 2.2M SI.
Log or Linear.
Single 13p. Dual gang (stereo)
44p. Single type with D.P.
switch 13p extra.

CARBON SKELETON

Stereo Tone Control (STC). This unit is an active tone

PRESETS

Small high quality type (linear
only). All valves 1005 meg
ohms.

-I

watt

-2-5 watt

6p each

control board and when used with the right potentiometers
will give bass and treble boost and cut.
£1 -21

Instruction leaflet supplied with all units. Post and
packing and VAT included in prices.

6ip each

SLIDE SWITCH
SPST lip each. D.P.D.T. 13p
each.

NEON
40 VOLT 2200 19p MINIATURE
LAMPS

154F

onlyIncl. P.
P. and VAT
Order Code I.C.A. 1
on P. . Board with all components
or 2 on one board for £286

Pre -assembled printed circuit boards 2" x 3" available in
stereo only, will fit 15 edge connector.
Stereo Pre -Amp 1 (Pre 1). This unit Is for use with low gain
crystal or ceramic pick-up cartridges.
Z121
Stereo Pre -Amp 2 (Pre 2). This unit is for use with magnetic
pick-up cartridges.
Et -69

13p

6tp 6-80 6ip 3300 lip

1500 6Sp
1500 Elp

0.1
24p
27p
27p

VOLUME CONTROLS
Potentiometers

Electrolytic
6.3 VOLT

3 WR.m.s.I.C. AMP

transistor TO220 case like

Resistors
I

suitable device available from us at 36#p. Instructions included

etc.

BC179

new '74 catalogue is now available at 20p.

Ip

nected. The unit is a small printed circuit, no further alignment
necessary. A L.E.D. is recommended as the indicating light,

Power NPN

We stock a large range of electronic semiconductors at competitive prices. Our

Ip

existing F.M. Radio or Tuner. A tell tale light can be con-

any 5 packs Z450

a visit.

watt 5% carbon
watt 10% carbon

£4.85

incl. P. & P. and VAT
A ready built unit, ready for connection to the I.F. stages of

2N3055 untested.

carriage £5-00. Terms available
no deposit £10 .16 monthly

I. watt 5% carbon

DECODER IN

3.3 to 33

NPN Power

Silicon

10

transistor

°STEREO

DIODES

EI BARGAIN PACKS

Li

AUDIO BARGAINS

240V or I lOy 1.4 59. 5 plus
4ip each.

Mullard Polyester Capacitors
C280 SERIES

r=In 111111 MIMI ME
nclose £
3W Amps!

for

MINI EM

BIM

110

Decoders/

5W Amps!

IStereo Pre -Amps 1

10W Amps/
Stereo Pre -Amps 2

Stereo Tone Controls
I(Please insert quantities and delete those not applicable)
Name

IAddress

250V P.C. mounting: 0.014,F, 0.015, 0.022 3ip. 0.033. 0.047, 0.068 4p.
0- I 4-12.0-15, 0.22 Sip. 0.33 7p. 0-47 9fp. 0.68 lip. 10 14p. 1:54iF

2.20 27p.

C296 SERIES

400V: 0:0010, 00015, 00022, 00033, 0.0047 3p. 0.0068, 0.01, 0.015,
0.022 0.033 lip. 0.047, 0.068, 0-I 4.1p. 0.15 6tp. 0.22
0.33 12p.
0.47 140.

Dept. D, 222;224 West Road,
BIPREPAK Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 9DF
Co. Roan No -020919

seMa
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Telephone: Southend (0702) 46344
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Sinclair Project 80
exciting

only al" deep x 2" high
modules are all contained within
Living with hi-fi takes on new meaning with Sinclair Project 80. The electronics of these revolutionary new
for mounting on any appropriate flat
elegantly designed matching cases' no more than three-quarters of an inch deep. They are designed
through suitably drilled holes. Connections are taken
surface by means of 6BA bolts extending from the rear of each module and which pass
endless - superb hi-fi systems can be installed in ways
The
possibilities
opened
up
by
Project
80
are
away out of sight in a similar manner.
put modules in position. A few holes
hitherto only dreamed about and never before made practical. No more cutting out and shaping to
with problems of keeping the hi-fi from
job
is
done.
Now
you
need
never
again
be
faced
drilled with the aid of templates supplied and the
(That will surely please wives!) Slider controls have been introduced in place of
clashing with carefully thought-out furnishing schemes.
standards and built-in protection
knobs and all'modules in the range incorporate new up -dated circuitry with emphasis on performance
it infinitely more versatile, even simpler
against overload and shorting. The aim was to re -think modular construction completely - to make
modules ever.
and more reliable -the result- Project 80- another triumph for Sinclair, and the most exciting construction

the slimmest,most elegant hifi modules ever made
Typical Project 80 applications
System

The Units to use

Simple battery record player 2.40

Units cost
£5.45
-i-54p V.A.T.

Mains powered record
player

Z.40, PZ.5

£1043

30W. RMS continuous
sine wave stereo amp.

2 x Z.40s, Stereo
80; PZ.6

£3083

50W (8 a) RMS continuous 2 x Z.60s, Stereo

£3383

sine wave de luxe stereo amp. 80; PZ.8
Indoor P.A.

Z.60, PZ.8

+£1.04 V A.T.
- £3.08 V.A.T.

+£3.38 V.A.T.

£1493

.-£1.49 V.A.T.

Project 80 FM tuner, decoder, and A.F.U. may be added as required

412

Mount Project 80 on a bookshelf,
a loudspeaker, a lampshade base

a false wall with two 0.16 loudspeakers ...almost anywhere.

Everyday Electronics, July 1974

new thinking in modular hi.fi
Z.40 & Z.60 power amp! iers

Stereo 80 pre -amplifier
and control unit

totally short-circuit proof

For P.U., radio and tape
Tape monitoring switch
Z.60

Z.40

Simplest ever fixing
Each channel has its own separate tone and volume controls operated by
sliders. enabling ideal environmental matching to be obtained. A virtual
earth input stage forms part of the up -dated circuitry that ensures the
finest possible quality from all signal sources. Generous overload margins
are allowed on all inputs. Clear instructions with template are supplied.

Intended for use in Project 80 installations, these modules readily adapt
to an even wider range of applications. Both incorporate built-in protection against short-circuiting and risk of damage from mis-use is greatly

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Size- 55 x 80 x 20mm (2i x 3f x fins) 9 transistors
Input sensitivity -100mV
Output -15 watts R MS continuous into 8 0 (35v)
Frequency response -1014z - 100KHz ± 1d6
Signal/noise ratio -64dB
Distortion at 10 watts into 8 0 less than 0-1%
Power requirements - t2 to 35 volts

Size - 260 x 50 x 20mm (101 x 2 x iins)
Finish- Black with white indicators and transparent sliders
Inputs- Magnetic pick-. up 3mV RIAA corrected: Ceramic pick-up 300mV
Radio 300mV: Tape 30mV
Signal/noise ratio - 60di.
Frequency range - 20Hz to 15KHz ± 1dB:10Hz to 25KHz 3dB
Power requirements - 20 to 35 volts
Outputs-100mV + AB monitoring for tape
Controls- Press button for tape radio and P.U. Sliders for volume,
bass (
12dB to - 14dB at 100Hz) treble (-F lld 6 to - I 2da at I OKHz)

R.R.P. £11.9 5

reduced.
Z.40TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

+t -IA --7

Project 80 FM tuner
and stereo decoder

z.60TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Size -55 x 98 x 15mm (24,- x 34 x fins) 12 transistors
Input sensitivity -100-250mV
Output -25 watts RMS continuous into 8 0 (45V).
Distortion - typically 0.03%
Frequency response-10Hz to more than 200K Hz ± ldB
Signal/noise ratio -better than 70dB
Built-in protection against transient overload and short circuiting
Load impedance -4 0 min: max. safe on open circuit
Z.40 R.R.P. £5.45 0.54 V A T Z.60 R.R.P- £6.95 0-65o V,A,T.

Project 80 active filter unit
Makes a highly desirable part of

any worthwhile sysem where
inputs may be from record, radio
or tape. As with Stereo 80.
separate controls applied to

each channel make it easier to
obtain ideal stereo balance.

Twin dual varicap tuning:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

On the decoder, solid

4 pole ceramic filter:
state stereo indicating
switchable A.F.C.
beacon.
Making the Project 80 F.M. tuner and decoder available separately gives
a wider choice of systems and saves money where stereo reception may
not be required. The tuner is a triumph of electronic design and assures
excellent performance. The decoder gives a 40dB channel separation with

1 50mV output per channel. Both, units may be used with other than

Size -108 x 50 x 20mm (41 x 2 x fins)
Voltage gain - minus 0-2dB
Frequency response-36Hz to 22KHz controls minimum
Distortion -at 1 KHz -0-03% using 30V supply
HF cut off (scratch) -22KHz to 5-5KHz.12dB/oct. slope
L.F. cut off (rumble) -28dB at 20Hz, 9d 8/oct. slope
R.R.P.

For scratch and
rumble control

Transistorised

6.95 4-vcifA69.T.

active circuitry

Project 80 systems.

Power supply units

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OFTUNER

Size -85 x 50 x 20mm (31 x 2 x fins)
Tuning range- 87.S to 108 MHz
Detector-I.C. balanced coincidence for good A.M. rejection
One I.C. equal to 26 transistors
Distortion -02% at 1 KHz for 30% modulation
4 pole ceramic filter
section
Aerial impedancia- 75 CI or 240-300 CI
Sensitivity -4 microvolts for 30dB quieting
Output- 300 my for 30% modulation
R.R.P. f11.9
Power requirements - 23 to 33 volts
DECODER

Size -47 x 50 x 20mm (11 x 2 x lint)
Onel 9 transistor I.C.

R.R.P. £7 .4

PZ.8
Stabilised. Re-entrant current limiting makes damage from overload or
even direct shorting impossible.

Normal working voltage (adjustable) 45V.

5

-

C.1.19

5 -°.74
V.A.T.

Guarantee
If, within 3 months of purchasing any product direct from us, you are
dissatisfied with it, your money will be refunded on production of receipt
of payment. Many Sinclair appointed stockists also offer this guarantee.
Should any defect arise in normal use, we will service it without charge.

R.R.P. 0.98 0.79p V.A.T.
Without mains transformer
PZ.5 30V unstabilised

PZ.6 35V. stabilised

R.R.P_E4-98 + 0-49p VAT.

R.R.P.E7-98 ± 0-79p VAT.

To SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. ST. IVES, HUNTINGDON PE17 4HJ
Please send post paid

for which I enclose Cash/Cheque for

including V.A.T.

Name

Address

Sinclair Radionics Ltd. London Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon PE17 4HJ
Sr l me (0480) 64 646
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
per single column inch. Advertisements must be prepaid
RATES: Op per word (minimum 12 words). Box No. 20p. extra. Semi-display-ES.00
"EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS," I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,

and addressed to Classified Advertisement Department,
FarrIngdon Street, London EC4A 4AD.

EDUCATIONAL

C AND G EXAM
Make sure you succeed with an ICS home study
course for C and E Electrical Installation Work &
Technicians Radio/TV/Electronics Technicians.
Telecommus Technicians and Radio Amateurs.

COLOUR TV SERVICING
Make the most of the current boom) Learn the

techniques of servicing Colour and Mono TV sets
through noya horns study courses, approved by
leading manufacturers.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Home study courses In Electronics and Electrical

Engineering, Maintenance, Radio, TV, Audio,
Computer Engineering and Programming. Also
self -build radio kits. Get the qualifications you
need to succeed.
Free details from:

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Dept 731P, Intertext House, London SW4 4UJ.
Or Phone 01-622 9911

A BONANZA FOR CONSTRUCTORS B. B. SUPPLIES OFFER
CURLIES, 5ft., 3 -core, 15p ea. 4 -core, 20y ea.

STRAIGHT Cords, 25ft.. 4 -core. 25p ea. DIODES,

Silicon. CV7040 (OA 202), 3' leads 4 for 25p

velope. -T. Darby, 85 Lakedale Road,

P1,,m,tead, London SP.18 1PR,
E.E. from first Lopv to date in binders,
mint condition. Offers, Skilbeck, 12

South Cliff Avenue, Eastbourne (STD
0323) 33280.

MISCELLANEOUS

5 BCY34, 4 ACY 17, diodes, resistors & capacitors

TRODUCTORY OFFER: 1 of each above plus surprise item for E1 -25k (offer ends 31-7-74) MONEY
back guarantee -prices Inc. VAT and DD. ORDERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

(ex new equipment -eel. long leads) 50p ea. IN-

or SAE for complete listto:38. HEATHWOOD GARDENS SWANLEY

DON'T LOOK

}Inch Spark Generator (instant
15,000 volts(). Rtsedy-made, needs

*

no batteries. Carry it around anywhere. Only weighs about 3 oz.
(85g.) send Li .35 for your Maxi Volt nowl

Unique TRANSMITTERIRE

CEIVER Kit. No licence examinations or tests required to op
this transistorised equipment. Easy
to build. Get transmitting. Send
L640 for yours nowt
* Psychedelic MINI -STROBE Kit.

Take a pocket -sized lightning storm
'
to Disco's end parties. 'Brain -f
'ern with earl speed stop -motion
too.
super
case
flashes. Includes
Send L2.40 nowl
(All prices Include V.A.T., packing.
and postage.)

Send remittance to:

BOFFIN PROJECTS.

4 CUNLIFFE ROAD,
STONELEIGH, EWELL, SURREY
(Mail order U.K. only)

Goodmans.
Baker, Elac,

plain sheet supphed. Fascia panels
reetched aluminium to individual
quirements. Printed circuit boards -

Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.

masters, negatives and boards, one.

Send

off or small numbers. Send 6p for list.

RAMAR CONSTRUCTOR SERVICES,
29 Shelbourne Road, Stratford -on -

for free

booklet"Choosing
a speaker"

Avon, Warks.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. H. Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire 5K9 IHF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS
KITS FOR THE Everyday Electronics
Buzzer £1. Balanced armature Earpieces 25p, NILK034CN/S Lever Keys
£1-06. Chris Smith Components, 31

A

MUST
FOR
EVERY

-INSTANT
5:- HEAT,'

DIY MAN

I

I

k

This Soldering Otto Is a SIUST
for D.I.Y. Men, Motorists,

ONLY

£2.25
P&P 25p

etc. A
ragged.
Mechanics,
strong construction that will

last a lifetime. Now you can
that

Priory, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire.
3 ASS. M.C. METERS 2-3' L1.15 (27p).
WIRE ENDED NEONS 10-50p (10p).

COPPER CLAD PAX. PANELS 5? x Si' 6-459

c.p.
7i x 6-E1.25 c.o.
T.V. CONVERGEANCE PANELS 2 x AC 128,3

would normally cost yon
at any electrical shop. Voltage 240 AC. 60c/s. LIMITED
QUANTITY AVAILABLE. Similar product sells et

slugged coils, 3 slide switches, 11 w.w. pots, 3
carbon presets. 2 ferrite chokes etc. £110 e.o
VALUPAKS P9 100 s/mIca cans 65p c.p. Send
lop for lists of others plus panels etc. Refund on

delighted.

YLB ASSORTED COMPONENTS £1 .65 c.p.
OLB ASSORTED PANELS Li 55 c.p.

BEGINNERS, we exist for you. In-

Postage in brackets

all

those

repairs

14.60. C.W.O. Immediate despatch. Refund If not

V.G.S. INTERNATIONAL (SGE10)
Pickworth, Sleaford, Lincolnshire,

struction, components, constructional
Send S.A.E. to Electrolern,
Lyburn Lodge, Nomanslend, Wiltshire.
kits.

FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous technical quality In sealed bags
lib 55p (209), 31b E132 (30P), 101b £3.85 (60:3)

COMPUTER PANELS

3lbs asstd. panels £1.10 (30p), 71b £220 (40p),
58Ib £14 (L2).12 high quality panels with trimpots,

IC's, power transistors etc. £220 (300). 103 Panels

£13 (El). Pack of boards containing at least 503
components Inc. at least 50 transistors 669 (209).

DEKATRON UNITS
counters, 2 sealed relays, R's, c's etc. Only

Contain 2xCV2271 dekatrons, 2 4 -digit resettable
£1 .70 (30p).

3W 'TAPE AMPLIFIERS

2xECC83, EL84, EZ80 on 12 x 5 x 3- chassis with

tone and volume controls. 3 watts output to

7 x 4" 3I1 speaker (provided) £250 (500). Or In
case 14 x 13 x 9" with non-standard tape deck
L3.50 (511, Suitable cassette £1.10, tape 75p,
head 30p.

"HOT WHEELS" MODEL GARAGE

LOUD 6v SIRENS for burglar alarms

7Ib BARGAIN PARCELS
Hundreds of new resistors, capacitors, pots,
switches, + PC boards with transistors and
diodes and loads of odds and ends. Still only

414

etc. by EMI, Fans,

Aluminium panels punched to spec. or

Contains 1-7V ® 1A transformer (can be modified
to give up to 13V output) lamp, switch, Ind, plug

strument Cases, Dept 24, St. Wilfrid's,
Foundry Lane, Halton LA2 6LT, near
Lancaster.

Speakers, kite and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,
i Fi, P.A., Disco,

CONSTRUCTION AIDS. Screws, nuts,
spacers, etc., in small quantities.

Or for more details, send 20p for lists.
plus free design project sheet.

etc. (New and Boxed) £1'25p. Clockwork mators 16p, Reed switches 8p.
Add 10p P.P. List 6p. Grimsby ElecRoad,
Tennyson
64,
tronics,
Cleethorpes, Lincs.
SUPERB INSTRUMENT cases by
Bazelli, manufactured from heavy
duty PVC faced steel, choice of 70
types, send for free list: Bazelli In-

S.A.E.

KENT BR8 7HN

do

unless you can resist the temptation to
gat these super 'attention -getters':
* Pocket -sized MAXI -VOLT Big

50p bargain transistor packs, bargain
£1 resistor and capacitor packs.£1UHF
-50p.
VHF televisions £7-50, cart.

for 3 leaflets. ELECTRONIC
MAIL ORDER (BURY) LTD., Bridge
Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.

DIALS, (GPO Type). plasticlace, metal mech. 300
ea. TRANSISTOR panels, type M4, comprising:

FOR SALE
FOR SALE E.E. volume 1, Nos 1-14,
Bound volume 2, Nos 1-12. Offers for
complete set. Box No. 2.
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS No. 1 to
December 1973: £6 including postage.
Apply with stamped addressed en-

RADIO & TELEVISION AERIAL BOOSTERS £2-95p, five television valves 45p.

etc. ONLY £1 .65 (309)

L182 (40p). New 6 x 4'4 fl speakers E1-10 Pr (209).
500 asstd. resisters L1,10 (20p). 150 mica, ceramic,
poly caps 66P (14P).

All prices include VAT.

SAE list, enquiries.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS [EE4]
Shirley Park Rd, SOUTHAMPTON,
TEL 0703 772501. Callers only at 38 Lower

51

Addiscombe Road, Croydon.

purchase.

J. W. B. RADIO
Barneeld Crescent, Sale, Cheshire M53 IN L
Mall order onl y

COMPONENTS GALORE. Pack of 500
mixed components manufacturers surplus plus once used. Pack includes
Resistors, carbon and W.W., capacitors various, transistors, diodes, trimmers, potentiometers etc. Send £14-10p
p. and p. c.w.o. to CALEDONIAN COMPONENTS, Strathore Road, Thornton,

Fife.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
WATFORD
Visit our Warehouse for your requirements of

Resistors, Capacitors, Transistors, SCR's,
Speakers. Metal Boxes, Headphones, Intercoms,
Meters. Audio Cables. Cartridges, Microphone.
wide range of Plugs A Sockets etc., etc.

HILLS COMPONENTS LTD.
Unit 6, Melinite Industrial Estate,
Brixton Road,
Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 27711

SPECIAL PACK of components, 25
resistors, 10 diodes, 20 capacitors, al
tested and guaranteed. Also contains
20 transistors, untested manufacturers

rejects. Send 50p to Felectronics, 6
The Grassing, Carlisle.
SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS for Televisions,

Radios, Transistors, Record Players,

Tape Recorders, etc., from 5p with
free Fault -Finding Guide. Over 10,000
models available. S.A.E. enquiries.
Catalogue 20p and S.A.E. Hamilton
Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St. Leonards,
Sussex. Telephone Hastings 429066.
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Marshal 's
A. Marshall (London) Ltd.
42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3H0 Telephone 01-452 0161/2 Telex 21492
& 65 Bath Street Glasgow G2 2BX Telephone 041-332 4133

Popular Semiconductors
2N456

2N456A
2N457A
214490
2N491

2N492
2N493
214696

2N697
2N650
214699

2N706

2N706A
2N708
214709
214711

2N718

2N718A
214720
214721

2N914
214916
214918

2N929
2141302
2141303

2N1304
2N1305
2141306
2141307
2141398
2141309
2141671

0-7512N3711
0-7512N3712
1.35.2143713
3.16 2143714
3.58 2143715

3.99 2N3716
4.29.2N3771
0-15 2143772
0.15 2N3773
0.25 2N3779
0-29 2143790
0.16 2N3791
0.18 2143792
0.14 2143794
0.33 2143819
0.30 2N3820
0.21 2143823

0.49 2143900
0.50 2143901
0.55 2N3903
0-22 2143904
0.41 2N3905

0-47 2143906
0.30 2N4030
0-19 2N4037
0-19 2N4058
0.24'2144059
0-24 2144060
0.31 2144061
0.22 2144062
0-25 2144126
0-36 2144289

1.44 2N4919
2N1671A 1.54 2N4920
214167113

2141671C
2141711

2N1907
2N2102
2142147
2142148
2142160
2142192

1-72 2N4921

4.32 2144922
0.45 2N4523

050

2145172
2145174

0.70 2145175
0.94 2N5176
0-60 2N5190

040

2145191

2142192A 0-40 2145192
2142913

0-40 2N5195

2N2193A 0.61 2145245

0.73 2145457
2N2194A 0.30 2145458
2N2218A 0-80 2N5459
2142219
0.45 40361
2142194

2N2219A 0.60 40362
2142220
0-45 40363
0.41 40389
2N2221
2N2221 A 0.40 40394
2142222
0-40 40395
2N2902A 0.50 40406
2142388
0.31 40407
2142369
0-37 40408
2 N2369
0.41 40409
2N2646
0.77 40410

1.12 40411
0.55 40414
2N2904A 0.70 40430
2142905
0-48 40583
2N2905A 0.50 40601
2N2906 0-31 40602
2N2905A 0.37 40603
2142907
0-40 40604
2N2907A 0-45 40636
2142924
0.14 40669
2142926
0.11 40673
2143053
0-32 A(.107
2143054
0.60 AC113
2143055
0.75 AC117
2143390
0-26 AC126
2N3391
0-23 AC127
2N3391A 0.29 AC128
2143392
0.13 AC151V
2N1393
013 AC152V
2N3394 0-13 AC153
2143402
018 AC153K
2N3403
0.19 AC154
2143440
0-59 AC176
2143441
0.97 AC176K
1.69 ACI87K
2N3442
2N3414
0-10 AC188K
2N3415
0.10 ACY18
2143416
0.15 ACY19
2143417
0-21 ACY20
2N3638
0.1S ACY21
2N3638A 0.15 ACY28
2N3639
0-27 ACY30
2143641
017 AD142
2142647

2N2904

2143702
2143703
2143704
2143705

0.11 A0143

0-12
0.14
0-12
0-09

0.11 AF116
0-96 AF117
1.20 AF118
1.33 AF124
1-50 AF125
1-80 AF126
2.20 AF127
1.80 AF139
2-65 AF170
315 AF172
2.40 AF178
2.35 AF179
2.69 AF180
0-10 AF186
0.37 AF200
0-26 AF239
1.42 AF240
0.21 AF279
0.32 AF280
0.24 At.102
0.27 AL103
0.24 BC.107
0.27 130108
0-63 BC109

0.42 13C113
0.16 80115
15C116

0.84 8C125
0-99 00126
0-73 BC132
0-84 B(.134
0-83. BCI35

0-201BCY33
0-191BCY34
0-20 BCY38
0-39 6CY39
0.25 BCY40
0.25 BCY42

0-55 BCY58
0-65 BCY59

050 BCY70

0.40 BCY71
0-35 BCY72

0.51 BCY137

BCY88
BCY89

80115

130116

80121
1313123

80124
813131

80132
80135
130136
130137

60138
613139
813140

BOY20
0-15 BF1I5
0-20 BF116
0.30 BF117
0.11 BFI19
0.11 BF121

0.12 BCI36
0.22 50137

0.15 BF123

C138
0.32 8C140
0.92 0141

9.24 87152

C142
C143
C145
C147
C148
C149

0-23 BF158
0.21 57159
0.21 BF160
0-12 57161
0.13 BF163
0-12 67166

0.26

0.95
1.24
1-46
0-43
0.49
0.45
0.49
0.48

0S0
0-61

0.46
0.56
0.65
0.44
0-33
0.50
0.52
0.52
2.25!

3-55'
0-35
0.23
0.67
0-46
0.53
0.56
1-10
1.00
0.70
.25

0.16
0-20
0-25
0-25
0.81
0.14
0.17
0.25
0.25
0.20

o -is
0.25
0.23
0.34
0.24
0.27
0.22
0-26
0-20

0.42
0-50

045

2143707
2143708

AD149V 0.66
AD150
0.63
AD161
0-45
AD162
0-45
013 AD161
pr
0.70
1-05

2N3709
2N3710

0.11 AF109R
0-12 AF115

2N3706

0.201 EICY30
0-50, BCY31
0.241 BCY32

0-11 EIC116A 618
0.11
9-21
0.11 BC118
0.11
020 BC119
0 29
0-13 8C121
0.23

0153
C154
0157
C158
0159
C160

01675
C168B
C168C
C169B
C169C
C170
C171

C172
C182

C182L

11-1S

BF125

9.34 87153
0.29 BFI54

010-6E167

0-18 BF173
0-14 BF177
0-13 BF178
0-14 BF179
0-37 137180
0-13 BF181

0-13 BF182
0.11 BF183

8.13 137184
0-13 BF185
01111 BFI94

013

BF195

0'11 I3F196
0-12 137197
0.12 137198

0.09 67199
0.09 BF200

0.19
0.43
0.52
1-15
0.34
0-37
0.53
1.05
0-87
0.15
0.21
0-22
0-17
0.22
0-13
3.54
2-42
0.97
0.75
0.75
0.75
0-32
0.67
0-40
0-50
0-43
0.49
5.55
0.63

1-42
2-25
C106A
0-46
C1.955
0.55
0.65
C106D
C106E
0.43
CA3020A 1.80
CA3046 0-70
CA3048 2-11
CA3039E 1-96
CA3090Q 4-23

0.81
1.05
0.25
0.24
0-43
0.53
0.25
0.27
6.25
0.20

MC1458CP1

C183L

0261

0262
C263
C300
C301

0-20 BFX44
0-18 BFX63

023 8FX68

2.12
0-34
0302
0.29
0.54
C303
0.10
0307
C307A 0.10
C308

BFX84
BFX85
BFX87
BFX88
EIFX89

BFY18
0-09 BFY19

03086

0.12 BFY20
0-09 BFY29

C309A
C3096

0-10. BFY50
0.10 BFY51
0.10 BFY52

0.441

C237
C238

0.24

0.21 BFYS3
0-19 BFY90

0337

C308A

ani

0-19 BRY39
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BU104
BU105

LM301A 0-43

LM304A 203
LM309K 1.58
LM702C 0 75
LM709T099
0 dB

9-5.00 Sat
Trade and export enquiries welcome

14OtL 0.38

Printed Circuit Marker Pen
DALO 33PC - complete with instructions.
No masking! No mess! Red or blue

LM747
1-00
LM7488D1L
0-60

MJ480
MJ481
K.1490
M4491
MJE340

0.79
0.90
1.14
0-98
1-38
0.42

MJE2955 1.12
MJE3055 0-68
MP8111
0-32

0-16 MP13113
0-23 MPF102

0-40
0.47
0-39

027 MPSA05 0.25
0.23
0-42
0.32
0-32

MPSA06 0-26
MPSA55 0-26
MPSA56 0-27

NE555V
0-21 NE560

0-90

024

NE561
NE5/15A

4-43
4.43

0C23
0C28
0C35
0C42
0C45
0071
0072
0081
0083

ORP12
0.1S SC35D
0.1S SC36D
0.18 SC40D

scalD

SC45D
SC46D
SC5OD
5C51 I)

SL414A
$1623

TAD100 1.50
Filter
0-70
T8A271 0.64
TBA5418 2-25

TBA800 1.50
TBA810 1.50

TIP2955

0.40 TIP3055
023 z-rx3oo
.19 ZTX302
0-21

gig

1.89
1.32
1.39
1.96
2.60
2.39
1-80
4.59

TAA661131 -32

TIP29A
TIP30A
0'33 TIP31A
2.49 TIP32A
030 TIP33A
0-24
0.30 TIP34A
0-211 TIP35A
0.25 TIP36A
0.45 TIP41A
035 TIP42A
-35
. so

0-20
9-50
1-68
1.46

TAA263 0.70
TAA350 2.10
TAA621 2.03

TIL209

ZTX500
0.00 ZTX502
0-40 ZTX530

Price 87p

5%
5%

Y.

Y.

PIV
1.5

1p

1-5p

1/35v

9p

22/35v
47/35v
1p/35v
2-2/35v
4.7/35v

10p

22/16v

2

10% 2.5p
10% 6p

216

5% 7p

105

5%
5%

Veroboard Largest stockist
Copper

2.583%

2.505
39'.8311.
311.85
21/2 x17

33/4817

149
149
149
149
14p
18p
14p

SN74100 2.16
SN74107 43p
SN74118 1-00
SN74119 1-92
SN74121 571/
SN74122 80p
SN74123 72p
SN74141 1.00
5N74145 1.44
SN74150 1-44
SN74151 1.10
5N74153 1-09

SN7482 Sip

-1

-1

-15

20
30
30
35
67
95

28
30
30
34
89

-

14

-

14

1-21

76

24
49
69

tradeor retail supplied

E2913E13 Series 109

Neg temp Coot VA1000Senes 20p
R53 £1.20
Full details of ranges in our catalogue 20p

Egulvakmta Books

100

200

400

800

800

-

0.09
0.17
0.35
0.92

0 10
0 20
0 40
1.18

0.11

0.12

0-15

0.47

0.56
2.62

3.85

008
0.15

10
35

0.84

022
2 -IS

0.07
A A119 0.07
A A129 0.15
BA100 0.15
0A102 0.25
BA110 0.25
BA115 0-07

BA144 0.12
SA145 0.17
8A154 0.12
BY100
BY126
BY127
BY140

0.15
0.15
0.173
1.00

BY111 0.32
BYZ12 0.30

Plastic

1A

100
200
400
600

-

024

0.36
0.30
0.36
0.40

2A
4A
0.32 0-60
0.37 0.70
0 41 0-75
0 45 0.85
0.52 0-95

6A
0.62
6.75
0.80
1.10

125

0A9

°Al°

010

0 20

.4-20

0A85 0.10
0A90 0 07
0A91

0-20
0A65
0A47 0.07i- 0A200
0A70 0.074 0A202
0A73 040 0A210

Bridge Rectifiers
SO

1000

020

027

025

(35 A 8009v) £3.65 IN3768 (35 A 1003ov) £4.20.
BA141 047
BY237 0 123 OA79 0.07
8A142 0.17 BYZIO 0.35 0A81 0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.10
0 273

Metal -

Professional quality
SA

2.22
2.24
2-82
3.72

15A 25A
2.64 3-34
3.00 3.60
3.78 4.32
4.20 5-40

SOA

12 30
12.36
14 40

1638
-

Rotary type 45
Singles (Log and linear) 15 Pence
Single switched (Log and linear) 21 pence STOP
PRESS!!
Doubles (Log and linear) 36 pence
Piker
Slider type 58
Resistors
Singles (Log and linear) 30 pence
pots In
Doubles (Log and linear) 50 pence
stock soon
Presets (Please specify vertical
or horizontal)
0.1 watt 6 pence 0.2 craft 6 pence 0.3 watt n pence

ES3 3 watt Mono Transistor Amplifier Kit
.. £4-08
ES1515 watt HI-FI Transistor Amplifier Kit(two
for stereo) with Tone Control and Pre -Amp
613.20
6530 30 watt Mono Hi-Fi Power Amplifier
.. E920
ES50 50 watt Mono Hi -F1 Power Amplifier
.. £4 53
EV5 Distortion Compensator Pre -Amplifier
E4 00
AV7 Aerial Amplifier LW, SW, MW, VHF, 17V
Channels 2-12
..
£2.04
UH870 FM Transmitter Kit. 65mHz-145mHz. A GPO
Licence is required
MUE7 Short Wave and VHF 'Receiver Kit. Com-

.

panion to 014870 25mHz-150mHz
UH870 25mHz-150mHz
-15

24

Face Cutter 469
Insertion Tools 64p

92

VAT
Please include 10% Vat with all orders

PriceS quoted are all exclusive of Vat
Post and Package
15p postage and package charges
Prices correct at July 1974

of Carbon and
Wirewound resistors available.

SN74199 2.88

Kellner Construction Kits

Mallard 629900 Series 121/29

Full r

S1474198 3-16

We are the sole distributors in U.K.

Thermistors

Veropine -1

SN74175 1-29
SN74176 1-74
SN74180 1 -44
SN74181 5-18
SN74190 1-95
51474191 1.95
SN74192 2.05
SN74193 2-30
SN74196 1-59
SN74197 1.58

AB Potentiometers -carbon

Plain

-15

2.90

0.21

SN7496 1.00

50

3

01916

Tantalum Bead
Caps
Value
Price

Price

5% 2p

36pcs 24
200pcs 89

017

20p 5147495 80p

5147450

SN7409 33p S 147451 20p
SN7410 209 SN7453 20p
SN7411 25p SN7454 209
SN7412 2dp $N7480 20p
S N7413 50p SN7470 309
S N7418 45p 5N7472 38p
5147417 30p 8N7473 4Ip
SN7420 20p SN7474 480
SN7423 379 SN7475 599
45p
SN7425 37p 5147476
5147480 759
SN7427 45p SN7481 1.25

6W1-6- z 4- undrilled £1.00
4W1-4- x undrilled £080
2W1 -2-k undrilled £0.45

Power W Tol

Pi Ice
£

$617446 2.00 S147493 65p SN74165 2.01

1143766

Resistors

Price Type

SN7406 459 SN7447 1.30 SN7493 655 SN74187 410
SN7407 450 SN7448 1.50 SN7494 1159 SN74174 1-80

CATHODE STUD ONLY

1.01
1-51

0-20
0.15

S N7405 249

705-697018-7p

Transistors 909
70p

0.93
0 60
0.12

Price Type

SN7400 20p SI47432 459 SN7483 1.20 SN74154 1-56
5147401 20p SN7437 35p SN7484 955 SN74155 155
SN7401AN
SN7438 35p SN7485 1.58 31474157 1.09
330 SN7440 20p SN7486 45p SI474160 1-58
SN7402 209 SN7441 859 SN7490 65p 51474161 158
S N7403 20p SN7442 359 SN7491 1.10 $1474162 1-58
S N7404 245 5147445 1.59 SN7492 75p S N74164 201

Diodes & Rectifiers

A large selection of hestsinks for all types
of tranSistors from Redpoint, in stock now

0-35
0.49
0.58
0.62
0-74

3-7o
0.79
0-90

Price Type

Type

5147430 299

400mW Zeners 3.3v to 43v
New low price lip each 28.20 for 100

4.48

0.58
6.76
0.60
0.35
0-32
0.12
0.13
0.20

TTL (SN 7400 Series)

5147408 259

SOIL 0.38
14E/IL 0.33

LM723C 075
LM741T099
0-40
81311 0-46

0-21 MP8112

0-29
0.35
0-43
0.35
0.34
0.40
0.40
0.30
0.17
0.16
0.17

Nerwfrom Siemens
7 segment 4 digit Decimal Display
Liquid Crystal Type AN 4131 complete
with data. From stock now Price £1300
complete with holder Ideal for battery
operated Quartz clock using two of the
latest CMOS Cs from Solid State
Scientific.15y battery operated, minimum
Of discrete Components required.
Send SAE for details.

Seven Segment Read Out
£1 .55
Minitron 3015F
DL707 Litronat
All detain our new catalogue price 20p

1401L 0.73
MC13039 1.26
0-71 MC1310 2.92

0.14
0.40
C184
0.11 BF225J
3.19
C184L 0.11 8F237
0.22
C186
0-25 BF238
0.22
C137
0.27 BF244
0.16
0207
0.12 SF245
0.33
0208
0.11 BF246
0-43
C212K 0.10 BF247
0-23
C212L 0-16 BM%
0.18
C214L 0-21 BF255
0.17
0237
0-09 BF257
0.46
0.09 13F258
C238
0-59
9.09 BF259
0.55
0239
0.20 BFS21A 2.30
C251
0.18 SFS28
C252
092
C253
0.23 BF561
0-27
0257
0-09 SFS98
0.20
0-09 BFX29
e258
0.30
C259
0-13
0.25
C163

(100 pages of prices and data)
Call in and see us 9-5.30 Mon -Fri

Integrated Circuits

0-2518C338

0.72
0-54
0.54
0.75
0.70
0-18
0.15
0.19
0-13
0.15
0.15

Everything you need is in our
New Catalogue
available now price 20p

£322

EW18 Electronic Dice Klt
EW20 Electronic Dice with Sensor 'Button
.. £7.79
ST800 Strobe Light Kit. 120W/S
£789
L01000 Psycehdelic Light Control, single channel £7.00
L0350 Psychedelic Light Control, three channel £1350
NT15 Power Supply -4 to 30V, 1.5W
£7.45
NT85 Professional Stabilized Power Supply. 5
to 70V,
.. 412.53
13800 800W Light Dimmer Speed Control
.. £2.98

WT7 Aircraft Communication Tuner. 110-130
mHz. Built and aligned ..
215-46
WT9 Transmitter VFO for 2 meters (14mHz140mHz). Built and aligned
..
05-48
All kits with easy to follow instructions and covered
by a full guarantee.
Post and Packing 15p per order. Europe 25p. Commonwealth (Air) 65p. (Min.)

415

Ni

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (Prices include post & packing)

GIRO NO. 331 7056
C.W.O. only. P. & P. 10p on orders below £5
Discount: £10-10%. £20-15% (except net items)
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free)
Official Orders accepted from
Educational & Government Departments

10E12 1.-W KIT: 10 of each El2 value, 22 ohms-IM, a totai of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%). 6.3.65 net
10E12 0.W KIT: I 0 of each Ell value, 22 ohms-I Pt, a total of 570 (CARBON FILM 5%), £3.85 net
25E 12 1W KIT: 25 of each Ell value, 22 ohms-I M, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%). 68.35 net
25E12 OW KIT: 25 of each E12 value, 22 ohms-IM, a total of 142.5 (CARBON FILM 5%), 68.45 net
20E12 OW KIT: 20 of each El2 value, 22 ohms -2M2, a total of 1220 (METAL FILM 5%), 611.05 net
15E12 IW KIT: 15 of each Eli value, 10 ohms-I M. a total of 915 (METAL FILM 5%). 613-35 net
10E12 2W KIT: 10 of each El2 value. 10 ohms -1M, a total of 610 (METAL FILM 5%). L17.15 net

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SER ES

RESISTORS
CF-High Stab Carbon Film, 5% MF-High Stab Metal Film, 5%.

15p. 1 .5gF, 23p.2-2gF, 26p.

W. Type Range
k CF 22 -IM
22-2M2
5 CF
22 -IM
CF

250V P.C. Mounting: 0.01µF, 0-0150F, 0.0220F, 0.0330, 0.0470, 31p. 0.068µF,
01µF, 44p. 0 -15gF, 4-ip. 0-220F, Sfp. 0.330, 8p. 0.47.0, 9p. 0.68gF, 12p. IgF,

MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES

T

400V: 0.0010. 0.00150, 0.0022gF. 0.00335F, 0.00470, 21p. 0-00681F, 0.01pF,
0.015gF, 0-0220F, 0033µF,F, 34p. 0-0470, 0068µF, 0.10, 40p. 0 -15gF. 6-IP.
0 -220, 8; p. 0 -33riF, 12p. 0 -47gF, 14p.

160V: 0.01µF, 0 -015gF, 0.0220, 3p. 0-047gF, 0.0680. 3fp. 0 10 .
5p. 0.22gF, Sip. 0.330. 60p. 0.470, 8Op, 0-680, 12p. I titF, 14p.

*

MF
MF
MF

I0 -2M7
10-2M2
10-10M

100-499

1-99
I
1

500-999

0.75

0.75

0-60
0.60

0-75

0 -60

1.54

1.32

1

2

I 000 ±

0.55
0.55

Size mm

2.4x7-5
3.9x10.5'

5-5xI6

0 -55
I

-

3x7

I

4.2x10.8
6.6x13
I -65
181
8x17.5
2-75
3-08
3.52
2 MF 10-10/For1 4.5
(price in pence each)
value mixing Prices, please refer to our catalogue.
VALUES AVAILABLE-E12 Series only. (Net prices above 100.)
.

0
440. 0.15,

TI

MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS

50V: (pF) 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 68. 82, 100. 120, 150, 180,220, 270, 330. 390, 470,
560. 680. 820.1K, 1K5, 2K2, 3K3. 4K7, 6K8, (PF) 0.01, 0-015, 0.022, 0-033, 0-047,

2

I -43

3

1 -98

I -21

0.99

-PRESET SKELETON POTENTIOMETERS

MINIATURE 0-25W Vertical or horizontal 6p each IK, 2K2, 4K7, 10K, etc.
up to III ft

2+1, each. O. I, 30V, 4OP.

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 160V 5%

SUB -MIN 0-05W Vertical, 100 SI to 220K o 5p each

(pF) 10. 15, 22, 33, 47, 68. 100, 150, 220, 330, 470, 680, 1000, 1500, 2200, 3300.
4700. 4p. 6800. 10,000. 40p.

(E.E.) 61 CHEDDINGTON ROAD, P1TSTONE,
NR LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, L U7 9AQ

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS_LTD.
Miniature Mullard Electrolytics
1 -OAF 63V 6-5p

I .50 63V 60p
22µF 63V 6+p
3.3gF 63V 6ip
4 -7pF 63V 6.4gi

- 8gF 63V Bila
I 6V 60p

OpF

680

63V 12P
1000 IOV 6iP

100gF 25f
V 6p

63V 61-p

330gF

514F

60F 40V feip

22gF 25V 6Op
2.2uF 63V 6#p

320
330

2'x
3:"
3.4.

IOV 6+p

220gF

2200 I6V Sp
2200 63V 2Ip
I6V 12p
3300F 63V 7-50

4700 6.4V 9p

470gF 40V 20p

6800 I6V 15p

s"

35 x 3f"

if xx I"
20
5"(Plain)

TRANSISTORS
ACI27 160p BC212L 12p
ACI28 22p BC2I3L 12p

680gF 40V 25p
1000sF I6V 20p

15000 6.4 I5p

BC145

I6V 6 -Op

47025V
47gF

6Op

63V 8p

VagF I6V 6-(p

-22p

10p 10p

Pins, Pkt. 25

40V 60p

32gF 63V 65p

- lip

59p 59p
44p 44p

Insertion tool
Track Cutter

470 IOV 64p

33uF

7p 7p
- 14p

2,, 35" (Plain)
5 -.031. (Plain)

BC107
BC108
BC109

10V 64-p

28p 280
26p 19p
32p 33p
28p 28p

2+ x 5"

100gF 63V 14p
1500 I6V 60p
ISOµF0 63V 15p
220gF 6.4V 6-ip

OpF 25V 64p
OgF 63V &Op

50 16V 6-ip

VEROBOARD 0.1 0 16

li

lip

BC2I4L 17p
113p
0C44
13p
0071

lip

13p

1000sF 25V 2.5p

BCI48

12p

0081

160

1500gF 16V 15p

BCIB2L 12p
BCIB3L 12p
BC184L 13p

T/543

33p

22000 10V 25p
3300,F 6.4 269

OC170 131,

2142926

1

1p

2N3702 I ID

POTENTIOMETERS

Carbon Track 5K o to 2M ft, log or Iin. Single. 165p Dual Gang 46p. Log Single with switch 26p
Slider Pots. 10K, 100K, 500K. 30mm, 34p. 45mm, 47p. 60mrn, 55P

DIODES
N4001 6-ip
N4002 75p

N4003 9
N4004 90:
N4005 lip

N4006 14p
14914 7p
N916 7P

BA100 10p
OA5

42P

OA47A81

lip

9P

0A200 8p
Integrated
Circuits

gA709C

gA74IC
gA723C
ZN414

A SPARK OF
GENII'S

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Tubular & Large Cans

PLUGS
DIN 2

(uF/V):4.7/10. 5/25, 8/25, 10/10, 10/50. 16/25,

13p
3 Pain
Pin Bp

22/63. 25/25, 25150, 32/25, 50/25, 100/10, 100/25. 61P. 50150. 8P

5 Pin 180° 15p
Std. Jack

100150, 200/7_5,

MK2 ELECTRONIC

HI -VOLT: 4/450. 140. 8/350, I9p. 81450, 20p. 16/350, 22P.
16/450, 23p. 321350, 33p. 50/250, 20p. 100/350. 60p.

METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS

250V: 0 .05µF, 0.1µF, 6p. 0-25. 6p. 0.5gF, 74p. ItLF, 9p. 500V:

2. mm Jack lip 0-025 0.05, 6p. 0-1. Sp. 0.25, 7±p. 0.5, 9p. 1000V: 0.01, I I p.
0.022. 13p. 0-047, 0 - 1. 15p. 0.22, 2.3p. 0.47. 2/31.5 -Op
Pono
NEW KIT
6±0
Screened Wi e. Metre
12p 50120W Metal Film 5% Ultra
Twin Screened Wire, Metre
12p Low Noise New Resistors
50p Stereo Screened Wire, Metre
24.p with full colour coding -5 each
onnecting Wire. All colours, Metre
55p
61

£1.32

5 for 24p Ell value 10ohrn-1 M total
Neon Bulb, 90V Wire Ended
20p 305 £2.75 Neu.
Panel Neon. 240V Red, Amber. Clear
IS

PARKERS SHEET
METAL FOLDING
MACHINES
MODELS

Instant all weather starting, up 1020%
fuel saving, longer battery life, higher
top speed, faster acceleration. spark
plugs last about 5 times longer, miss -

A. B. PARKER, Folding Machine Works,
Upper George St., Heckmondwike, Yorks.

fire due to contact breaker bounce
electronicall, eliminated, purer exhaust emission resulting In less air
pollution. Contact breaker burn

One year's guarantee.

THE ABOVE KIT COMPR ISES:PRICE ONLY £11.62
grease, printed circuit board, ALL 5 - Ready built L14.85
year guaranteed components and full (State ± or - earth)
instructions to make this fascinating,
-

Ready -drilled case and metalwork,
coil connectors, silicon
cables,

We can supply a Sparkrite ignition
(ready built) to fit all petrol engined
vehicles (boats, motor cycles etc)

with coil and contact breaker Ignition
prices on application.

ORDER NOW FROM:
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL BROCHURE. OR CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION
BETWEEN 9 AND 5.30 WEEKDAYS. AND 10-4 SATURDAY.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES (DEPT E.E.7)
82. BATH STREET
WALSALL WSJ 3DE
Phone: WALSALL 33652

416

Money refunded if not satisfied.

Send for details.

Heckmondwike 403997

CONTACTLESS ELECTRONIC

r L IGNITION BY MOBELEC

eliminated (suitable for petrol engined
cars up to 8 cylinders).

negative earth forms.

15p.

SYSTEM CAN BE FITTED IN ONLY 15 MINUTES TO GIVE-

WHEN COMPLETE THE

efficient capacitive discharge

1 p. 250/50, I8p. 500/10, 15

With Bevelled
Bevelled Former Bars
-oa carr. free
No. I. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 36in. wide ...
No. 2. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 24in. wide ... £15.00 carr. free
...
£15.00
carr. free
No. 3. Capacity 16 gauge mild steel x 18in. wide
Also new bench models. Capacities 36in. x 18 gauge 640.00 24 in. x 16
gauge L3800. Carriage free. Add 10% VAT to total price of machine.
End folding attachments for radio chassis, tray and box making. Steal angle
36" model, 40p per ft. Other models 30p. The two smaller models will form
flanges. As supplied to Government Departments. Universities, Hospitals.

IGNITION KIT

system in either positive earth or

I

500/50, 18p. 1000/10, 15p. 1000/25, 22p. 1000/50, 40p. 2000/10.
20p. 1000(100 900. 2000/25. 300. 2000/100. 95p. 2500/25, 38p.
2500/50. 62p. 3000150, 800. 5000/25, 66p. 5000150, LI 10.

14-ip

2.5mm Jack Ilp
Phono
Sip
SOCKETS
DIN 2 Pin 10p
3 Pin 100
5 Pin 180° 12p
Std. lack 144p

HEAVY VICE

THE SPARKRITE

very

Tel.: Cheddington 668446 (Std. Code 0296)
PLEASE WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

"Omsk
&lea,
Ws,

,N)

We break the price barrier with
this trouble -free inductive dis-

charge contactless ignition which
replaces contact points by a solidstate trigger -head giving

FROM
ONLY

high

energy spark for excellent cold -

weather starting and super smooth tick -over. Designed for 4
or 6 cylinder neg. earth cars at a price you can afford. Easy
to fit, clear illustrated instructions, free fitting kit. State
model, make and year. Other Mobelec capacitive discharge
E series models available. Mobelec E series for high performance engines. 4 & 6 cylinder NEG. AND POS. EARTH.

t13.9511:

£22.82. 8 cyl. £24.75. Post free.
Dept EE,'6 226 Mary Street,
-

SILHILL PRODUCTS Birmingham B12 9RJ. Tel:
021-440 3600.

Everyday Electronics, July 1974

Practical Radio Et Electronics
Certificate course includes a
learn while you build

FREE
Over ISO

ways to
engineer a

3 transistor radio kit.
Everything you need to know

about Radio &

Electronics
maintenance and
repairs for a spare

This FREE 76
book can poi vollge
the roar" to
e)/7
Througha
8.1ETHohe
St14 Coutsedvose

time income and
a career for a
better future.

}4714r sili2tectnoki,"

better future

ow

smCUT OUT THIS COUPONn= min mo soon

Tick or state subject of interest.
Post to address below.
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

sMoEdCHayANolCfAL

Institute of
EngineersEngineering
A.M.S.E. ( Mech.) Li Designers
Institute of
(A.M.I.E.D.)
Engineers &

A.B.T. Clerk of
Works
Construction
Surveyors Ins Li-

tute-L.C.S.I.

General
u Elec. Draugh ts-

CITY & GUILDS

General Building
(allbranehes)
_
CiTY &GUILDS
Heating & Vent.
Mansh ip
Gen. Mech. Eng. f7 Architectural
rj Inst. Clerk of
Maintenance Eng.0 Draughtsmanship CI Works
Welding
Site Surveying _
u Technical
Gen. Diesel &rig I I Drawing
Health Engineer Sheet Metal Work0
Road ConstrucEng. Inspection f7 RADIO & TELETca.ecmhniLcklajns

find out
in just 2 minutes
That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon. Mail

it to B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free

book. B.I.E.T. has successfully trained thousands of men at
home - equipped them for higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T.
home study course gets results fast - makes learning easier
and something to look forward to. There are no books to buy

and you can pay -as -you -learn.
Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a
day's pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an
expert. Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer not to cut the
page). No obligation and nobody will call on you . .. but it could be
the best thing you ever did.

Draughtsmanship0

Hog. Metallurgy 0

Radio, TV!

ELECTRONIC

Electronicscrryazoumps

Society of

Engineers-

in

the next few years, my earnings increased fourfold" -Student

C.C.B., Bucks.

tion
Quantities.
Estimates
u Hydraulics
Structural Eng.

_

Telecoms.
u
Gen. Radio & Tv
GENERAL
Eng.
Gen. Electrical
Agricultural Eng- Radio Amateurs
Engineering
of Ens.
fi Council
Electrical
Institutions
Elm
o
Servicing
Installations
Farm Science
0 Tv servicing
Plastics
ElectricalMaths 0 Colour TV
Computer
A.M.S.E. (Elec.)
CITY & GUILDS

.0

Electronics
Electronic Eng. 0
Practical Radio
& Electronics
(With kit)

hi

MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION

Institute of Cost
&Management
Acctnts.
Computer
Programming
Works M'ment.
Work Study
Gen. Production
Estimating &
Planning
Storekeeping
Management
Ski
Quality Control

i:i

AUTOMOBILE &
AERONAUTICAL
mIngtotituitedOf the

r n ustry

A. m.LI.
m&A,1347

0

Supplementary
courses for Nal.
Certificates.

H

n
CITY & GUILDS
Auto Eng.
0
Gen. Auto Eng. 17
Motor Mechanics 0
Auto Diesel Eng. a

G.C.E.

- choose from
58 '0' & 'A'
level subjects.

GAaRragc33
AehirolnEngient-.
u
8
O neering Certs.
C

Gen. Aero Eng.

0

CONSTRUCTIONAL

O Society of

U EngineersO

Others have done it, so can you
"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that my
application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can honestly
say that this has been the best value for money I have ever obtained -a
view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced the course".Student D.I.B., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job
that I love, with unlimited prospects".-Student J.A.O.
"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly changed my earning capacity and,

COMMUNICATIONS

crrY8z GUILDS.

ELECTRICAL &

Coaching for many

A.M.S.E. (Civ.)

Institute of Build-

ing-L.LO.B.

examscite , including

0

C

POST TODAY FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW
QN
To B.I.E.T., Dept. BEEN
Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF

BEER!

NAME
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

RHO 0 7 1i9R )12fIRSCIF
These letters- and there are many more on file at Aldermaston Court
- speak of the rewards that come to the man who has given himself
the specialised know-how employers seek. There's no surer way of

getting ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It
will cost you a stamp to find out how we can help you. Write to
B.I.E.T. Dept. BEE'. Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

OTHER SUBJECTS
AGE
I.semdited by C.A.C.C.

mr.kr of A.B.c.c. I

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines ltd., Fleetway House. Farringilon Street, London. E.C.4 Jan. Printed in Englandby Index Printers Ltd.,
Donstablc, Beds. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/Sia) Ltd. South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Publisher's Subscription Rate (including paitage):
For one year to any part of the world 52-9S. Everyday Eleetrunics is sold subject to the following conditioras, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Pnblishers first
given. he tent, resold. hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Toole at more than toe recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it :shall not be lent. resold or hired out
or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in arty unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or attixed to or as part of any publication
or advertising, literary or pictorial matter
whatSucV.r.

DON'T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES
Hi Fi and Transistors - Up to date
Brochures on request

BUILD THE

TEXAN

You pay less
VAT with Henry's
Low Prices

20 WATT IC

20

Now built and used by thousands
of satisfied customers. Features

STEREO AMPLIFIER

slim design overall size in cab-

As featured by
Practical Wireless

inet 15I" x 2j." x 6#". 6 -IC's, 10
transistors, stabilisers Gardners
low field transformer. Fibre

1972

Glass PC Panel, complete chassis

work. Now available built and tested as well as in

5
ce£.0carripacking)

400 40 watt mixer/amp
800 80 watt mixer/amp

EXCLUSIVE
DECCA KELLY

DISCO MIXERIPREAMPLIFIERS
(OP for up to 6-100 watt amplifiers)
SDLI (rotary controls)

14940

SDI -11 (slider controls)

1.5850

complete disco preamp

£7200

above

1.49-50

DISCO VOX (slider controls) the
DJI00 100 watt power amplifier for

DJ3OL Mk 11 3 channel 3kw sound to
136-00
light
£45.50
DJ3OL Mk III slider controls
DJ DISC LITE as 30L-2 plus variable
f54-00
speed flashes
L4400
Carlsboro Reverberation Unit
Ell -95
Disco anti -feedback microphone
Colt 150 watt liquid wheel projector Ezaso

ISO watt QI liquid wheel projector

1.50-00

150 watt QI cassette wheel projector £50-00
Spare Effects and liquid cassettes large
£6.00
range of patterns
£500
6 inch Liquid wheels
Various cassettes
Mini spot bank fitted 3 lamps

Auto Trilice (mini with flashers)
Bubblemaker with liquid

L600
£1700

LIVING SOUND LOW NOISE TOP QUALITY CASSETTES

MADE BY EMI TAPES LTD. TO INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS ESPECIALLY FOR HENRY'S.

C 120

.80

£3,1S

£5-45

""

£13-45

Quantity and trade enquiries, invited
LEARN A LANGUAGE -complete with phrase

SPEAKERS

L37-50

VAT)

ALL POST PAID LESS THAN # REC. PRICES COMPLETE
WITH LIBRARY CASES
25 for
10 for
6 for
3 for
040
E300
El -98
C60 £1 .10
£11.25
E4.60
02.80
C90 El 46

EARN YOURSELF EASY

Northcourt:

E24.95

KIT PRICE n1-00 (+ VAT)

35.00

£49.50
100 watt amplifier for above
£6940
slider controls
L49-50
85050 watt mixer/amplifier
£5750
R100 100 watt mixer/amplifier
DISCO AMP 100 watt mixer/amplifier £73-00

to construct and use. Mains
operated. Slim modern de-

duced to give high performance
with a realistic price. (Parts list and
constructional details Ref. No. 5 30p).
Henry's are sole distributors UK and Europe.

30p. Distributed by Henry's throughout UK. FREE -Teak cabinet with complete kit.
(+.1./A7 + 50p
or built
(+VAT+50p
car /Packing)
and tested2
as illustrated.

SDLS 100 watt mixer/amplifier with

low noise. IF stages. LED indicators. Tuning meter, AFC, easy

Overall size 8" x 26^ x 61". Pro-

Aux. Can be altered for Mic., Tape, Tape -head, etc.
Constructional details Ref. No. 21

disco, fitted mixer/preamp, 2 decks all
898-50
facilities.
1E118-50
As above but with Slider Controls

A completely new high stability stereo
FM tuner. Features variable capacity
diode tuning, stabiliser power
supply, IC Decoder, high gain

kit to build or ready built.

switch. input selector: Mag. P.U., Radio Tuner.

DISCO MINI A complete portable

STEREO FM TUNER

cabinet, etc. Available as a

RELIABILITY AND EASE OF CONSTRUCTION
FACILITIES. On/off switch indicator, headphone.
socket, separate treble, bass, volume and balance
controls, scratch and rumble filters, mono/stereo

PORTABLE DISCO
EQUIPMENT

NEW
HENELEC

sign with fibre glass PC, teak

kit form. HIGH QUALITY & STABILITY ARE
PREDOMINATE FEATURES - DEVELOPED BY
TEXAS ENGINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE

MONEY, WITH

BUILD THE

book. German = French - Spanish Italian fl -36 per course. £5 for any 4.

12 watt speaker Tweeter
systems. 8' Bass/M idrobe

and Melinex Domed HF
radiator plus crossover L1250
per pair of systems (arr./packs. 40p)
or built into veneered cabinets, size 18 x

12 x 6f E1950 pair (carr. fli

LOW COST H1 -F1 SPEAKERS
SPECIAL OFFERS

13^ x £1^ -full range
(Post 20p each or 30p pair)

EMI

speakers

150TC-8 ohms Twin Cone 10 watt
1:2-20 each or £4.00 pair.

.450 10 watt C/o Twin Tweeters 3. 8 or

HI-FI TAPE
EQUIPMENT

15 ohms £3.85 each

EW IS watt 8 ohms C/o Tweeter

LS -25 each or £740 per pair
350 20 watt C/o Tweeters 8 or IS ohms
£780 each
' Polished wood cabinet 11.480 post 35p.

U.K.'s largest range with

discounts and demonstrations for callers. Latest

stock lists on request (Ref. No. 171.
Phone 01-402-4736 for Barclay/Access
Card. Direct orders and latest prices.

U.K.'s largest range for every application.

Small quantity discounts. Also Trade,
Export and Industrial enquiries invited.
Latest stock list (Ref. No. 36) including
valves on request.

1(2011

727
Axcent 100

Specialists in electronics for more than
30 years. Trade and industry supplies every type of component and equipment.

Mixers/Mica/Speakers/Lighting

U.K.'s largest range of Disco Lighting.
FREE STOCK LIST REF. No. 18 ON

REQUEST.
AKG RESLO / DJ / CARLSBRO I EAGLE

MICS., STANDS, MIXERS, CABINETS.
CHASSIS AND COMPLETE SPE KER
TURNMEGAPHONES,
SYSTEMS,
TABLES, PUBLIC ADDRESS COM.
PONENTS.

44-7S
46-30

10 watt

48-50
48.40

15 watt
30 watt

E3-75
£7 -20

£8.50
EI3 75

f2-10
E3-35
£4-80
L5-50

8 ohms
8 ohms

KEF

£5.52

8 ohms
30 watt
I kHz/SkHz C/o
3kHz var. C/o
SPEAKER KITS (carr. etc. 35p)
30 watt
8"
20.2
40 watt
8"
20-3
20 watt
LINTON 2
30 watt
GLENDALE 3
50 watt
DOVEDALE 3
KEF KK2
KEF KK3

f2-70

K4009
5N75

£3.10

£2450 pair

£35 .95 pair

£1830 pair
£32.95 pair
£51 -50 pair

£55.00 pair

08.00 pair

BUILD YD RSELF A P I CKET CALCULATOR
NEW SINCLAIR PROJECT 80
Stereo PreAmOlifier

Audio Filter Unit
Z40 15 Watt Amplifier
Z60 25 Watt Amplifier
PZ5 Mod. for I or 2 Z40
PZ6 Mod. (S Tab) I or 2 Z40
PZ8 Mod. (S Tab) I or 2 Z60
TRANSFORMER FOR PZ8

All prices carr. paid (UK) (VAT EXTRA)

6-f"

15 watt
8"
15 watt
9 x 6"
BASS & MID RANGE -8 ohms (post 20p)
15 watt
5"
AAI2
IS watt
5-4-"
6110
15 watt
8"
8200
30 watt LF
13" x 8"
13139/2
TWEETERS AND CROSSOVERS (post 20p)
8 or 15 ohms
10
watt
K2006
FHT6

ELECTRONICS
SUPPLIES

1:2250

FR65
FRB

F3

TRANSISTORS/SEMICONDUCTORS

1E12-95

8 ohms full range (post 20p)
5 watt
4"
FR4

NEW FM TUNER

STEREO DECODER

11I.95
£6.95
£5-45

£645
£448

0.98

048
£395
flI95

C45

A complete it, packaged in a polystyrene container and taking about 3 hours to assemble chats the Sinclair Cambridge pocket calculator
from Henry's. Some of the many features include
interface chip. thick -film resistor pack, printed
circuit board, electronic components pack.
Size 44" long x 2^ wide x };^ deep.
Free of charge with the kit for the more advanced
technologist is a 32 -page booklet explaining how
to calculate Logs. Tangents. Sines etc.
SPECIAL OFFER

213.60 Akozun'e
£19.95
ready to use.

f4I

00001
300E1
IMOD=

013130
+ VAT.
+ VAT.
See page 404
descriptions
correct
at
time
of
proof.
Subject
to
change
10% VAT to be added to all orders. Export supplied. Prices and
of this magazine
Barclaycard/Access call, write or phone your
order 01 -723 -6963 -easy terms for callers.

All items post paid.

without notice. E& 0 E. ALWAYS BARGAINS FOR CALLERS.

Henry's

LIMITED

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

lectronec omponents and Equipment 01-402 8381
309 PA - Disco - Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
303 Bargains Store (Callers only)

All mail to

Home end Car Entertainment Centres London and branches now open

Ail stores open 9 am to

120 Shaftesbury Avenue. London W1 01-437 9692
144 Burnt Oak Broadway. Burnt Oak. Edgware 01-952 7402
190.1.94 Station Road. Harrow.Middlases 01,863 7788.,9
Al,
354466 E ware Road. London W2 01.402 5854/4736

Otscourrt Stosk Lot

303 Edgware Road.
London W2 18W
6 pm Sox days a week HI -Fr - rape Equrpment

Free at all stores

